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I am glad to forward herewith Law Commission's 152nd Report on "Cost 
odial Crimes" (9th Report of the 13th Law Commission). 

Complaints of abuse of power and torture of suspects in custody by the police 
and other law enforcing agencies have been the concern of the society. Custodial 
crimes and torture of persons in police custody are heinous and revolting as they 
reflect betrayal of custodial trust by a public authority against the defenceless 
citizen, such practices violate fundamental rights and human rights. There is a 
pressing need to control this malady. The victims of custodial crimes, torture. 
injury or death, mostly belong to the weaker section of our society, the Law Co
mission considered it necessary to take up this matter sou motu for an in-depth. 
study. 

The commission circulated a working paper on the subject to elicit public 
opinion. It also organised a Seminar wherein tbe problem of custodial crimes was 
discussed at length. The Commission bas, after an indepth analysis of the Con
stitutional and legal provisions, prepared this report which contains recommend
ations for amendment of substantive and procedural laws, including amendment 
of some of the provisions of Indian Penal Code, 1860. Criminal Procedure Code, 
1973 and Indian Evidence Act, 1872. The recommendations have been made with 
a view to contain the possibility of abuse of power and to provide for payment 
of compensation to the victims. 

We hope the recommendations made by the Commission in this Report will 
be implemented as that will greatly benefit the poor and ignorant victims of cust
odial crimes and it will further be a progressive step towards the protection of 
human rights of our citizens. 

With regards, 

Hon'ble Sbrl P. V. Nanlmba Rao, 
Prime Minister & 
Minister for Law, Justice & Company Affairs. 
New Delhi. 

(i-ii) 

Yours sincerely. 

(K. N. SINGH) 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 There is a deep concern at the growing incideilce of cmlodial crimes occurr
ing in different parts of our country. Complaints of abu'i(; oi' p:>wer, and torture 
of suspects in custody by the police and other law enfon.:ing agencies having powel 
to detain a person for interrogation in connection with inve,~igation of an offence 
are, on rise. Of late, such complaints have assumed a tanning dimensions project
ing the incidence of torture, as;ault, injury, extortion, sexual exploitation and 
death in custody. Compared with oth-;:r crimes, cusroJial c(im;,; ar.: p;micularly 
heinous and revolting as they renect b;;trayal of custodial tru~t by a public ,ervant 
against the defencde~'i citizen. Custodi&l crimes violate law; human dignity and 
human rights. 

1.2 Despite constitutional and ~tatutorj provisions sategua rding tht: liberty and 
the life of an individual, the growing incidence of custodial torture and death 
have become a disturbing factor in the society. It is di~(re,sing kl find the gory tale~ 
of dehumanising torture, assault and d~ath in the cu~tody of p'Jlice almost in every 
morning newspaper. The alarm;ng rise in custodial crime, has picked the con
science of every section of soder} and it has evoked publi(: outcry againq the law 
enforcing agencies, especially the police and the Directorate of Rev",nue Intelli
gence and Enforcement Directorate. The Supreme Court h,lS expressed its deep 
concern on the recurrence of custodial crimes on more than one occasion. Whilt! 
dismissing the appeal of an As"istant Sub-Inspector of Police, who was senten
ced to life imprisonment by the coutrs below, for torturin:; a person to death, 
in the police custody in connection with the interrogation of an offence of theft 
committed in a police officer's house, the Court expressed its distress and angu
ish in these words : "We are deeply disturbed by the diabolical recurrence of police 
torture resulting in a terrible scare in the lUind~ of CJ'1lmOll citizens that their lives 
and liberty are under a new peril when the gua.rdians of Jaw gore human rights to 
death .... Police lock-ups, if reports in newspaper" have a ~tleak of credence, are 
becoming awsome cells. This de\'elopm~ntis disastorous to our human right awar
eness and humanist constitutional order."l 

1.3 No reliable or authentic statistics are availabk regarding the custodial cri
mes as most of the incidents of torture are not recordei Incidents of torure and 
injury in urban areas is brought [0 public notice by the media, while large number 
of such incidents occurring in rural areas of our va~t country, remain unnoticed. 
In this state of affaits, it is difficult to pinpoint the exact number of incidents of 
torture and death in custody. According to the Amnesty International's Report 
for the year 1993, 415 persons died in custody throughoi.tt India during 
the period 1985 to 1993. According to the National Crime Records Bureau, 289 
rapes and 274 deaths in police .:;ustody wae reported from all over the country 
during 1990 to 19932 . A report published in a leading ne',v~raper indicates that 
265 incidents of custodial deaths occured during 1990-\9933 . There is no guar
antee as to the correctness of these figures, but this is quite evident that the inci
dents of torture and death in custody have assumed alarming proportions which 
is affecting the credibility of our system of criminal justice and bringing the State 
to disrepute. 

1.4 The problem of custodial cnmes has been the subject matter of debate in the 
Media and various fora in our country and even in international fora. National 
as well as international agencies have indicated our system for the violation of hum
an rights in the wake of reporh of custodial torture and deaths, In September, 
1992 the Central Governemnt convened a Chief Ministers' Conference to discuss 
the violations of human rights, and it is reported that the question of custodial 
crimes was discussed therein. The decisions taken at the Conference are not avail
able although after the Conference, tbe Central Government constituted the Nat
ional Human Rights Commission to deal with the violations of hu:nan rights. 

------- ----- ---~- -- -------------------~--------

'. Raghubir Singh v. Slate oj Haryana (1980) 3 SCC 17 : AIR 1980 SC 1087. 
J. Letter No. 205/l/94-ST ATjNCRB dated 15-6-1994 of National Crime Records Bureau, Ministry. 

of Home Affairs. Government of India. 
'. B. P. S:1Iu "rOWUdi B:tter Police-Public Reppon", The Hilldu May 17, 1994 at p. 17, 
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t . S Generally, the victums of custodial crimes, torture, injury or death beloDS 
to weaker sections of society. The poor, the dewntrodden and the ignorant with 
little, or no political or financial power, are unable to protect their interests. The 
affiuent members of the society are generally not subjected to torture as the Pol
ice is afraid of their resources as such resourceful persons immediately approach 
higher authorities and courts to regain their freedom. Members of the weaker or 
poorer sections of society, are arrested informally and kept in police custody for 
days together without any entry of such arrests in the police records. Durin! the 
informal detention they are subjected to torture, which at times results in death, 
In the event of death in custody, the body of the deceased is disposed of stealthily· 
or thrown to' a public place making out a case of suicide or accident. R~cords ar~ 
manipulated to shield the police personnel. The relatives or friends of the victim 
are unable to seek protection of law on account of their poverty, ignorance and 
illiteracy. But even if some voluntary organisations take up thier case or pubtie 
~est litigation is intiated against the erring public omcers, no effective or spetdy; 
remedy is available to them, as a result of which erring public officers go scot-free. Tba: 
situation gives rise to a belief that the laws' protection is meant for the rioh attd'. 
not for the poor. If the incidents of custodial crimes are not controlled or elimin
ated, the Constitution, the law, and the State would have no meaning to the people 
which may ultimately lead to anarchy de-stabilising the society. Justice Brandei 
is of U.S. Supreme Court lookl!d upon Government "as the potent and omni
present teacher (that) teaches the whole people by its example". If the Governmeat 
becomes a law breaker, it breeds contempt for law; it invites every man to be
come a law unto himself". Such a situation cannot be permitted to exist in a civil .. 
$Cd society. 

1.6 Maintenance of law and order is of prime importance to any Government' 
Investigation of crime and apprehension of an offender is extremely necessary; 
to ensure peace and order. For the implementation of laws and maintenanee of 
law and order, police and other law enforcing agencies are necessary, but no cJviJi.. 
sed country can permit the use of torture and third degree methods during intwro
galion and investigation of an offence. The police· and other Governmental agen
cie!!, while enforcing the law, are required to respect the constitutional cortllilit
merit to the indiviaual's fundamental rights. The statutory laws including the Criminal 
PrQCedure Code and the Indian Evidence Act provide procedure to safeguard thf 
interest" of a "suspect or an accused, but, in actual practice, those provisions are 
violated. The existing law is inadequate and inetIective in dealing with the oust .. 
odjal crimes and in many cases the erring officers go scot-free on account of the 
complainants inability to prove the case against them. The Supreme Court has 
wersely commented upon the inadequate statutory provisions dealing with the 
~al crimes in India and it has made sel'eral suggestions for reforms in tJ't8 
existing laws. 

1 .7 As observed earlier generally the victims of custodial crimes belong to the 
weaker sections of society. In the event of death .of the earning member of a pOot 
family in custody, the family members of the deceased are left to lead a pathe!ie 
Moio. penury. Various enquiry commissions appointed by the Government toe. 
quire into costodial deaths have recommended the amendment of the law, pto-
vUling for relief and rehabilitation to the family members of the deceasedl . The 
Supreme Court and other courts have also directed the State to pay damages to 
~.affected family members. The State fu~ctionaries including the Chief Mini-
.ters and "Hmne Ministers have been granting" ex-gratia ·payment to the aft\tct(fd 
family members of the victims of custodial crimes, but the existing law deeg -nOl 
adequately provide for the grant of compensation or damages to the affected faIllily 
mc;mbers, nor there is provision for grantin$ interim relief. No doubt relief fof 
damages may be claimed in tort through a Civil suit but the legal position in tbis 
respect is unclear and the process of civil suit is too cumbersome, making it illUSOry. 

_._------------- --_ .. __ ._-
1. Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the death of Sri U. Narasimha in the Police CysW4Y 

. at Sanjeeva Reddy Nagar Police Station, Hyderabad on 10-7-1986, 28 Governmeat of 
Andhra Pradesh (1986). 
Report of the Commission of Inquiry on the deatb.9fSri T. Murlidhar.an at V T9Wn Po~ 
.~tation, Vijayawada. on 17·9-1986 (Government of Andhra Pradesh, 1987). 
Report of the Inquiry Commission on the death of Dadugula Sankuriah in the OUfPOST"of 
Yelleswaram on 2ti-8-1985, (Government of Andbra Padesh, 1986). 
Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the deatb gf.Sri Machela Anjiah while in UK 
po)ice cU5tody at ThUlliathurthi on 6-9-1986; (Oovornment of Andbra PmdClSh). 
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1.8 The Law Commission is entrusted with tbe task of examInmg the laws which 
affect the poor and suggesting such measures as may be necessary to harness law 
and the legal process in the service of the poor, keeping under review, the system 
of judicial administration to ensure that the system of judicial administration 
is responsive to the demands of the society in the light of Directive Principles of 
State PoliG)'. Though the Government has IIl~Qe n~ reference to the Law Comm
ission on the subject under study, the Commission has taken up the matter sou 
motu for an in~depth study, with a view to providing relief to the victims of Cust
odial Crimes, which mostly belong to weaker sections of our society. There have 
~Q~'''s in public to amend laws, both s\1bstantive and procedural to mini~ 
~"Cth.q:9~nce of the custodial crimes and to provide for the relief to the vict
it.Ut,I¥i\-~heir:qependents, hence this study. The Commission is conscious that abu~ 
of Pa ...... by tbe law enforcing agencies cannot successfully be prevented altoget
hqr. ~i thl)obedi~n~ to the laws depends upon .the social consciousness of the law 
e~Jl&, a~t1f;i~s, consiausness of their commitment to the human rigllts and 
tq.1J\, imltVi4ual's freedom and liberty. The l~w should be made stringent to elimi~ 
n~~~1ulpcfS: of torture in custody and even if it is not possible to eliminate it alto
~ci ~.rt~ sbould be made at least to minimise it to maximum possible e~tent. 
Tbtt.~ion has undertaken this task with the.aforesaid object in view. 

1 . ~ r~ ~ to elicit public opinion on the sutUect, the Commission circulated a 
W~~JJi ~W on Custodial Crimes, setting out various aspects of the subject 
u~ stu<W. In the Working Paper} the Law Commission formulated ten issues 
OD, vl¢o~aspects of the problem of custodial crimes and invited opinion on 
tltl'.prPv6Wfllll proposals for the amendment of substantive and procedural laws. T" \Vo.t~ips Paper was sent to all State Governments, Director Generals of all 
State Police and para~military forces and also to tqe Home Ministry and Central 
Bureau of Investigation, and to Supreme Court, and High Court Judges, Bar Ass
ociations, academicians Law Professors, HUlllall aights agencies, Advoc'ltes and 
other persons. Com:no!nts rec;!ived on the Working Paper are summarised 
in J\pp@~4'x~n. The Commi.,sion has also organised an all India Seminar 
OQ "~I1~tration of Criminal Justice, its problems and perspectives" at New 
~, In. the seminar Judges, Jurists, Advocates, Law Profe&sors, Magistrates. 
aq4 PAliee Officers expressed their views on various aspects of the administration 
of .~q," j~~jce. 'Custodial crimes' was one of the topics for discussion, which 
generated a lively debate. The Commission has, while formulating this report. taken 
into consideration the views expressed at the seminar. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CIRCUMSTANCES LEADING TO CRIME IN CUSTODY 

2.1 Arrest and its significance. 

Arrest of a person leads to custody, which provides possible opportunity for 
commission of crime against the pers:)n in custody. Commission of a crime by 
a public servant against the arrested cr detained person while in custody amounts 
to custodial crime. The custodia! crime is preceded by arrest or detention. In generals 
"custody" commences on a person being arrested, the arrest may be legal or illegal: 
it may be formal or informal; it may be by word or action.1• 6 Whatever be the origin 
or category of the act of arrest, it has one very important consequence; it deprives 
the person arrested of his personal liberty. From that moment onwards, he is totally 
under the control of the person arresting him. His movements, his freedom, his actions, 
even his thinking, come under the exclusive control and mastery of another person. 
His personality becomes subordinate to that of the person in whose custody he is 
placed. Every arrest amounts to custody. Arrest and custody are not synonymous 
terms. Custody may amount to arrest in certain circumstances but not in all circum, 
stances. 7 Arrest is a formal mode of taking a person in custody, but a person may be 
in the custody in other ways also. Ordinarily, the term "custody" in relation to 
detention of a person implies restraint upon the movement of the person concerned 
denying him freedom to move about according to his volition. Thus a person after 
arrest, formally or informally is in custody of the authority concerned. 

2.2 Situation of mastery and abuse of authorty. 

It is this situation of mastery, domination and total control that is generative of 
a possibility of abuse. If "power tends to corrupt" in the political area, it is equally 
true to say that a situation of authority tends to abuse of authority. Such abuse may 
take a variety of forms. It may lead to pbysical torture, mental cruelty, silent psychic 
domination or any other form of abuse. The varieties of custodial torture and crime, 
alin be as infinite as are the varieties of human perversity. 

The situation is indeed peculiar. One person comes under the total domination 
of another person. And that other person (so placed in domination) is not (in general) 
subject to the concrete and immeciiate supervison or overview of a third person. 

2.1 Role of the Law. 

Of course, such supervision and overview can be supplied by the law. And, 
indeed, it is one of the essential functions of the law to create and maitain an apparatus 
that will function as th.;: retraining a element against oppression, malpractice, abuse and 
corruption, particularly in situations of sensitivity, Where the situation is one of 
temptation, the law will act as a brd:e or. tlle vice of greed. Where the situation is one 
of passion, the law, by its sanctions, tri;;;s to control the surge of passion. Where the 
situation is one of exploitation or oppression, the law must try to construct a barrier 
to stop the on slaught of the evil mind. It is in this respect that the invisible, but 
omnipresent influence of the law has a role to play. And it is for this reason that the 
law should try to supply the deficiency that the peculiarity of the situation may give 
rise to. 

This is not to say that passing a good law is, in itself, enough to cure all evils. 
Good legislation is only the beginning, but is a good beginning. In the context of 
arrest (with which this paragraph is concerned), the legal framework should be such 

113th Report of Law Commission of India on Injuries i11 Police Custody: 
•. Ultam Challd v. Mahmud Jewa, AIR 1936 Nagpur 200. 

Chottey Lal v. State of Uttar Pradesh, AIR J 954 Allahabad, 687. 
•. Muthiah Chettiar v. Ganesal1, AIR 1960 Madras 91. 
'. Paramhamsa Jadab v. State of Ori~sa, AIR 1964 Orissa 144. 
'. Jodha Khoda Rabari v. State of Gujarat 19n CrL LR 3298. 
1. Directorate of Enforcement v. Deepak Mahujan & Am JT 1994 (1) SC 299/ 306. 
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as to supply the restraining infl11 ;'1C; whi::11 h nee::! d became of the weakness of 
human nature. This men, (aplrt fro:u other Cling,) th1t the law of arrest should itself 
be kept under constant review. Il1 the "la',v Jf arre3t", one ha;, of course, to include 
(i) the statutory provisions tint givG pow;r ta 'lrrest, (ii) the kind of persons 
empowerd to arrest, (iii) the safeguards pnvi:bd in law in re13tion to arrest and 
detention, and (iv) conne.::ted m'ltters, inclu :ling, in plrticuhr, the subjective and 
objective factors that must exist before the p) '.v~r of arrest can be exercised. All these 
need consideration and we would di,cuss t;1,~.n at the appropriate place. 

2.4 Officers other than the police. 

At this stage, we may like to make it clear that the p:Jwer of arrest i~ not given only 
to police officers. In our statutory fram'~work, this pJwer is conferred on many 
other officers as well. Whatever be the techniC'll view, th'~'y are also, in suba~tance, 
persons in authority, like police officers. It i) possible that in the ensuing paragraphs 
of this eport, for brevity and convenienc~, the expression used is "police officer" 
or "the polce." But (unless the context otherwise demands) the discussion would 
apply mutatis mutandis to officers other th:::n the police officers, who are entrusted 
with the duty of law enforcement and who have po';:r of arrest and of keeping persons 
in custody, 

2.5 Initiating the criminal process 

If unfortunately, an incident of tortur~ or other crime in cU'itody occurs, it 
obviously becomes necessary to invoke the crimin3,1 proces>. Ordinarily, the initiation 
of the criminal process in India takes the sh3,p;: ofloaging inform3,tion with the police 
or of making a complaint to the competent ~l1gistrate. Lodging information with the 
police is the more frequently adopted cours~. However, where the personal leged to 
have committed an offence is himself an officer concerned with the enforcement of the 
law, this may not always prove to be very eff~ctive. It is this ele:nent of the situation 
which, in a negative way, counts as a factor that facilitates m3,lpractices. 

:.2.6 Medical Examination. 

Allegations about the perpetration of violence by an officer having custody have 
. to be proved by concrete evidence. Eve witn~ss testi'u:ny in such cases would very 

rarely be available. But, in general, medical evi:bnce would fllrnish a very satisfactory 
material in this regard, provided it i? availabJe. To ensure that such evidence is 
available, medical examination of the alleged victim of custodial violence could be 
the best device. This postulates, infer alia, that such examination is adequately 
provided for in the law, which is not the case at present. This asp~ct will therefore 
receive atteation at the aypropriate place. 

2.7 Inquest, investigation and in'luiry. 

Where custodial violence results in de3.th of the victim, obviously the substantive 
Jaw has failed. But procedural law must 'take over' in order that the factum of death, 
the cause of death, the mode of death and other relevant facts are ascertained. As far 
as possible, the ascertainment of such facts must be-

(a) quick in its timing, 

(b) adequate in its coverage, 

(c) thorough in its methodology, and 

(d) impartial in its approach. 

The desideratum that we have mentioned last in the above enumeration is, of 
course, of the highest importance. It is in regrd to this very desideratum that the 
present situation is not satisfactory. No d:mbt, the statutory law, particularly, the 
Code of Criminal Procedure, does contain a few provisions on the subject, but ex
perience seems to indicate that there are three major defects in this regard. In the 
first place, though inquest by the Executive Magistrate is, at resent, mandatory, 
cases are not known' where police officers are associated with the inquiry, thus defeating 
the very object of the provision for Magisterial inquiry. Secondly, without casting 
any reflections of the police or Executive Magistrates, one must take note of the fact 
that these inquests have not always in,pired ,)ublic confidence, This is evident from 
the persistent demands for the appointment of Commissions of Inquiry that are made 
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whenever there is custodial torture, rape or death. Finally, assuming that inquest by 
an Executive Magistrate is, from the practical point of view, the best that can be 
thought of, the diflculty is that such inque,ts do not always result in the initiation of 
appropriate criminal proceedings against tbo~e who may be guilty. 

2.8 Deficiencies in regard to evidence: difficulty o(proof. 

\Vc may now turn to cenain practical problems arising in thl:' sphere of evidence. 
By it, very nature, a crime that t,~kes place while the victim is in custody is extreme1y 
difficult to prove. In tlle first place (a~ '~Iab:)rated above). the situation is such that 
the victim is totally subservient tc the alleged perpetrator of the crime. Hence the 
victim would be afraid to speak out. Secondly, the situation j, such that no third person 
may ordinarily he present '."ho can give oral testimony. Even where there is a 
probability that custodial vioknce had been committed, it is difficult to link up the 
episode with the custodian and to establish to the satisfaction of the court that (i) 
the offence in question had been committed, and (ii) the offence was committed by the 
the ("ustodian. 

2.9 Using force to compel statements leading to discovery. 

Apart from the question posed in the preceding paragraph, there is another 
point pertaining to the law of evidence, which, we believe, is of still greater practical 
importance. The root of this problem lies in a highly anom2.loU5 provision contained 
in the Evidence Act, namely, section 27. In the scheme cfthe Act, a confession made 
by a person in police custody is not admissible. By way of:, proviso, section 27 lays 
down that if a person in the custody of a police officer makes a statement leading to 
the discovery of a fact, the same is admissible. whether or not it amounts to a con
fession. Different grammatical problems and linguistic vagueness have been generated 
by the placing and inept language of the section. Our present concern is with more 
substantial matters. The fact that a statement can be rendered admissible, if it is 
r,~presented to the trial court as a "discovery statement" and presented at the trial in the 
form of a confession marked as a discovery statement, a fact will known to every 
police officer, acts as a lever to the police officer to use unfair means to procure such a 
statement. The police knows th".t thi is an easy method of circumventing the pro
hibitions based on practical wisd;:,m, experience, ofgencrations, and deep thinking. 
It is an unpleasant thing to say, but it must be said, that seeton 27 af the 
Evidence Act has been productive of great mischief, in the sense that it generates an 
itch for extorting a confession which, in its turn, leads to resort to subtle, disguised 
action in regard to the section. For the present, let us say that the section does need 
drastic surgery. if the cause of honest law enforcement is to be promoted. 

2.10 Organisation ofthe police. 

While on the theme of honest and efficient law enforcement, we must also make a 
mention of an important aspect relating to the organisation of the police. By and 
large, the police in India is so organised that no strict dividing line is drawn between 
the function of investigation and the function of maintenance of law and order. 
The former requires patience. skill, long range efforts and expertise of a high order. 
The latter envisages very quick action on the spot, facutly of immediate response, 
firmness of the mind and a decisive approach. The officer engaged in investigation has 
to collect facts, explore the reality, reconstruct the past and analyse the entire 
gamut of materials. The officer charged with duties connected with law and order, 
security and the like must, on the other hand, capture reality in a fleeting moment and 
exhibit an immediate and effective response. If a police officer is shunted off from 
time to time to emergency duties, he cannot be expected to adopt 'the text book line 
of inve",igation and may be teoted to switch over to less desirable methods. This is 
very likely to result in an urge to resort to coercion. There are many other factors 
arising out of the Police Organisation which cotribute to adoption of coercive 
methods. We will discuss those in a little detail in a later chapter of this report. 
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CHAPTER ~. 

CONSTITlmONAJ~ AND ST A TUTORY PROV ISIONS 

3 . 1 Introduction 

The legal framework in India, both cO:1stitutional and statutory contain provi
sions relating to custodial torlme :llld other crimes in custody. The substantive law 
Indian Penal Code) provides for punishment of a person causing injury, torture or 
death on the body of a peE~'l in cu~tody. The procedw,li law (Criminal Procedure 
Code and Evidence Act) contains several provisions safe:~lIJrdin~ the fundamental 
rights and interest of a person in custody. TLe constitUliollr:i and tlr: relevant statutory 
provisions on the subject bave be(I~ su!'=plementeJ by th: signiflcant .indicial pro
nouncement,. 

3.2 Constitutional provi!'inns : Article. 20 

The prohibitions imposed by Article 20 of the CrJ}"ilution <.ere directly relevant 
to the criminal proce~~. Article 20(1) prohi')its retro,;pctive open:lion l-,f penal legis
(ation. Article 20(2) guards against doubk jeopardy for ,he same offence. Article 
20(3) provides that no persons accused of any effensc shall be compelled to be a 
witness against himself. These three clan ,~s may app('ar to be dealing with three 
different topics or facets. But there i'i ::\ co' :'Jon thr.':lj ru:ming ti1rough all of them 
namely, the anxiety to ensure that the various facets of the crimin:ll justice system
substative, procedural and evidentiary shall not be used to onpress the accused person. 
To put the matter in different words, the common theme is that the administration 
of the criminal justice system should not be so designed or in 1plem.;;nted as to destroy 
the deeper and moral values orju~tice itself. 

Of course, article 20(3) is most directly relevar .. t. The Constitution and the law 
protect against testimonial compUlsion 011 the pre'~lise that such compulsion may 
act as a subtle form of coercion on the accused.1 This is a value w],ich has been given 
the status of a fundamental right hut is al;;o the underlying theme cf severa] statutory 
prOvisions-particularly sections 24 to 26, Evidence Act (8.<; a<;pect which is often 
overlooked). Article 20(3) COIPes into opff1tion as soon 8~ a formal accusation is 
made, whether before the commencement of a prosecution or during its currency.2 

3.3. Article. 21 

Article 21 of the Constituton provides that no persian shall be depri\cd of life or 
personal liberty except according to procedure established by law. Because of the 
expansive interpretation placed on the words "procedvre eSlablished by law", this 
article has been held to tover a variety of Govern~ental acts whicll have an impact 
on personal liberty. The case law on the art ide is so vast that ;;Gne CJ:l gra<;p the total 
coverage of this article without very deep study and no one ,'an do full justice to it 
mthout a lengthy discussion. But our task at present is cr.,cfil,ed LO drawing attention 
to the relevance of Article 21 (as jUdicially interpreted) to n: ,todial crime Though 
Article 21 does not contain any express provision against torture cr custodial crimes, 
the expression "Life or personal liberty" occurring in the Arti"le klS been interpreted 
to include Constitutional guarantee against torture, assault or injury against a 
person under arrest or under custody. Following are ,;orne illustrative deci
sions .-

(i) Punishment which has an elemen t of torture is uncomtitutionaJ.3 

(ii) Prison restrictions amounting tn torture, pre5snr·:1f infliction and going 
beyond what the court order authorises, are unc:m~titutionaI.4 

1. Lord Mustills Judgement in Smith v. Director, Seriou~ Fralld Office_ (1992) 3 All E.R. 
456, 463. 

'. Dastagir v. State of Madras, AIR 1960 SC 759. 1978 SC 1025. para 30: Ball<lshan v . 
$tilte, AIR 1981 SC 279. 

'. r"derjeet v. State of Uttar Pradesh, AIR 1975 SC [867. 
• Sheela Barse v. State of Maltara~hrra. AIR! 983 SC 378; lavo4 '.-_ SJale of MOlharashtra. 

AIR 1985 SC 23]. 
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(iii) An under-trial or convicted prisoner cannot be subjected to physical or 
mental restraint : 

(a) which is not warranted by the punishment awarded by the court, or 

(b) which is in excess of the requirement of prisoner's discipline, or 

(c) which amounts to human degradation.5 

3 . 4. Article 22 

Article 22(1) and 22(2) of the Constitution are also relevant for the present pur
pose, because one of their objects is to ensure that certain checks exist in the law to 
prevent lbuse of the power of arrest and detention. Article 22(l)provides that no 
person who is arrested shall be detained in custody without being informed as soon as 
may be, of the ground for such arrest, nor shall he be, of the grounds for such 
arrest, nor shall he be denied the right to consult and to be defended by a legal 
practitioner of his choice. 

Article 22(2) provides that every person who js arrested and detained in custody 
shall b~ produced before the nearest Magistrate within a period of 24 hOUIS of such 
arrest, excluding the time necessary for the journey from tbe place of arrest to 
court of the Magistrate and no such person shan be detained in custody beyond the 
said period without the authority of a Magistrate. 

Both the provisions referred to above, have a vital importance to the theme of 
the present Report. The right to consult a lawyer is intended to enable the detained 
person, inter-alia. 

(a) to secure release, iftbe arrest is totally illegal. 

(b) to apply for bail, if the circumstances so warrant, 

(c) to prepare for bis defence, and 

(d) to ensure that while he is in custody, no illegality is perpetrated upon him 

The right to be produced before a Magistrate under article 22(2) is intended, 
inter-alia, to ensure that : 

(i) there will be an independent scrutiny of the legality of the detention, 

(ij) there will be an adequate and deffective opportunity for seeking release 
on bail,and 

(iii) there will be available an avenue where the person detained can ventilate 
his grievance that he might have against the treatment meted out to him in 
custody. 

Realising the essential connection between the provisions of article 22(1) and 
article 22(2), the courts have held that the provisions of clause 0) and (2) of article 
22 are mandatory.6 

3.5 The Indian Penal Code : General Scheme 

As an enactment containing the general criminal law of the country, the Indian 
Penal Code does not omit to take notice of the need to create criminal sanctions 
against conduct that harms another persons through an act which ought to be 
punishable. It needs to be emphasised that the Code takes as much notice of in
tangible harm as of tangible harm. The definition in section 44 of the Code which 
defines the expression "injury" as covering harm to body, mind, reputation or 
property. 

'. Sunil Batra v. Delhi Administration, AIR 1968 SC 1675; Sita Ram v. State 0/ Ullar 
Pradesh AIR 1979 SC 745 ; Sunil Batra v. Delhi Administration, AIR 1988 SC 1579, para 
31,42; Javedv. Stale 0/ Maharashtra, AIR 1985 SC 231, para 4; Sher Singh v. State "/ 
Punjab, AIR 1983 SC 4iS5, para] 1. 

'. Gopalall Y. Slate of Madras, 1950 SCR 88; HansmukFt v. Stale 0/ Gujarat. AIR 191U SC 28; 
Statement of Madhya Pradesh v. Shobhram. AIR 1968 SC 1910. 1917. 
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The provisions of the Code that are relevant for the present purpose faU into 
two categories-

(i) provisions applicable as protecting aU categories of persons against speci. 
fied types of harms, such provisions being expressed in language wide 
enough to cover persons in custody (though not confined to them, and 

(ii) provisions specifically focused upon the protection of persons in custody. 

Thus, most of the provisions contained in Chapter \ 6 of the Penal Code (offence: 
against the human body) cover persons in custody as well as others. In contrast, 
section 330 of the Penal Code is specifically addressed to the causing of hurt to extort 
a confession (though it covers certain other acts also). 

3. 6 Sections 166 and 167 

Section ]66 of the Penal Code reads as under :-

"166. Whoever, being a public servant, knowingly disobeys any direction of 
the law as to the way in which he is to conduct himself as such public servant 
intending to or knowing it to be liekly tbat he wit! by such disobedience, cause 
injury to any person, shall be punished with simple imprisonment for a term 
which may extend to one y~ar or with fine or with both." 

It may be reiterated that the expression "injury" (see~e<;;tion 44) ..:o\'ers harm 
illegally caused to body, mind, reputation or property. 

Section 167 provides for punishment of a public servant framing an incorrect 
document with intent to cause injury etc. 

3.7 Section Z20 

Section 220 of the Code provides punishment to a person (with legal authority 
to confine persons etc.) who corruptly or maliciously confines any person. knowing 
that in doing so he is a::ting cOlltrary 10 law. 

3.8 Sections 330, 331 

Chapter 16 of the Indian Penal Code (offences affecting the human body) is 
the second longest Chapter of the Code. It provides punishment for almost every 
kind of restraint, interference with or harm to body, ranging from the lowest degree 
of pbysical attack (assault) to the highest category of physical harm, namely, the 
extinction of human Ijfe. However, for the present purpose, it is sufficient to confine 
the discussion to certain specific sections which are of direct relevance to custodial 
.crimes. Under section 330, a person who voluntarily cau~es hurt to extort "any 
confession or any in/ormation which may lead to tire detection of an offence or mis
conduct" or for compelling restoration of any property etc. becomes puni"hable with 
imprisonment upto 7 years and with nne. IUustrations (a) and (b) are of particular 
relevance and read as under :-

"(a) A, a police officer tortures Z in order to induce Z to confess that ht.. com
mitted a crime. A is guilty of an offence under this section". 

"(b) A, a police officer tortures B to induce him to point out where certain 
stolen property is deposited. A is guilty of an offence under this section." 

Section 331 punishes a person who causes grievous hurt to extort confession or 
to compel restoration of property. The offence is punishable with imprisonment 
upto 10 years and with fine. 

3.9 SectiODS 340 to 348 

Sections 340 to 348 of the Indian Penal Code constitute a group of sections deal
ing with wrongful restraint, and wrongful confinement and their aggravations. Of 
course, they envisage that the confinement itself is illegal-an ingredient prominently 
brought out by the adjective "wrongful". But we must refer to section 348 which 
px:ovides for punishment to a person who wrongfully confines any person for extort
ing any confession etc. The section also punishes extortion committed to extract 
i nj'crmation leading to the detection of offence 01 misconduct. 
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3 .10 Section 376(2) 

The next provision in the Indian Penal Code which deserves to be noted is 
section 376(2) ,which dtoals with an aggravated form of rape committed by police 
officers and other public serv?nts-persons in charge of hospitals and women's 
institutions etc. 

3.11 Sections 376B to 376D 

Custodial sexual offences are specially taken care of. by sections 3768 to 3760 
of the Indian Penal Code, dealing with-

(a) intercocrse by a public servant with woman in custody. 

(b) intercourse by Superintendent of Jail, remand home etc., 

(c) intercourse by member of the management or staff of hospital with an 
inmate of the i10spital. 

3.12 Sections 503 and 506 

Criminal intimidation is punished by section 503 read with section 506 of the 
Indian Penal Code. 

3.13 Code of Crimina! Procedure, 1973 : General observations 

The relevance of ,i.e :'0~Je of Criminal Procedure, 1973 to the theme of the pre
sent Report is two-fold. In the first l)lace, the Code itself contains provisions in
tended to operate as a safeguard against custodial torture. These represent, what 
may be called, the positiv.;; side. Secondly, those provisions of the Code which con
fer various powers on law enforcement agencies need to be kept in mind, in so far 
as they create possibilitie, of abw,e of 2.clt;1(lrity. This may be regarded as the nega
tive side. Besides the5e two categJri,;s 01' provisions, we are concerned with the 
question how far the provisions of the Cod~ need to be supplemented, with reference 
to custodial crimes, so tbat the investigation, trial, punishment and remedial mea
sures in respect of wch cri'TIes arc taken care of in an adequate manner in the scheme 
of the Code. 

As a matter of convenience, we shall deal with the provisions of the Code 
sectionwise, at the same time keeping the above considerations in view. 

3.14 Code of Criminal Prucedure. 1973 : Section 41 : Arrest 

The power of arre~t is conferred on any police officer by section 41 of the Code 
of Criminal Procedure 1973. For the present purpose, Section 41(a) is the most 
important provision, as under this provio,ion a poliee officer may. without an order 
from the Magistrate and \vithout a warrant arrest any person-

"(a) who has been concerned in any cogni.zable olIenee, or against whom a 
reasonable complaint has been made, or credible information has been r~ived. 
or a reasonable suspicion exists, of his having been so concernce." 

3 .15 Section 49 : Restraints 

Section 49 of the Code provides that the person arrested shall not be subjected 
to more restraint than is necessary to prevent his escape. The emphasis is on the 
prevention of his escape which may supply the need for restraint. However, at the 
same time, the quantum of restraint is very carefuliy defined by the word "necessary". 
It is noteworthy that the entire provision begins with a categorical prohibition, 
because the command of the law is that the arrested person shall not be subjected to 
unnecessary restraint. A ny excessive restraint would definitely give rise to a cau~e 
of action 0 for damages, because, in such a case the immunity from civil action con
ferred by the doctrine of lawful authority would not be applicable. Presumably, 
appropriate criminal sections wculd also be available, with reference to sections 340 _ 
to 348 of the Indian Penal Code. as also sections 349 to 358 of the same Code which 
are concerned wi:h <'cSSClUlt ,md the use of criminal force. If lawful authority is 
exceeded, the prctection otherwise available under sections 76 to 79 of the Penal 
Code cannot be claimed with the result that penal action will be maintainable against 
the erring public iiervam. 
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3.16 Section 50 : Gro:mds of arrest 

The section re\'lds as under :-
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"50. Person arrested to be i4Jr:n3d D,r~eJ:l,,:h of a,"(est and of right to bail 

(l) Every police offic~r or other p:!r,c"~ ~::-rest:"g any person without warrant 
shaH forthwith communicate tn hi:n :-"!!J p.1rf:ubrs of the offence for which 
he is arrested or other graunis fo, su;;h ~,·r;::3t. 

(2) Where a police officer a1:Tests ',vi', Jut w~:-rant any person other than a 
person accused of a n-:m·b1.il'1l,1;:: o1~ ,:e. he '~1'l1! inform the person arrested 
that he is entitled to be re1c1sd 0:1 bed and th3t h:! m:ly arrange for sureties 
on his behalf." 

Section 50 has been regarded as mamhtory, pnrticularly in the light of article 
22(1) of the Constitution, so that nO:l-comp~iance with the section renders the arrest 
and detention illega1.1 

3.17 Section 53 : Medical Examination of tlJe accllsed 

In certain circumstances, medical eX3',ination of the accused may become 
necessary and this is taken care of by section 53 of the Code. As the law stands at 
present., it is lawful for a registered medic: 1 practitioner at the r.1uest of a police 
officer O(lt below the rank of sub-inspector. :0 1:lal(~ a medical examination of the 
accused, if there are reasonable grounds f: r belic'.iT'g that the examination of the 
person will afford evidence as to the cOIT''''ission of an offence. Such force as is 
reasonably necessary for this purpc.se can ;c u'rd. In the case of women, section 
53(2) provides that the examination "shsl! t.' made only by, or under the supervision 
of, a female registered medical practitioner", a provision obviously intended to 
guard against sexual malpractices at the time of s~1ch examination. 

It appears that in the recent Bir! to arr"nd the C'Jde, Bi[! No. 35 of 1994 of the 
Rajya Sabha (9th May, 1994), it is sought tD be cbrified that "examination" shall 
include the examination of blood, sWlibs in C::iSC of s~xuaI assault, sputum and sweat, 
hair sample and finger nail clippings 8nd su:,'- ·-,th,:r ~::,c;ts which the registered medical 
practitioner thinks necessary in a p?_rticU!0" (~!';e. Thi~ Explanation seems to have 
been considered desirable in vie"v of the L::t th8t the subject of pathological tests 

_ has been the point at issue before cert~.in HiZh Courts (although the Notes on Clauses 
. to the Bill do not mention this aspect). 

3.18 Section 54 : Medical examinatbn at th" re!J.uest of the arrested person 

Section 54 of the Code gives to an arr:sted person the right to get his body 
examined if the aHegation is that snch ex?~,inatiof) will afford evidence which will 
disprove the commission by him of an~' of,,nce ?_pinst anybody. In this context, 
it has been held that it is the duty of the ~,~agisinHe to inform the arrested person 
that he has such a right of medical examination if he has a complaint of torture. 

_ maltreatment etc2 

It may be mentioned that in the recent Bill to amend the Code (Rajya Sabha 
Bill No. 35, 9th May, 1994), the following subsection is proposed to be added to 
section 54 :-

"(2) Where an examination is made ur :'eT sub-section (I). a copy of the report 
of such examination shall, on a requ('5' being made by the arrested person or 
by any person nominated by him in tl::, behalf, be furnished by the registered 
medical practitioner to the arrested per~'J:1 or the person so nominated." 

The proposal seems to have been suggec~.c.d by the fact that in Uttar Pradesh by 
the U.P. Act No. I of 1984, section 54 has ;: '::Cl1 amended by inserting the following 
sentence at the end :-

"The registered medical practitioner sl''lIl forthwith furnish to the arrested 
person a copy of the report of such exan'inatiol1 free of cost". 

1. Ashok v. The State. 1987 Cri. LJ 1750. 

I. Sheela Barse v. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1983 SC 378 : 1983 Cri. LJ 642. 
s- Mil 128MofLJ&CA-3 
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3.19 Sections 56, 5'1 and 58 : Acti«,n after arr~f 

Section 56 of the Code provir1es that a police officer making an arrest without 
warrant shall, without unnecessary delay a~:d subject to provisions as to baiJ, send 
the person arrested before a Magistrate having jurisdiction in the case or before the 
officer in charge of a police station. By section 57, no police officer shall detain in 
custody a person arrested without warrant for a longer period than under aU the 
circumstances of the case is reasDnable &nel such period shall 110t, in the absence of 
a speciaJ order of a Magistrate under section ]67, exceed 24 hours exclusive of the 
time necessary for the journey from the place of arrest to the court of the Magistrate. 
Provisions of section 57 arc mandatory.J 

Section 58 provides that officers in charge of police stations shall report to the 
District Magistrate (or, if he so directs, to the Sub-Divisional Magistrate) the caseli 
of all persons arrested without warrant, within the limits of their respective stations, 
whether such persons have been admitted to bail or otherwise. 

The object of these sections, is to ensure that prolonged detention is not resorted 
to by the Police and that the pers~n detained has an opportunity of making known 
to the Magistrate any problems that he might have faced after arrest. 

3.20 Sections 75 and 76 ~ ArTC')t Ilooer warrant 

Where the arrest of a person under the Code "r Criminal Procedure, 1973 is 
under a warrant, sections 70 to 81 of the Code become aopJicable, of which sections 
75 and 76 are relevant for the present purpose. They read as under :-

"75. Notification of substance of warrant.-The police officer or other person 
executing a warrant of arrest shaH notify the substance thereof to the person to 
be arrested, and, if so required, shall show him the warrant. 

76. Persoll arrested to be brought before Court without delay.-The police 
officer or other person executing a warrant of arrest shall (subject to the provi~ 
sions of section 71 as to surety) without unnecessary delay, bring the person 
arrested before the Court before which he is required by law to produce such 
person; 

Provided that such delay shaH not, ill any case, exceed 24 hours exclusive of 
the time necessary for the journey from the place of arrest to the Magistrate's, 
Court." 

3.21 Section 154 : Information in c9gnizable cases 

In order that the criminal process may be invoked in respect of any offence, 
two principal modes of approach are available under the Code of Criminal Procedure, 
1973. A person may report the matter to police if the offence is a cognizable one. 
In the alternative, he may make a complaint before the Magistrate, whether or not 
the offence is a cognizable one. Section 154 of the Code deals with information 
given to the police in a cognizable case. The relevance of this section to the pre
sent Report is a general one, the section being applicable to all cognizable offences 
would include offences concerned with wrongful arrest or torture etc. by the police. 
The scheme of section 154 may be analysed, for convenience. as under ;-

(a) The information given to an officer in charge of a police station shall be 
reduced in writing; 

(b) It shall be signed by the person giving it and its substance shan be entered 
in the prescribed book; 

(c) A copy of the recorded information shall be given forthwith, free of cost, 
to the informant; 

(tf) If there is a refusal by the police to record the information, the person 
aggrieved may send the substance of the information by post to the 
Superintendent of Police concerned. If the latter is satisfied that the 
information discloses the commission of a cognizable offence, he must 
either investigate the offence himse1f or direct a subordinate officer to 
do so. 

-~-~----------~-----.---------
'. Khat,.i Y. State of Bihar. AIR 1981 SC 928: 1981 Cri. LJ 470. 
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It has been held that before the peUce starts investigation, there must be a rea
sonable suspicion of the commission of cognizable offence. l 

3.22 Section 160 : Attendance of witnesses 

An important provision in the area of police powers is contained in section 160( 1) 
of the Code, reading as under :-

"160. Police officer's power to require attendance of wimesses.-(l) Any police 
officer making an inv.;:stigation under this Chapter may, by order in writing, 
require the attendance before himself of any person being within the limits of 
his own or any adjoining "tation who, from the information given or otherwise, 
appears to be acquainted with the facts and circumstances of the case; and such 
person shall attend as required ; 

Provided that no male person under the age of fifteen years or woman shall be 
required to attend at any place other than the place in which such male person 
or woman resides." 

This section is of particular importance, in view of the express prohibition, 
contained in the proviso, against summoning of women of any age and males under 
fifteen years at a place other than their place of residence. The legislative seems 
to have taken note of the possibility of abuse of authority if the section is not com
plied with. 

3.23 Section 163 : Prohibition of Inducements 

Taking note of the fact that a person in custody may be subjected to subtle 
influences to make a confession, section 163(1) of the Code expressly provides that 
no police officer or other person in authority shall offei or make, or cause to be offe
red or made, any such inducement, threat or promise, as is mentioned in section 24 
of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872. For convenience, we quote section 24 of the 
Evidence Act below :-

"24. Confession caused by inducement. threat or promise, when irrelevant in 
criminal proceeding-A confession made by an accused person is irrelevant in 
a criminal proceeding, if the making of the confession appears to the Court to 
have been caused by any inducement, threat or promise, having reference to 
the charge against the accused person, proceeding from a person in authority 
and sufficient, in the opinion of the Court, to give the accused person grounds, 
which would appear to him reasonable, for supposing thar by making it he 
would gain any advantage or avoid any evil of a temporal nature in reference 
to the proceedings against him." 

3.24 Section 164 : Confession before Magistrate 

The Code, in section 164, contains provisions of great importance to the criminal 
process and vital for the preservation of integrity in the process. The full signifi
cance of this section cannot be appreciated unless, one keeps in mind certain impor
tant provisions of the Indian Evidence Act and of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 
In the Indian Evidence Act, by section 25, a confession made to a police officer 
cannot be proved as against the person who has made the confession. Under sec
tion 26, a confession made by a person while he is in the custody of a police officer 
cannot be proved as against such person, unless it is made in the immediate presence 
of a Magistrate. By section 26, of the Evidence Act a confession made to a Police 
Officer becomes irrelevent besides this the legislature has enacted in section 164 of 
the code, a procedure whereunder the competent Magistrate may record a confes
sion made to him in the course of an investigation or at any stage afterwards before 
the commencement of the inquiry or trial. In practice, when it is the case of the 
police that an accused person in custody wishes to confess, the accused person ii 
taken before the competent Magistrate who, after complying with the elaborate 
formalities prescirbed in section 164, records the confession. Those formalities are 
intended primarily to ensure (i) satisfaction of the Magistrate that the confession i~ 
voluntary, and (ii) proper record of the statutory warnings which are intended to 
achieve the above object. 

~-- ~------------
1. Rita Wilson v. State of Himachal Pradesh, 1992 Cri. LJ 2400 (HP); Nina Nargii IJevalid 

v. Farida G. Devecha, 1991 Cri. LJ 2694 (Karn.). 
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There is another aspect rclev::.nt rcv t!1c: prc:·;ent purpose. While under section 
161 of the code, the invcstigaLn;; t=:.Ji:C· .,,[leer ,.,m examine orally any person sup
posed to be acquainted with the fac.ts vf LL~ CD.se ~:nd reduce into writing the statement 
made by such person, section 16~ 01' the :,\;·oc l)':.)'vidcs that the statement sbaH not 
be signed by the wiln~o' and fu .. ~h,~r, ~." .. t the ~'t~'le!l-:ent "hall not be used for any 
purpose (save a~ provided in law) .l( :lily l,:'luiry or trial in respect of an offence under 
investigation at the time when sllch SIS'C.11cnt0ias made. It is at this stage that 
section 164 of the Code b"comes usc::'ul. Under tJut ~cctjon, the competent Magis
trate may record. on oati., iiny s1:ltec;:~~,1ad·; tc 111:n in the cour~e of an investiga
tion or at any time aftl!rward5 bdorc: tn·.; '::0mmCJCCment of the tiral. 

3.25 Section 313 : Examination of the <:~'~m;ed in Court 

Under section 313 of the C',dc, tl-1C criminal C()urt is required to examine the 
accused after the prosecutioa C~·_ i:; V/.;:·, for tbe purpose of enabling the accused 
personally to explain any cin,::u:l1'·ranC:t;; ,~p.?earing in tbe evidence against him. But 
section 313(2) prohibits tbe admiuistratiJd of oath to the ac(;used. 

3.26 Section 3IS : Accused as witness 

Section 315 of the Code males ~hc a.xmed a competent witness for the defence 
in which case he may give evidc-nee Gil o)~tth in cjsproof of the charges, but this ..:an 
be only on his own writt~n requ'-',l. t1m; Litifyir,g the constitutional privilege against 
testimonial compulsion. S;:ctioll 3150), Piovjs~. (b) further provides that the failure 
by the accused to give any cvidGncc Sf,,-,.! not bJ made thc suhject of any comment 
by the parties or by the court, nor shall l( give ri:>c to any presumption against him 
or against the co·accus~d. 

3.27 Sedion 357 : Compensation 

Section 357 of the Code of Crimina.l Proc~dure, 1973 empowers the criminal 
court to award compensation to vi;;tlilli ,)f an offence when the court passes a judg
ment. 

The order may be passed not only '.'.'hen the court imposes a sentence of fine,
but also when it does not i:npoo,c finc.~-he C0:11pc!13ation can be ordered in favour 
of the person who has suffered bs~ Q r i'I.~ cu'y cau~L~-l ~y the offence. In that -part of 
the section which applies wher.:; fine jo, i':lposed, it i, spcciikally stated that the 10s5 
or injury must be such that in a civil suit cJ'npensatiol1 would be recoverable. Where 
fine is not imposed, th[,; f\~quite;TI'mt is !1.Jt expres~ty stated. But the word "injury" 
itself sugge'>ts that it must be a~:i0n,,-Uc harm. (See se::tion 2(h) of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, 1972 reJ.J wittl: ~d~on 43, h..dian Penal Code). In short, 
section 357 of the Code ell1PJ\v.j~~ tile c: ;,ninai court to function abo as a civil court, 
within the limits laid do\vn "in the secti.xl. 

3.28 Indian Evidence Act : General oln<::vation.;; 

The Evidence Act deals with th~ folL",ving principal topics ;

(a) the facts about whic~l eviderlcc: Gan b:: given; 

(b) the kind of evidence that can be giV'~ll ab::JUt such facts; 

(c) the buden of proof and the presumptions that can be drawn; 

(d) the mode of examinati,)!1 of witnesses and the permissible limits about the 
substance and form of questlons to put to them; and 

(e) the role of the judge in regard to aU these matters. 

In the present report, we are concc:ned in the main. with certain matters falling 
under category (a) and category (d) above. Under category (a), it will be nece.ssary 
to deal with confessions, while under categOIY (d), it will be necessary to deal with 
the privilege against self-incrimination. 

3.29 Section 24 to 27 Evidence Act 

The subject of confessions is of viU relev.:mce to the theme of custodial crimes, 
because it is often found that the urge to procure a confession tempts the law enforce
ment officers to resort to unfair means. The provisjons of the Evidence Act relatinj 
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to confessions cannot be fully appreciated unless one keeps before the mental eye 
the setting in which they appear in the Act. The scheme of the Act in this regard 
can be analysed as under :-

(a) A statement made by a party to a proceeding is an 'admission' (section 17) 
and is admissible in evidence. 

(b) An admission is the genus; confession is a specie; 01(;r.::of, and is therefore 
admissible. 

(c) However, since a confession (as distinct from an ordinary admission) 
may result in the imposition :>1" punishment, the la·.., has enacted certain 
special pr0visions restricting their admissibility. One such lestriction 
relates to voluntariness. A confession is not admissible if it is not 
voluntary (section 24). 

(d) In certain sp\;cial situations, the law even goes to thi; kngth of assuming 
tilat the COlllt:3sion may not be voluntary, having r!:g:,rd to the pressures 
of the situation; and it therefore enacts special '\:xc\ usionary" provisions, 
totally shutting them cut from evidence. One such pfovisioll is contained 
in section 25, which provides that no confe~sion m,lQe to a police officer 
shaH be proved as against a person accus:;;d of «.!y offence. Such a 
confes~ion can never be used as substantive eviu,;ilce to convict the 
accused. l 

Another exclusionary provision is contaned in .,~:tion 26, Evidence 
Act, under which no confession made by any PC[:;L1ll while he is in the 
custody of a police unicer shall be proved <ig<iinst such persoll unless it 
be made in the immediate presence of a Magistrate. Reference has 
already been made tc section 164 of the Cede of Criminal Procedure, 
1973 under which a Magistrate can record a confessiJn. 

(e) Finally, section 27 of t;le Evidence Act (which curi()mly begins with the 
word~ "Provided thdl') lays down that when any i'act is dep03ed to as 
discovered in consequence of "information" rec;::ived from an accused 
person in the custody of a police officer, then so much of such information 
as distinctly relates to the fact so discovered, is rei evant whether or not 
it amounts to a confes-;ion, whether this section overrides section 26 only, 
Of any other section or sections preceding it is a qu~stion. We need not 
go into tl1<1t question. What matters f'->1 practicc,l purposes is that if 
"information" is give.l and it ieads to tll.:; "cii:icovcry" of any fact, (it 
should be a relevant fact, though the secticm does aot expressly say so) 
then the information can be admitted in evideclce--
(i) everl thuugh the person is in police custody, and 
(ii) notwithstanding the fact that it amounts to a confession. 

In so far as section 27 overrides the exclusionary rules relating to confessions 
made by a person in cusbdy, it puts a p;)werful weapcm in the hands of the police. 
The vast mass of case law on the section is sufficient to show that the weapon has 
been extensively used by the police to ex.tract confessions by me of Coree and coer
cion. And if one can read betwc-:n the lines, the case law abo projects an apprehen
sion that there is a tendency on the part of the police to use means not totally legiti
mate, to procure "information" that satisfies the formal requir~rnellts of section 27, 
even though the giving off such information may not be an eX'::fcise of the voliation 
of the accused. It is for this reason that we shall have to revert to this section when 
we make our recommendations. 2 

1. Paulove Y. State of Kerala, 1990 Cri. LJ 100 (Ker.). 
I. S~<: Para 11.6 of Chapter 11 of the Report. 
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CHAPTER 4 

INTERl\fA T10NAL COVENANTS 

... 1 Right to life 

The right to life is safeguarded by .l103t of the international instruments relating 
to human rights. The general clause for the protection of the right to life in these 
instruments declares every human being's inherent entitlement to life, which right 
Governments undertake to protect by law. 1-4. 

".2 Positive and negative aspects 

So far as the international covenants are concerned, they seem to impose both 
a positive and a negative responsibility on the State. In their positive aspect, those 
covenants require the State and its agencies not to violate the right to life. This is 
implicit in the obligation to respect such right. In their negative aspect, the State 
must take at least such reasonable steps as are necessary to ensure protection of the 
right conferred by the Covenant. In reg3.rd to the International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights, the Human Rights Committee established under the Covenant 
seems to have taken the view that the ol.J~igations of the particular States under the 
Covenant encomp~ss bet:l positive and negative dimensions.s 

4.3 U.N. Declaration 

The General Assembly of the United Nations adopted the Declaration for pro
tection of persons from being subjected to torture and other crime of inhuman or 
degrading treatment or punishment on December 9, 1975. Article 5 of the Declara
tion requires complehensive training of law enforcement officers against torture. 
Article 7 contemplates a system of review of the interrogation, methods and practices 
as well as custodial arrangements. Article 9 obligates the States to ensure that the 
acts of torture are made offences under national criminal law. The Declaration also 
provides that victims shall be afforded redress and compensation. 

".4 Code of Conduct 

In December 1979, a Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials was adopted 
by the United Nations General Assembly. Article 5 of the Code prohibits law 
enforcement officials from inflicting, instigating or tolerating any act of torture. The 
United Nations Voluntary Fund for Victims of Torture, 1981 was set up pursuant 
to Gen~ral Assembly Resolution 36/151 of 16 December, 1981 to receive voluntary 
contributions for distribution, through established channels of assistance, as humani
tarian, legal and financial aid to persons who may have been tortured and to member 
of theit families. 

---~-- .. ---------

1. Article 6; of International COllVenant on Ciyil and Political Rights (United Nations, 
1966). Text in Ian Brownlie (ed.), Basic Documents on Human Rights (OUP, 1985), page 
128 . 

•. Article 2(1) of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedom 
(Council of Europe, 1950). Text in Ian Brownlie (ed.), Basic Documents on Human Rights 
(OUP, 1985). page 242. 

'. Article 4 (1) of the American Convention on Human Rights (Organisation of American States 
1969). Text in Ian Brownlie (ed.), Basic Documents on Human Rights (OUP, 1985), page 
391. 

'. Articlll 4 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (Organisation of African 
Unity, 1981). Text in K. Ginther and W. Benedek (eds.), New Pl;rspectives and Conceptions 
of Internatio.lal Law: An Afro-European Dialogue (Springer-Ver-Iag, Vienna), page 247 . 

•. See Dadiel Monguya M bel/go v. Zaire, Communication No. 16/1977, in Reports of the Human 
Rights Committee to the General Assembly, U. N. Doc. A/38/40 (1983), p. 134. Pedro 
PabloConnargogv. Colombia, communication No. R.II/45, in Reports of the Human Rightll 
Committee to the General Assembly, U. N. Doc. A/37/40 (1982), p. 137. Also see Olive 
Farrell v. United Kingdom, Application No. 9013/80, in Vol. 25 Yr. Bk. of the European 
Convention on Human Rights. p.124. 

16 
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4.5 U.N. Convention against Torture and other Crnel, Inhuman or Degrading Treat
ment or Punishment, 1984 

The U.N. Convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment 01 1984, came into force on 26th June, 1987. The Con
vention comprise~ 33 article" divided into three parts. Pz.rt I of the Convention 
defines tDrture, prohibits act, of torture and allied concepts al1d obIig.::s State parties 
to the Convention to ensU1'~ ths.t all acts 0f torture are punished. Part II provides 
for the machinery for the e;.fofCernel1t of the above prohibition. Part III relates to 
formal matters. 

".6 Torture defined 

The Convention against torture (i 984) defines the t>:rm 'torture' as any act by 
which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted 
on a person for such purposes as obtaining from his or a third person in/ormation 
or a confession punishing him for an act (which) he or a third person has committed 
or is suspected of having ::ommitted or intimidating or coercing him or a third person. 
or for any act based on discri'nination of any kind, when sllch pain ot suffering is 
inflicted by, or at the instigation or with coment or acquiescence of, a public official 
or other person acting in an official rapacity but does not include pain or suffering 
arising only from action inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctionsn (Article n. 
4.7 Measures 

Article 2 of the U.N. Convention against Torture (1984) obligate~ the State 
parties to tbe Convention to take effective legislative, administrative, judicial or 
other measures to prevent acts of torture in any territory under its jurisdiction. No 
exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, 
international political instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked 
as a justification of torture. An order fr:~'-11 a superior offiCer 0r a public authority 
may not be invoked as a justification for torture. Article 4 reads as under :-

"Article 4. I-Each State party shall >;:nsure that all acts of torture are offence 
under its criminal law. The same shaH apply to an attempt to commit torture 
and to an act by any person which constitutes complicity or participation in 
torture. Each State party make these offences punishable by appropriate penal
ties which take into account their grave nature. ,. 

4. 8 Education etc. 

The Convention, in article 10, also requires each State party to ensure that educa
tion and information regarding the prohibition against to,'!ure are fully included in 
the training of law enforcement personnel, civil or military, medical personnel. 
public officials and other persons who may ne involved in the custody, interrogation 
or treatment of any individ ual subjected to any form of arrest, detention or imprison
ment . 

... 9 Review of rules 

Article 11 of the U.N. Convention (1984) provides that each State Party shall 
keep, under systematic review of rules, instructions methods and practices as well as 
arrangements for the custody and treatment of persons subjected to any form of 
arrest, detention or imprisonment in any territory under its jurisdiction. with a view 
to preventing any case of torture . 

.c.l0 Otber acts or cruelty 

Article 16 of the UN Convention (1984) provides tna t each State Party shall 
undertake to prevent, in any territory under its jurisdicti.:m, other acts of cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment which do not amount to torture, 
as defined in Article 1, when such acts are the result of acquiescence of a pufilic official 
or other person acting in an official capacity. In particular, the obligations con
tained in articles 10,11,12 and 13 shall fVJply. with the SUbstitution (for reference 
to torture); of references to other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment. 
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4.11 Victims 

On 29th November. ] 985, the United Nations adopted it Resolution to ensure 
justice for the victim~ of crime and abu~e of power. The General Assembly of the 
United Naijons adonted t 1,c Caracas Resolution 'Declaration on Ba~jc Principles 
of Justice for Victin~, of Crime and abuse of Power'. Tl>is Declaration defines 
'victims of crime' anc1 rC'iuires the mem bt'f States to establish judicial and adminis
trative mechanis:ns to en:,hle the victims to obtain redress, formal or informal, in 
procedures that are cx!'edient. fair, inexpensive and accessihle. The Declaration 
further obligates the memb,~r States to mah~ laws providing for rcstitution and pay
ment of cOl':1pensation to th,~ victims of cri'TI3 and abuse of power. A··ticle 12 of the 
Doclaratioll of 1985 ubligates the !11cmber States to provide financial compensation 
to victims of crime. Article 19 iequires t~c States to incorrnra+e, into the national 
laws, norms prescribnz the abuse of power and providing remedies to victims of 
such abuse. Such rcneclies should include restitution and compensation and neces
sary material, medicaL psychological and social assistance in support. 

4.12 India's obligation 

India is a party to tho;: afore_,nid Declarations. Hence, it is under an obligation 
to take effective steps to implement the!"1. Tn the deliberations before the United 
Nations, the representative of lndian made "a committment by the Government 00 
behalf of its citizens a'1d a f';uarantee for tbe:;e citizens which they could claim when
ever their rights were thrcc;icned."l 

4.13 In Inaia, the Dwple's resolve to foster respect for international law and 
treaties and obligations is reflected in Article 51 of the Constitution. In fact, Parlia
ment has enacted 12.ws to p:ive effect to the international obligation as contained in 
various Declarations and ·Conventions. In addition, the COUt:-t') have also, by their 
judicial innovation, ensured the effective implementation of tho,ea norms. Where the 
State or its agencie<; failed to implement the international norms, a;ld the State has 
ratified or adopted th(1se norms, the SupretTe Court of India has intervened to issue 
directions for the effective enforcement of those norms through laws. Further, the 
Court has interpreted domestic law in a manner so as to give effect to the implementa
tion of the internationl norms. We do not consider it necessarv to refer to all the 
decisions on the su bject, but it would be worthwhile to refer to only some of the land-

. mark decisions. 

4.14 Case law 

In Francis CorolTe Mullin v. Administrator, U.T. of Delhi.2 the Supreme Court 
gave due recognition to the international norms while interpreting Article 21 of the 
Constitution, when it observed : 

" .............. any form of torture or Cruel, inhuman or der;rading treatment 
would be offensive to human dignity and constitute an inroad into this right to 
live and it would, on this view. he pr(1h1bite by Article 21 unless it is in accorda
nce with the procedure prescribed by law, but no law which authorises and no 
procedure presecibed by law, which leads to such torture or cruel, inhuman or de
grading treatment can ever stand the t3St of reasonableness and non-arbitrariness 
it would plainly be unconstitutional and void as being viohtive of Articles 14 
and 21. It would thus be seen that there is implicit in Article 21 the right to 
protection against torture or cruel, inhmao or degrading treatment which is 
enunciated in Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 
guaranteed by Article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights." 

The Supreme Court. while interpreting Articles, 21, 48-A and 51(g) of the 
Constitution in Charan Lal Sahu v. Union of India.3 observed as under :-

"In the context of our national dimensions of human rights, right to life, liberty, 
pollution-free air and water is guaranteed by the Constitution under Articles 
21, 48-A and 51(g). It is the duty of the State to take effective steps to protect 

---------------------------
'. Nigel Rodky, Trc:ltme'lt of Pri~'):')ers undtr International Law (UNESCO Paris Clarer:don 

PrlOss Oxford, 19R7). ,,8ge 59. 
'. FraFlcis Coralie Mu!ff!l v. Administrator. Ullion Territory of Delh;. (1981) 1 SCC 608, 619. 

'. Charan Lal Sahu v. Union of Inda, (1990) 1 SCC 613, 713. 
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the guaranteed constitutional rights. These rights must be integrated and illumined 
by the evolving international dimensions and standards, having regard to our 
sovereignty, as highlighted by dauses 7 and 13 of the Code of Conduct 011 
Transnational Corporations. The evolving standards of international obligations 
need to be respected. Maintaining diguiLY and sovereignty of our people, tbe 
State must take effective steps to ~af guz.rd the constitutional rights of citizena 
by enacting laws," 

In KarlaT Singh v. Stale of Punjab, the Supreme Court, willIe dealing with 
Article 21 on human rights observed as under: 

"We are undoubtedly committed to uphold human rights even as a part of 
long standing heritage and 3S enshrned in our constitutional law. We feel that 
this perspective needs to be kept in view by every law enforcing authority because 
the recognWon of the inherent digni:y and of the equal and inalienable rights of 
the citizens is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world, If the 
human rights. are outragoo, then the Court should set its face against such 
violation of human rights by exercising its majestic judicial authority," 

These illustrative cases are cited here simply to show the importance of keeping in 
mind International Conventions ,,"bile deh;il~g with questions of national law. 

_________ .A 
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ARREST 

5.1 Intr.odu~tion 

The law of arrest which, at {" r: ti~'e, was regardedas.a Vtry simple subj~. 
has proved to be a diffictult an~l tl1:)i'liV ope for a variewof re€i$on~. Political eveD,ts of 
the lasLhalf a century througJlcut t1':' world have lent' an adffe(l'emphasis to the need 
to obterve certain principles in forlTIulating the law of arrest 'atld in administering 
tl}~ )i~:, .International covena:,~s on the, subj~c\., a~4, developmthts in the spb~e ~f 
tiuDiah:nghts no longer penmt onc to SIt qUlci'andtake the VIew the everythfug IS 

well with the law of arre~f. Added to this, is tbe apprehension, 'often expressed Troms 
various'quarters, that, on s')me :}cca,iom arrests ar~ made withq'ut reas'onablecause, 
or are being made in a'n12nne' cont'lry to:tl1~'infeiHJm<;nt of t'he'faw.' In India, (as 
in oth~,I .countries)~, the c:n,ti~'.ltion1ln:l'1:htelg~il)?t the jeprivatio~ Qf a,Person's 
pers(jttti1.li~ertyp:.cept. aC?'Jl'~l!1g toyroc;~1ure ~st~~1!shed by law, na~~r~~y InCT~~~ 
the theoretIcal arid !:ira~rlc3l Imnorttince of a d1Scussion of the subject. 'l'i1oreovet, 
the vital and essential connection of the consept and procedure of arrest with the 
cherished personal liberty of the citizen mnst obviously make it a matter of perennial 
anxiety and concern for the wise law-giver as well as for the judee. 

5.2 Concept of arrest 

In common paralance, one understands, by the word "arrest," the deprivation 
of personal liberty and we take it that a pe!son is arrested when his freedom of move
ment is circumscribed at the will of the i,erson arresting him. Origin of the word 
"arrest" is interesting. The Latin verb restare meant "stand back, remain behind" 
or "stop" (it is the source of English .'·est in the sense "remainder"). The compound 
verb arrestare, formed in post-classifical times from the prefix ad and restare, 
had a causative function : "came to remain behind or stop," hence "capture, seize". 
These meanings were carried over, via Old French arester into English. (Bloomsbury, 
Didctionary of Word origins 1992, page 38.) 

!J • 3 Legal provisions as to arrest 

The power to arrest a person is conferred by statute in a variety of situations. 
For the present purpose, the most relevant provision is contained in section 41(1) 
of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, which rrovides that a police officer may 
arrest a person "who has been concf:rned in anv cognizable offence, or against whom 
a reasonable complaint has been made, or credible information has been received, 
or a reasonable suspicion exists of having been so concerned." The first part of the 
section is totally objective, beC31'<:e. if a person has been concerned in any 
cognizable offence, then the police officer may arrest him. What matters in the first 
part is the fact of having been concerned in a cognizable offence. The police officer's 
view of the matter is of no c(mse'l'Jenc~, Bllt, in re~ard to the remaining portions of 
section 41(1), one finds a combination of objective facts coupled with a certain 
amount of subjective evaluation. The objective element in this part of section 41(1) 
is highlighted by its repeated use of Hdjectives, such as "reasonable" or "credible." 
But it is not necessary to establish objectively that the person proposed to be arrested 
has been cirned in a cognizable offence. Reasonableness of the complaint, or 
credibility 0 . he information or reasonableness of the suspicion, would suffice, 
although th e elements therr'selves could be the subject matter of debate in concrete 
cases. 

5.4 Formal and informal arrest 

There has been considerable amount of discussion as to when an arrest takes 
place, a discussion which seems to have become necessary because of the practice 
adopted by police officers of "detaining, fer inouiries" or "stopping and frisking" 
and the like. In an appeal from malaysia, 1 Lord Devlin stated the position thus : 

1. ShabbanBinHussain v, Chorg FcokKam., (1969)3AllE, R.1626(P.C.) 
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"An amst occurs when a police officer states in terms that he is arresting or 
when he uses force to restrain the individual concernd. It OCcUf5 also when by 
words or conduct, he makes it clear tnat he wi:), ifn~c~isary, u, ~ f;)r~e to prevent 
the individual from going where he may want t;) go. It does not occur when he 
stops an individual to make inquiries." 

In another case (in the House of Lords,] Lord Diplock expressed himself as 
under :-

"'latest is. a continuing act; it starts -witb. the arrest or nking a perSOI\ ~into 
custody (by action or words restraining hiI11 from moving a'lYWl1 o re beyonq:tfie 

'tlftestor's control), and it continue3 until.$e p~rSOi1 oJ rcst; L:i1ed is e~}ler 
"rdeased'from' custody, Of' having been brought before a Magi~trate, is reman4ed 
. into eustody by the Magistrate'sjudicial act." ' 

5~,~~eqatnmentsofseetion 41Cr. P.e. 

:~If·"WiU be noticed that section 41(1 )(a) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 
~tesrjlHhtee alternative situations (apart from the totally objective situation of 
the person to be arrested having been concerned in any cognizable offence :-
.!:, (i), reasonable complaint has been made, of having been so conc~rned; 

'(ji) ctedible information having been receivt:d, of having been so co~e~fled; 

'~, (iii) r-easonable su~picicr. existing, of having been so concerned . 

.. ~~n practice,.lllostarrests by police officers fall unier the third category" In this 
connection;' it may be pertinent to point out that reasonable suspicion ~as been 
described as the minimum requirement. Acc,Jrding to a Ful! Ben::h decision of the 
Madhya.Pradesh Hight Court,2 reasonable sus~icion i3 the: minimu).l1.requirement. 
We shall refer later to a recent Supreme Court Judgmc,l,3 Wllt;re several aspects,of 
the power of arrest have been elucidated a:ld certain guideline; laid down, It is 
MWious that the objective "reasonable" introduces ail objective element and that 
NUODable 8uspicion must exist before a person is arrested. Since arrest is a serious 
~don,the liberty of a person, the law has enjoined a police officer to exercise the 
po~_ofattest only after the objective element of reasonable suspicion is mad~: out. 
~,.iJlactual practice this salutory mandate of the law has not been.fQIlbwed, 
as indiscriminate arrests are hing made by police Oll mere sU»)ici'),', 

5 ,6 Discretion regarding arrest 

, In ' England, by section 2(4) of the Cr:minal Law Act, 1967, .the constable's 
~wer Qhrrest has b~en laid dcwn in these wO;'ds ;-

\\'here'a constable with re.1sonable cause suspects th:H an arrestable alIenee lms 
'been committed; he may arrest without warrant anyode whom He, \\lith 
reasonable ca~se, suspects to be guilty of the offence." 

The-question arose in England some time ago, as to whether, on such reaSonable, 
suspicion being entertained by he constable, arrest is mandatory. Dealing with,tBis 
~stion, the House of Lords held4 that even when the police has a reasonable sus
P!qeD tbat'a person has committed an arrestable offence, it does not follow that he 
mUs\ ~ arrested. The discretion has to be reasonably exercised and its exercise can 
be.questioned in a court of law on the principles which have come to be known as 
J"edne.s1JuI''Jl principles." According to these principles, a person on whom discretion 
15 conferred by statute; 

(a)'mustcexercise it in good fajth, fQr furtherance of the object of the statute; 
" . .' . 

(b) Illust not proceed upona miscons.truction of the statute; 
'" 
, , 

,1. "Holt(f/e Mt'hd. v. Duke, (1984) I All E.R. l054,IG56(H. L.l. 
" •. GulahClwiirI-KamlOolai v. State of M. P., (1982, M. P. L. J. 7, 17 (F. B,l . 

... Joginder Sfiigh, para 5,7, il!fra. 
'. Holgate MoM v. Duke, (1984) 1 AI! E.R. 1054, 1059, '1060 (H. U. 
~},lbsOciated PrlWincial Picture HOllses Ltd. v. Wedl!'!si.mry Corporalioll, (947) 2 Aii r;.R. 

680 (C.A.) 
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(c) must take into account matters relevant for exercise ot the discretion; 
and 

(d) must not be influenced by irrelevant matter. 

5.7 Judgment oCthe Supreme Court : 

Joginder Singh's case 

The subject of discretion to arrest carne up before the Supreme Court of India, in 
Joginder Singh's ca5~ wilicil is of gr~at practical importance for the present purpose.1 

In that case, the Supreme Court tirst noted that the law of arrest is one of balancing 
individual rights, liberties and privileges on the one hand and individual duties etc. 
on the other hand. One has to balance protection for the individual, against the social 
need that crime shall be suppressed. After elaborating on this point, and after noticing 
the views expressed by tne National Police Commission in its Third Report (pages 
31 and 32) and by tne Royal Commission on Criminal Procedure, the Supreme 
Court of India took care to suggest certain guidelines regarding arrest by the police. 
The court also referred to the following suggestion of the Royal Commission on 
Criminal Procedure : 

"To help to reduce the use of arrest we would also propose the introduction 
here of a scheme that is used in Ontario enabling a police officer to issue what is 
called an appearance notice. That procedure can be used to obtain attendance 
at the police station without resorting to arrest provided a power to arrest exists, 
for example to be fingerprinted or to participate in an identification parade. It 
could also be extended to attendance for interview at a time convenient to both 
to the suspect and to the police officer investigating the case ......... " 

The Supreme court also referred to section 56(1) of the Police and Criminal 
Evidence Act, 1984 (U.K.) which reads as under :-

"where a person has been arrested and is being held in custody in a police station 
or other premises, he shall be entitled, if he so requests, to have one friend or 
relative or other person who is known to him or who is likely to take an interest 
in his welfare told, as soon as is practicable except to the extent that delay is 
permitted by this section, that he has been arrested and is being detained 
there." 

8.8 GuideUnes suggested by the Supreme Court 

In the case of Joginder Kumar v. State of V.P. (1994) 3 J.T. (S.C.) 423, 430, 
which we have referred to in the preceding paragraph, the court (paragraph 24 of 
the judgment) took pains to point out that an arrest cannot be made, merely because 
it is lawful for the police officer to do so. The existence of the power is one thing, 
while the exercise of the power quite another. The police officer must be able to 
justify the arrest apart from his power to do so. Arrest and detention may cause 
incalculable harm to the reputation and self esteem of a person. The court made the 
following observations in this behalf: 

"No arrest can be made in a routine manner on a mere allegation of commission 
of an offence made against a person. It would be prudent for a Police Officer 
in the interest of pr0L":":llJn or' tile constitutional rights of a citizen and perhaps 
in his own interest Ul.1t no arrest snould be made without a reasonable satis
faction reached after sume ill ve5tigatlOn as to the genuineness and bona fides of a 
complaint and a reasonable beliet both as to the person's complicity and even so 
as to the need to eilcct arrest. Denying a person of his liberty is a serious matter. 
The recommendations or tne PolIce Commission merely reflect the constitutional 
concomitants ot the fundamental ngnt to personal liberty and freedom. A person 
is not liable to arrest raerdy on me suspicion of complicity in an offence. There 
must be some reasoaabl~ jl.lSliti(;ation in the opinion of the officer effecting the 
arrest that such arrest is necessary and justitied. Except in heinous offences, 
an arrest must be avolJeJ ii' a pOllce officer issues notice to person to attend the 
Station House and not to kaye -StatJOn without permission would do." 

J. IlJiinder KU/1Wr Y. Staleo)' Lillar PrUUt6h, (1994)3J.l.(~C)423. 
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In paragraph 26 of its judgment, the Supreme Court set out the requirements as 
under :-

"These rights are inherent in articles 21 and 22(1) of the Constitution and require 
to be recognised and scrupulously protected. For effective enforcement of these 
fundamental rights, we issue the following requirements : 

1. An arrested person being held in custody is entitled, ifhe so requests, to have 
one friend, relative or other person who is known to him or likely to take an 
interest in his welfare told, as far as is practicable that he has been arrested and 
where he is being detained. 

2. The police officer shall inform the arrested person when he is brought to the 
police station of tbis right. 

3. An entry shall be required to be made in the Diary as to who was informed of 
the arrest. These protections from power must be held to flow from articles 21 
and 22(1} and enforced strictly." 

5.9 Dot}' of Magistrate 

In the same Judgment (Joginder Kumar), in paragraph 27, the Supreme Court 
directed that it shall be the duty of the Magistrate before whom the arrested person is 
produced, to satisfy himself that the requirements-set out in tbe preceding paragraph 
have been complied with. As per paragraph 28 of the judgment, the above require
ments must be followed till legal provision's are made in this behalf and it was further 
clarified that these requirements are in addition to the rights of arrested persons found 
in, various police manuals. 

5.10 Reasoas for arrest 
In Joginder Singh's case, paragraph 29, the Supreme Court, while clarifying 

that these requirements are not exhaustive, directed the Directors Generals of Police 
of all the States in India to issue necessary instructions requiring due observance of 
requirements. "In addition, departmental instructions have also to be issued that a 
police officer making an arrest must also record in the case diary the reasons for 
making the arrest." 

5.11 Judgment in Sheela Barses case 

At this stage, we may also make a reference to an earlier Supreme Court judg
ment in Sheela Barse's case wherein certain guidelines were laid down. both regarding 
arrest generally and regarding the arrest of women. The relevant guidelines are as 
under: 

"(I) Four or five police lock ups should be selected in the reasonably good locali
ties where only female suspects should be kept and they should be guarded by 
female constables. 
(2) Female suspects should not be kept in a police lock up in which male suspects 
are detained. 
(3) Integrrogation of female suspects should be carried out only in the presence 
of female police officers/constables. 

(4) Whenever a suspect is arrested by the police and taken to the police lock up, 
the police will immediately give intimation of the fact to the nearest legal aid 
committee. 

(5) Surprise visits to the police lockups in the city should periodically be made 
with a view to providing arrested person an opportunity to hear their grievances 
and ascertain the conditions of police lock up. 

(6) As soon as a person is arrested, the police must immediately obtain from 
him/her the name of any relative or friend who he/she would like to be informed 
about bis/her arrest and the police should get in touch with sucb relative or friend 
and inform him about the arrest. 

(7) The Magistrate before whom an arrested person is produced shall enquire 
from the arrested person whether he has any complaint of torture or maltreat
ment in police custody." 

8. SMela Barse v. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1983 SC 378. 
9. NtIIIdini S,atpQlhF v. Slale 0/ 1JihtIr, 1978 Cd. U 968. 
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!.12 Presence of counsel 

The topic of presence of counsel at the time of interrogation of an a~ by 
the police has received attention to many countries', particu\ally from the constitu
tional angle. The point was touched in the well :known case of Nandini S~thy' 
where an emphasis was laid on the presence of counsel in the light of article '20(3) 
of the Constitution (testimonial compulsion) and article 22(1) of the Constitution 
(right to consult and to be defended by a lawyer of one's choice). The relevant 
observatio~s ar~· as under :-

"Lawyer's presence is a constitutional claim in "orne ~rcumst~nce~ in our 
country also, and, in the context of article 20(3), is an assurance of. awareness 
and observance of the right to silence .. , ... wtHhink that article 20(3) and 
article 22(1) may, in a way, be telescoped by making it prudent for the -police 
to permit the advocate of the accu~ed, ,if ti?-ere ',pe one, to be pr~nt at 
the time he is examined ...... We do not laY'down that the police must~ure 
the services of a lawyer's system, an abuse which breeds other vices. But all that 
we mean is that if an accused person expresses the wish to have his la~t by 
his side when his examination goes on, this facility shall not be denied, without 
being exposed to the serious reproof that involuntary self-criminationS«icUred in 

'!!ecrecy and by coercing the will was theprojeet ........ " 

It would appear that at least three articles of the Constitution articles 20, 21 and 
22 have relevance if one were to examine the constitutional aspect in great detail. 
Even if the non-constitutonal aspect is taken into accQunt, it woUld seemnthat if 
serious effort is made to check the malpractices of torture and allied practices' during 
interrogation, there should be a provision, at least entitling the arrested, person to 
demand that the interrogation should be carried out in the presence of his counsel 
or a family friend of his choice. Requirement of State appointed counsel being present 
at that stag~ need not be inserted, but what we have stated in the preceding sentence, 
needs to be incorporated into the law, We shOuld mention that in response to our 
questionnaire (Issue No.2) some replies ':have favoured the presence of counsel 
though a fairly large number have opposed it (ISsUe No, 2). . . 

! .13 Law Commisson Report No. 115 

We . vvoiitd" like to specifically mention at this piace that the Law ~ommjssion 
of India, in its 135th Report on Women in Custody (1989) recommended detailed 
provisions to avoid harassment to women in custody and to protect them to the-extent 
possible. The Commission,: for this purpose, recommended the insertion of agpecific 
aadseparate- Chapter in the Code of Criminal Procedure, so that the concerned 
officers, as well as women's organisations and women in custody and their relatives, 
taP., without much effort, dislj:over and inform.them~ly~s of the rights of such women 
and the obligations of various officers. A draft ot the proposed .separte Cliapter 
relating to arrest, interrogaion and custody of women etc, was attached to the Report. 
At f'Ile present stage, it may be sufficient to mention onfy those recommendations 
which are related to arrest and interrogation. Theseare-as under :- . 

. . . ) 
(1) In tile event of a woman being requirc)d to be arrested, the police;'officer 

concerned shall not actually touch the person of the woman aAQ may 
presume her submission to custody. This recommendation. is being 

.. made in otd~rthat the dignity of the concerned woman is". ttlaintained. 

(2) Ordinarily, no woman shall be atre~ted after sunset and before sunrise. 
In exceptional cases calling for artest·dwiog t~ese hours,-

(i) prio~ permission of the immediate:9lIptri()T officer' shall be: , obtained, 
or (ii) "if the case is of extreme ~ftcy:thell, 'ifter arrest, a report 
with reasons shall be made to the imhlediJlte superior officer and to the 
Magistra~e. 

(3) Wherever .~wqIl1an is me4i~al1y examined, the examination' shall be 
conducted ~t:IJy_Qnder the 'supervision. of.a female medf~l 'practitoner, 
with Slrict regard t<?'.4ecency. 
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(4) The concerned woman shall be infomied about her .right to be medically 
examined, "in order to bring on, record any f3fts whIch may show that an 

·offenee against her has-"'eeJl-C(jmmittedafter her.arrest." 

.~5) A copy of the report of the medical examination shall be furnished to the 
woman . . ., 

(6) A w~an shall not, under section 160 of the Criminal Procedure Co~. 
be required to attend for interrogation at any place other than heridwelhag 
house, and section ,160 of the Code should be amended for the PUIll9sc.: 

(7) When the stfit,etn:~nt of a woman is recorded during investi$atiori~ a 
I relative or friend of the woman or an authorised representatIve of ~n 

organisation interested in the welfare of women shall be allowed to rematn 
present. 

S ;14, Judicial ofticers 

.It would be proper to m~ntion at this stage the Supreme Courts another judg
ment in which certain guidelines have been suggested to be followed by police officers 
or judicial officers. 1 The guidelines are as under ;-

(a) If a judicial cfficer is to be arrested for some offence, it should be done 
under intimation to the District Judge or the High Court, as the case may 
be. 

(b) If facts and circumstances necessitate the immediate arrest of a judicial 
officer of the subordinate judiciary, a tecnical or formal arrest may be 
effected. 

(c) The fact of such arrest should be immediately communicated to the District 
and Sessions Judge of the concerned District and the Chief Justice of 
the High Court. 

(d) The judicial officer so arrested shall nO,the taken to a police station, without 
the prior order or directions of the District and Sessions Judge of the 
concerned district, if available. 

(8) There should be no handcuffing of a judicial officer. If, however, violent 
resistance to arrest is offered or there is imminent need to effect physical 
arrest in order to avert danger to life: and limb, the person resisting arrest 
may be overpowered and handcuffed. In such case, immediate report 
shall be made to the District· and Sessions Judge concerned and also to 
the Chief Justice of the High Court. But the burden would be on the 
police to establish the necessity for effecting physical arrest and handCUffi
ng the judicial officer, and if it be established that the physical arrest and 
handcuffing of the judicial officer was unjustified, the police officers 
causing or responsible for such arrest and handcuffing would be guilty 
of misconduct and would also be personally liable for compensation and/ 
or damages as may be summarily determined by the High Court. 

S ;15 'MelQher of Parliament 
r . i . 

We may also like to take note of the fact that the question of arrest of Members 
of Parliament (and of Members of Legislatures ·of States) i~ of some importance. 
The current convention is that the police officer arresting such member on a criminal 
charge shall forthwith inform the presiding officer of the legislature through telegram 
and also by post. This practice should contin~. In Joginder Singh's case,! the 
Supreme Court emphasized the need to observe strictly the following norm ;-

"Under Rule 229 of the Rules for Procedure and Conduct of Business in Lok 
Sabha, when a Member is arrested on a criminal charge or is detained under an 
executive authority or order of the Magistrate, the executive authority must inform 
without delay such fact to the Speaker. As soon as any arrest, detention, con
viction or release is effected, intimation should invariably be sent to the Govern
ment. concerned concurrently with the intimation sent to the Speaker/Lok 

, Sa'bhe/Rajya Sabha. This should be sent through telegrams and also by post and 
. the intimation should not be delayed on the ground of holiday." 

1. Delhi Judicial Service Association v. Slate oj GuJarat, (1991) 4 see 406. 

'. Jolinder Singh v. State ojPwtfab,(1994)3JT(SC)423,430,431. 
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~. 16 Course to be adopted-Amending the Law 

We have tried to collect together in this Chapter the important materials relating 
to arrest, with a view to focussing attention upon the various mesures that should be 
adopted, particularly in order to check malpractices. We are conscious that it may 
not be feasible to put everything in legislation. A possible device of dealing with the 
various propositions mentioned in this Chapter would be to insert a numer of 
sections-like, 50A, SOB SOC and so on-in the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 to 
incorporate all those propositions that can be overwhelmingly codified. It is necessary 
that the important propositions, having direct relevance to the prevention of torture 
in custody should be given legislative form. With this end in view, we would 
recommend that a new section or sections (as may be convenient) should be inserted 
after section 50 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 to incorporate the following 
propositions in substance :-

(I) Whenever a person is arrested by a police officer, intimation of the arrest 
shall be immediately sent by the police officer (along with intimation about 
the place of detention) to the following persons :-
(a) a relative or friend or other person known to the arrested person, as 
may be nominated by the arrested person; 

(b) failing (a) above, the locallegal aid committee. 

(2) Such intimation shall be sent by telegram or telephone, l as may be con
venient, and the fact that such intimation has been sent shall be recorded 
by the police officer under the signature of the arrested person. 

(3) The police officer shall prepare a custody memo and body receipt of the 
person arrested, duly signed by him and by two witnesses of the locality 
where the arrest has been made, and deliver the same to a relative of the 
person arrested, if he is present at the time of arrest or, in his absence, 
send the same along with the intimation of arrest to the person mentioned 
in(l)(a) above. 

(4) The custody memo referred to in(3) above shall contain the foUowin, 
particulars :-

(i) name of the person arrested and father's or husband's name, 

(ii) address of the person arrested; 

(iii) date, time and place of arrest; 

(iv) offence for which, the arrest has been made; 

(v) property, if any, recovered from the person arrested and taken 
into charge at the time of the arrest; and 

(vi) any bodily injury which may be apparent at the time of arrest. 

(5) Dnring the interrogation of an arrested person, his legal practitioner 
shall be allowed to remain present. 

(6) The police officer shall inform the person arrested, as soon as he is 
brought to the police station, of the contents of this section and shall 
make an entry in the police diary about the following facts : 

(a) the person who was informed ofthe arrest; 

(b) the fact that the person arrested has been informed of the COD
tents of this section; and 

(c) the fact that a custody memo has been prepared, as required by 
this section. 

5.17 Arrest of women : Recommendations 

Of the various recommendations made in the 135th Report of the Law Co
mmission of India (Women in Custody) referred to above,2 recommendations 
No. 1 and 2 are of direct relevance to arrest and we recommend that the same 

1. At present there is some obscurity in this regaid. See report about beliefs of Delhi Police 
The Statesman, 13th April, 1994, page 9 . 

•. Para '.13, IUJlIYI. 

\ 
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should be incorporated into the Ccdes of Criminal Procedure, 1973 at an appro
priate place. 

S.18 Power of arrest: Recommendations 

We now come to the major question as to the direction in which the power 
of arrest conferred on the police, in rC2;'lrd to c')~nizable offences needs to be amended 
in order to reduce the possibilitv of m;CF[ s of the power. Section 41 (1) (a) 
of the Code of Criminal Procedn;:e 1973 which contains the material reads 
as under :-

"41(1) Any police officer may, withollt an order from the Magistrate and 
from the Magistrate and witr.out a warr3nt, arrest any person-
(a) who has been concerned in any cognizable offence, or against 

whom a reasonable complaint has been made, or credible infor
mation has been received, or a reasonable suspicion exists, of 
his having been so concerned. 

A misconception seems to prevail that if there is a power to arrest, then that 
power must be exercised. The judicial dec;slJn5 to which we have referred in the 
relevant paragraphs of this Clnpter1 take pains to poi'lt out that this is not the 
legal position. The power is subject to the ordinary principles of administrative 
law. Justification for its exercise must be sbown to exist in each case. What the 
law requires, is not merely the requi,ite quality of complaint, information or sus
picion about the commission of a cognizable offence, but also the satisfaction 
of a further condition, that shows the cOEnlicity (If the person to be arrested, in 
the suspected offence. All these propositions are implicit in the scheme of section 
41, particularly when the section is viewed against the background of the genera] 
law, including administrative law and rules of statutory interpretation. Thus, the 
fact that there is a discretion and n0t a duty. is sufficiently indicated by the word 
"may". The fact that complicity of the particular person is to be established, is 
also sufficiently indicated by the words "arainst whom" and by the words "of 
his having been so concerned" which occur in section 41(1)(a). 

5.19 Need for Amendment 

Notwithstanding clear words, and ame"1dment is needed, because the essen
tial requirements are many times overlookej either deliberately or through over
sight. The rush of work may also prevent full and proper attention from being 
given to the need to satisfy all these requirements, though that cannot be an ex
cuse for non-compliance. In this situation, we are faced with a dilemma when 
considering the question whether an amenc:ment to h'ghlight these essential feat
ures is needed. On the one hand, a provisic il which is vitally concerned with lib
erty should be as precise as posr,ible ;)nd it can be argued that even )at he cost of 
making the provision appear cumbersome, one can with some justification, take 
~ liberty of putting more emphaticaIIy into the section all those requirements 
which are unfortunately overlooked 50metir~es. As against this, there is the con
sideration that a matter which is already explicit (if the section is read carefully) 
cannot be added and that such addition goes against the normal practice of leg
~ative drafting. We have ultimately come to the conclusion that on balance it 
will be preferable to recommended 'an amendment'. The situation prevailing is 
one where brevity must yield to clarity; principle and detail must be made to re
side together; elegance of form cf will have to yield to structural complexity; and 
profusion of language will have to be regarded as excusable, in order to achieve 
9bjectives whose importance transcends the ordinary canons of drafting. 

5.20 Amendments of Sec 41 Recommended 

. Accordingly, we recommend that in section 41 of the Code of Criminal Pro
cedure Code, 1973 after sub-section (I), the following new sub-section (lA) should 
be inserted :-

"41 (lA) A police officer arresting a person under clause (a) of sub-sect
ion must be reasonably satisfied aad must record such satisfaction 
relating to the following matters :- ' 

(a) the complaint information or suspicion referred to in that clause 
is not only in respect of a cognizable offence having been comm: 
ited, but also in respect of the complicity of the person to be arr
ested, in that offence; 

--~---::---.------- .-----------
1. Para S.7, 5.8., supra. 
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arrest is necessary in order to bring the movements of the persoil 
to be arrested under restraint, so as to inspire a sense· or seciiritj 
in the public or to prevent th~ person to be. arrested frqJB ~+ 
ing the process of the Jawor to prevent hIm from committibg 
similar offences of from indul8ing in violent behaviour in" gen-
eral." " 

We should mention at this stage that about .unrestricted power, of arrest.. .so_ 
of the replies to our Questionnaire favour some restriction (Issue"No .. ~~ In 
fact a !)enior police officer expressed this view at the Seminar. 

In Joginder Sin~h's case,l a very helpful suggestion has been made about 
the possibility of substituting a notice of appearance in place ofmest by the pol
iee. This is really in the nature of a summons~ but it is new idea inasmuch as, und
er the present law in India, while a summons to an accused' person may be issued 
by the court, the police does not issue a SUmmons to an accused person. There 
are several factors justifying the insertion of such a provision. Tbe great factor 
is, of cours e, the protection of personal liberty wftich, in certaiil cases, CWl ~ ~:
ieyed without sacrificing considerations of public welfare. Substitutiol} of t~ 
~¥iCY. will automatically eliminate, or at least reduce, the possibility Qf c~t0ffi!l 
qjPl~' We should, therefore, recom:tllend that in the Code of Crim~·P.rOCCd. 
~~. r973, a new Section should be inserted qp the following lines 

·'41A. Notice of appearance-Where the ~se falls under clause (a) of' su~~ .. 
ion '(1) of section 41, the police officer may, instead' of arresting the pers~ 
ccrncemed, issued to him a notice of appearance requiring hom to ap~ 
befdfe the police officer issuing the notice or at such other place· as may t;e 
specffied'in the notice and to co-operate witli the police officer in the ii1vesd~ 
gation of the offence referred to, in cIause(a) of sub-section (I) of ~on'41: 

(4)' Where such a notice is issued to ~y: person, it shall be the dJlty, of thf&. 
person to comply with the terms of that noti~. 

(3) Where such person complies and continues tQ campI); wilh. ~. n~ 
he shall not be arrested in respect of the offence referred to in the notice un
less; 'r.ot reasons to be recorded, the polite officer is of the opinion,that the 
ol1tdlt to be arrested. .. "-

(4) Where such person, at any time, fails. to comply with tbe t~ms Qf tb.Q~r 
i~ it shall be lawful for the police officer to arrest him for the cn-~r.e m~,. 
iQn~" in the notice, subject to such ord~ as may have beQl pas~, iq tAi4 
hQbalf by a competent court." 

~.~, ~fY,. of Magi$uate ; Recommendatilm 

In order that tbe various safeguards set out in this Chapter are complied witli 
iti~4esirable thatthere ought to be a kind 61 supervision of overseeing" of 'th~ 
poU~'bY art independent ag~ncy .. In the presept s~t up, it may not .be PO$lfI~' t~ 
~(le.for a separate agency m thIS regard, but It should be pOSSIble to utU:~ 
the 'e)(~s~~itg ~achin~ry for the purpose:. ~9tli u~der constit~iona~' t~uir~rii~ltf 
as lafd"i:lOwn m ArtIcle 22 of the ConstltutlOn ano under sectIon 56 ofthet Cirdt 
of" Cri~minal Procedure, 1973, the person tqbe' arrested has to be produeed~ 
tdre a Mil~~trate, By virture 'of tbe cotnbib,etl operation of" sectiOIi . ~(f:'and' ~ 
of1l10' C~.e~ prQduction of th7 accused' ber~rea Magistra~e mustta.kl:;'Pli<i~:~it~ 
24 ho~ df the arrest.2 But 10 cases where mformal arrests are made; die' accus .. 
ed is not produced before the Magistrate wi~" 24 houts, i~t~_ h~,~. ~~ i1J. 
police custody for interrogation and his aIreSt is' shown only 'after' he is' coercea 
tQ' oPtlf~ssiOn or to state facts leading to distovery of weapon ot gond6. 'ro- pre
V:ent this 'malpractice, the Magistrate before whom. the accused is presented shouldi 
enquire from the accused the time and date of his arrest and record the Same. 01ir1 
reg;lJ;IUnendavon is that a new section 57A m,a)} b~ inserted iQ. the Co~ of Crimi
n,,,re~~re on the following lines :-

1857A. Duty of Magistrate to verify certain facts-When a person arrested 
without warrent is produced before the. Magistrate, the Magistrate shall, by 
inquiries to be made from the arrested porsOft 'satisfy himself that the pro
visions of sections, 57 and 57, have been complied with (sections relating to 

I, log/nder Singh v. State of UP .. IT (1994)3 SC 423, 430, 431-
., Kluttri v. State of Bihar, AIR 1981 SC 928: 1981 Cri. L1 470 (SQ, 

. • • . 1' 
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safeguards in connection with arrest, rights on .,.. arrest, intimation etc. to 
be entered) and shan also enquire and record the time and dare of arrest." 

S.22 Other matters 

The recommendations that we have made in some of the paragraphs immedi
ately preceding this paragraph seek to take care of important matters on which 
a legislative prosition is urgenlty desired. For the present, we are oot m'd:ingre
:~~&.!~ns regarding some matters touched upon in this c:hapter, 
:lIecauSiihey may not lend themselves easily to legiSlative formulation. However 
. .the ,DeOd·tO codify them in the' Police Manual is\lery urgent. We arer eferring 'here 
!~~~. sPeCialised topics as relate to the arrest of judicial officers and the arrest 
.~f:M~~rs of Parliament. The fact that in this report, we are not suggesting leg
islative amen(Jment on these pOInts, does not mean that they are not of vital frit-
portance. If such problems recur, it may been be l2i!teSsary to attend totb&rnby 
:recommending statutory provisions. 

·~ .• ds matters dealt with in' the Law Commission of India's 135th Re
'l";W&~ii in' CUStody), we have already made a recommendation in this Ch4lopt
'~loir.pbihts;.direttly relevant to the theme of arrest in the context of the pr~ent 
tlt~portJj)U~the remaining recommendations made in that Report also neep. to 
~·~itt.Plt)I1~~. We note that in the ~ill recently i~tro.duced to amend the Code 
~(~,'I\itay, f994), one or two of the pomts dealt With m the I35th Report have 
'tii#ri'mp!eni'ettted. But ma,1y other recommendations of that Report have been 
1I!ft'(JuteVeh' though they relate to provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 
W'I"£We lr'avenot been able to locate in the Notes on Clauses to the Bill any 
~~:t'OTthis non-implementa,tion. We are of the view that the remai~p.g re
'e6~ntl~ns shOUld also be nnplemented as that would safeguard the Interest 
\(jfrW~; 

------- -- .. ----------------
" Para S.17., supra. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CALLING TO THE POLICE STATION 

6.1 Introduction 

We propose to deal in this Chapter with one situation forming part of the 
investigation by the police intcl c:Jgnizable offences, namely, calling a person (wit
ness) to the police station. Thi:; particJlar act by the police may appear to be just 
a preliminary step and insigi1i!ic:11lt from the overall point of view of the mach
inery of criminal procedure, but, for the purpose of the subject matter of this re
port, it is of cruical importance. 

6.2 The present law 

To begin with, we may refer in brief to the present law on the subject. Chapt
er 12 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 which is titled "Information to 
the police and their power to investigate", confers by section 156, power on an 
officer in charge of the police ~tation, without the order of the Magistrate, to in
vestigate any cognizable case. The pI·xedure for investigation begins with section 
157, under which, inter alia, the investigating officer is expected ito proceed to 
the spot to investigate the facts and c:rcum~,tances of the case and, if necessary, 
to take measures for the discovery ar.d arrest of the offender. Under section IS8, 
the Magistrate himself ,may direct an investigation or hold a preliminary inquiry. 
-In the majority of cases, the pclice cfiicer calls the witnesses to the police station 
under section 160 (to be examined in detail presently) and it may be noted that 
under section 161, the investigating cn.lccr may examine orally any person supp
osed to be acquainted with the facts and circumstances of the case. 

Section 160 of the Code, reads as under-
"160. Police officer's power to require attendance of witnesses.-(l) Any pol
ice officer making an investigation under this Chapter may, be order in writ
ing, require the attendance before himself of any per50n being within the 
limits of his own or any adjoining station who, from the information given 
or otherwise, appears to be acquainted with the facts and circumstances of 
the case; and such person shall attend as so req uired; 
Provided that no mate person under the age of fifteen years or woman shall 
be required to attend at any place oL~er than the place in which such male person 
or woman resides. 

(2) The State Government may, by rules in this behalf, provide for the 
payment by the police officer of the reasonable expenses of every person, 
attending un:i';!f su::'-s;:;;lioJ. (I) at lny pll:;e olh;:r than his re3id::J.ce. 

6.3 Section 160 Cr. P.C. Recommendation 

Section 160 of the Code of Cinninal Procedure, 1973 which we have quot
ed in the preceding paragraph is not a minor provision of routine character; in
stead it confers very wide power on a police officer investigating a case to summon 
any person to the p"lice station for interrogation. The enacting section grants leg
islative sanction to the age-old convention of the police officers to bring persons 
to police station for purposes of interrogation. By and large, this power is mis
used by the police. Though the law requires the investigating officer to summon 
any person for interrogation by an order in writing. Yet, in actual practice, this 
is rarely followed. Generally, the investigating officer or a constable of the police 
station calls the witness to the police station, where he is interrogated. Many a 
time, he is made to wait for hours and sometimes even for days together and if 
during interrogation, the witness pleads ignorance of the incident which may be 
the subject matter of investigationg he is threatened, coerced, assaulted and even 
tortured at the police station. Some p;:rsons have raised th~ question whether it 
is necessary to call a witness to the police station for interrogation. A witness 
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is not an accused, he need not visit the police station to give evidence though as 
a responsible citizen, it is the duty of every citizen to furnish to the police 
information regarding the facts and events which may be in his knowledge. That 
information from him may be obtained by the police officer at the place of the 
witness. However, there may be special circumstances in some cases where the 
presence of the witness at the police station may be necessary, but, by and large, 
the provision requiring the witness to appear at the police station for interrogat
ion by the investigating officer does not appear to be necessary or desirable. This 
section provides an easy handle and occasion to the police to coerce and torture 
the withess at the police station. We are, there fore, of the opinion that section 160 
needs mldification to the effect that ordinar iIy attendance of the witness at the 
police station shall not be neceassary; instead, he should be interrogated or exami
ned at his place of residence but, if in any particular case it is necessary to do so, 
reasons must be recorded and the witness must be summoned by a written order. 
Section 160(1) needs amendment to avoid the prevailing malpractice. 

6.4 Need for Penal Sanction 

The principal objective of the proviso to Sec. 160(1) is to ensure that the ex
amination of young persons and of women is undertaken in an environment fami
liar to them, so that the possibility of physical abuse is eliminated, as also the poss
ibility of creation of psychological tension in their minds. In the modern era when 
the protection of privacy is given great importance, this provision obviously ass
umes considerable significance. In any case, the under lying assumption that call
ing the woman etc. to the police station is an extremely undesirable eact impliet 
that the provision must be complied with scrupulously. Unfortunately, ar pres
ent, the law while enacting this restriction, has failed to enact a direct and spec
fic provision to enforce this salutary prohibition. It is to remedy this situation that 
a penal provision in the nature of criminal sanction is needed. 

6.5 Section 164A I.P.C. Recommended 

As discussed earlier, section 160 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973 is 
observed more in its breach, than in its compliance. As a result, the object of pro
tection by law to safeguard the interest of witness is defeated. The Law Commi
ssion in its 84th Report on "Rape and AlliredOjJtnces : Some Question of Subsantive 
Law, Procedure and Evidence" considered this question and recommended to 
enact a specific provision as Section 166A in the Indian Penal Code to cover vio
lation of Section 160 of the Criminal Procedure Code. Agairi in tits 135th Report 
on "Women in Custody", the Law Commission recommended the insertion of 
Section 166A in the Indian Penal Code providing for punishment to a public ser
vant who knowingly disobeys any direction of the law prohibiting him from re
quiring the attendance of a person for the purposes of investigation into an 
offence. Unfortunately earlier recommendations have not been implemented. Con
sequently the safeguard provided to a witness continues to be defeated. 

6.6 In the light of what we have stated in this Chapter, we reiterate the recomm
endation made in the aforesaid earlier Reports l of the Law Commission of India 
to the effect that after section 166 of the Indian Penal Code, there should be in
serted a new section 166A punishing the violation of section 160 of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, 1973, Even if the view is taken that the situation is governed 
by section 166 of the Penal Code or by some other section of the code, we are 
very strongly of the view that there is need for a specific provision as recommend
ed by us. 

l. Law c(mmissicn of Ir.dia, 84th Report on Rape and allied offiences-some questions of 
substantive law, procedure and evidence' and 13Sth Report on' Wom~n in Custod/ 
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CHAPTER 7 

mmCAL ~AftON 

7 .1 Beneficial and adverse aspect 

The subject of medical examination has rertv!1ree to tlie malpra'Ctices tohlm
itted dUring investigation, in the following two lfS~S : 

(a) Medical examination of an arresttd:'petson may be useful as estab
lishing the fact that certain injuries were infiicted on his body daring 
c\lstody. If undertaken immediately' afttr- arrest, it may be uset\tl· for 
estabk;hiing.(hatat~helime ofa1'ttll!tt,' tha.c'J,Vere no injuries on hig.body. 
This is the "beneficial aspect" Medical examination of a public ser
vant accused of custodial rape is also imptWtKnt trcnn)the';e~tilry 
angle and can equally be described as .falling under the beneficial as
pect. 

(b) In contrast with the above, t~fe jS;an 'ltiverse .aspect -of medical ox
amination. At the time of, or dUring nMfdicil examination, maltttaCt
ices may occur, particu}(trly in the ease of victims of sexual oftences 
who offer themselves f()l' medic~le'Xamination. The law has to, guard 
against this possibIility also. Of oOti'rse, the malpractice -petpetta~ 
on an alleged victim of sexual crime dOes not technically fall 'witbtn 
"custodial" crime. but there have bHn' ·6rtses of sexual crime on W0-
men in custody. We think, itniijesMly:.jb disctlss variousaspoot1l of 
this topic. 

7.2 Varioos situations categorised 

Sections 53 and 54 of the Code of Criminal,Procedure provide ior the ·medi
cal examination of an arrested person. Under ~tion 53, a police officerhas-~~
er to get an arrested person medically examin~ -l>y a registered medical paracti!
ioner if there are reasonable grounds for beliOYing· .that medical examination of 
his person will afford evidence to the commission-of offence. Once the po~ oJB'
ocr entertains reasonable grounds for believing;,that,the examination of ~ar-re
sted person will afford evidence to the commi~ of the crime, it would' be 
compulsory for the accused to undergo mediooJ. '4UI11ination. Section ~4, .0n.4aC 
other hand, confers aright on the arrested· person -to.;get hi;nself medically exami
ned, if, at the Hme of his production before tliaC; ,magistrate he makes an alleS~t
ion that the examination of his body will affo1l'\revi~nce which will disproy~tl1e 
commission by him of an otl'ence or. which will'08tablish the com!Dission:by .~~y 
other person of an offence against hiS body. On such a reque'st being made, 'the 
·tDagisttate· is -BOood to issue' a: direction f dr; the- MeClical examination· of the; ~ 
'~'such a persoti by a r~gi9tet:ed medical ptli~Oftiii" wiles's' the rDtl~rate' •• 
~iaets tbllt t&e're<juest is matte" for the'ptirp6se/Nt <l*y 6r fur d~atittglthe~UndS 
of justiCe. 'these two general 'pl'EMsioosregtilll1eHtltti, question of 'm~ic!al ~
'nation, inalHtind of casesincludirlg rape and ci>gbite'Offences and' custodiaNmHttS;. 

7'.:r Metneld lxatithliltltJi! ortbe'atcGse'd~' :' 

Sections'53-54, Cr. P.e. 

Th~retically, medical ~HniinMion Mi··&'-:ta~d ·under tbefollowing 
heads: 

(a) Medical examination of the accused generally. 

(b) Medical examination of the accused in cases of rape and cognate oft'
ences. 

(c) Medical examination of the victim generally. 

(d) Medical examination of the victim in cases of rape and cognate oft'
en •. 
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8fT far as medical exa·miBation tindeF c:at6gory'(t) is coneemed, it does' not gen
erally present any prol>lem of malpractice; As: regards the medical examination 
of categbry (b) aBd (d), both relate to the otfcmces of rape and cognate offences. 
In Guch cases medical examination of the acalfJ08 as well as the victim is necess
ary, as it provides valueable evidence regarding proof of the allegations. Medi
cal examination of accused and the victim in cases of rape and eognate offences 
has been exhaustively considered by the Law Commission in its 84th Report.! 
After' a' detailed discussion, the Commission was of the opinion that the existing 
provisions'in Sections 53 rnd 54 of the Criminal Procedure Code were not ade
quat~ to' afford evidence of commission of offence. The Commission recommend
edamendent of Section 53 as well as insertion of1seetion 164A of the Code of Cri
minal Procedure. We agree with those recommendations and reiterate that the 
same should be carried out. 

Incidentally, we find that the bill to amend the Criminal Procedure Code 
introduced recently (9th May, 1994)2 seeks amendment of Section 53 and 54 of 
the principal Act on the subject on the basis of the recommendations of the Report 
of the Law Commission. However, we find that in the Notes on Clauses no ref
erence has been made to the Law Commission's Report. It would have been help
ful if this had been done. 

7.4 Medical examination of the accused 

Section 53 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 relates to compulsory 
medical examination of the accused at the request of the police, while Section 
54 is concerned with the right of the accused to get himself medically examined. 
Section 54 is a beneficiary provision which provides an opportunity to an arrested 
person to get himself medically examined to disprove the commission of any off
ence by him or to establish the commission of any offence against his body. This 
provision is directly connected with the custodial crimes. Under the existing pro
visions of Section 54, if a person under arrest is tortured or assaulted he may, 
when produced before the magistrate, make a request to the magistrate for the 
medical examination of his body to establish that he had been subjected to tort
ure and physical assault during the period of detention. Though this right exists. 
Yet, as pointed out earlier, most of the arrested persons, especially those against 
whom custodial crimes are committed, are ignorant of their right. Even if the arr
ested person who is produced before the magistrate is aware of this right, he does 
not dare to make a complaint to the magistrate or make a request for medical 
examination in the presence of the police. In order to minimise the chances of 
custodial torture or sexual exploitation, it is necessary and desirable that Sec
tion 54 should be strengthened in the interest of preventing malpractices. When 
the accused is produced before a magistrate, it should be mandatory for the mag
istrate to enquire from the arrested person whether he has any complaint of tort
ure and maltreatment or sexual exploitation in custody and the Magistrate should 
further intimate to the arrested person that he has a right under the law to get 
himself medically examined. As observed by Supreme Court in Sheela Barse V. 
State of Maharashtra3 it is also desirable that giving of such intimation and 
making enquiries should be in the absence of the police officer. The magistrate, 
before making an enquiry from the arrested person, should ensure that no police 
officer is present along with the accused. We are of the opinion that Section 54 
needs amendment to make it more effective and meaningful. We are further of 
opinion that the amended section should set out in detail the matters to be record
ed in the medical report. We may incidentally note that in Uttar Pradesh by U.P. 
Act 1 of 1984 amendments have been made in Section 54. 

7.5 COlDIDents on the Working Paper 

We may mention at this stage that along with our Working Paper we had 
invited views on the question as to whether there should be a provision for co
mpulosry medical examination of accused in every case of arrest or during interr
ogation. There has been a mixed response to the question. Majority of the police 
officers and some of the lawyers do not consider it necessary. However, a seni
or police officer and some other persons are of the opinion that there is necessity 

1. Law Commission of India, 84th Report on "Rape and Allied Offiences--Some Questions of 
Substantive Law, Procedure and Evidence" . 

I. Code of Criminal Procedure Amendment Bill, 1994 (9th May. 1994) . 
•. AIR 1983 SC 378. 
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to provide for compulsory medical examination especially in cases of custodial 
crimes. Some of the responses suggest compulsory medical examination of a per
son immediately on his arrest and before interrogation. We are unable to accept 
this suggestion, as it will delay investigation .. 

7 . 6 Recommendation 

In view of the above discussion, we reommend that section 54 of the code 
of Criminal Procedure, 1973 should be amended to incorporate the points made 
in paragraph 7.4 of this Chapter. While drafting the al:lendment for incorport
ing the details of medical report, assistance may be taken from the Law Comm
ission's 84th Report, Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 8 

FIRST INFORMATION REPORT AND INQUIRY 

8.1 InttrodactJOD 

Cl,apters 12 and 13 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 lay down the 
proced'Ire for investigation of the offence and trial of the accused. The police mach
inery i~. ignited on receiving information relating to the commission of an offence. 
Such hformation, if relating to a cognizable offence, is recorded under section 
154 and if the information is non-cognizable, it is recorded under section 155. 
Both (lese sections are important, as, if the scheme of the section is carried out 
in its iullness, the machinery of criminal process at the pre-trial stage (arrest, 
interrogation, investigation, forwarding of the report to the court) is set in mot
ion. 

On receivin~ information of a cognizable offence under section 154, the police 
has pcwer to investigate without order of any court, whereas under section 155 
the police officer has no power to investigate non-cognizable offence without the 
order .)f a magistrate. Any information relating to the commission of a cogniz
able or non-cognizable offence if given to the police must be recorded in accord
ance v. ith Sections 154 and 155. Generally, this is not done and it is, more so, 
in the case of custodial crimes. We propose in the secceeding paragraphs of this 
chaptC\· to examine some of the factors contributing to the above situation and 
to suggest such measures by way ofIaw reform as appear to be necessary. 

8.2 Nlla-Registration of Information 

Section 154 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 makes it obiligatory 
for the; police to register information relating to a cognizable offence. Section 157 
further makes it obligatory for the police to investigate the facts and circumstan
ces of the case and to take measures for the discovery and arrest of the offender. 
Unfortunately, compliance with these provisions is very often wanting even in 
Don-custodial offences. Non-registration of complaints is a common malpract
ice in police station. There are several reasons for this malady. The National 
Police :Ommission took note of the act that in a study conducted by the Indian 
Institu\e of Public Administration, New Delhi, on the "Image of the Police in India", 
it was found that over 50 percent of the respondents had mentioned non-regist
ration of complaints as a common malpriactice in police station. The National 
Police Commission1 further set out several factors accounting for sucb non-re
gistration which included extraneous influence and corruption, besides the dis
inclina (ion of the staff to take on additional load of investigational work in the 
midst Ilf heavy pressure of several other duties. It was also stated that somtimes 
there was a desire to keep the figure of reported crime on the records low, in order 
to show "efficient police administration under their charge". This is due to the 
statistil~al approach applied by the higher echelons of police administration, for 
assessing the crime situation and evaluating police performance, with the result 
that thiS attitude permeates the entire heirarchy down the line and is reflected 
among the officers at the police station in their reluctance and refusal to register 
cases a,: and when crimes are brought to their notice. Experience has shown that 
whene"er a serious attempt was made by the police administration to remove 
this malpractice, there was a marked increase in the number of registered cogniz
able Cl imes. Refusal by the police to record information relating to commission 
of an IIffence is a serious matter, which puts the complainant'to harassment and 
also a£'ects the credibility of the police. We are strongly of the view that there 
should be effective sanctions for the non-registration of the first information giv. 
en to the police, ofa cognizable offence. 

8.3 Seetion 167A I.P.C. Recommended 

Ullder the existing law, there is no provision for taking penal action against 
the police for their refusal to record information as contemplated by Section 151 
(1) of the Code. Sub-section (3) of section 154 provides that on the refusal by the 

-------- ------
1. National Police Commission, 4th Report (1980). Page 2. 
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police to register a case, the aggrieved person may send the substance of the 
complaint in writing to the Superintendent of Police who may investigate the case 
himself or direct any officer in-charge of police station to investigate the same. 
This procedure is, no doubt, useful a~ is illustrated by a reported case but it is 
not, in itself adequate, for meeting the problem of non-registration. The Law 
Commission of India in its 84th Report on "Rape and Allied Offences" took npte 
of this position. The Commission found that administrative action or pfoVid1ft~ 
alternative method of lodging the information do not prove more effective and 
there was a need for suitable penal provision providing for the punishment of tpe 
errin~ police officers for their failure to record information relating. to th~ 
commission of a cognizable offence. The Commis'iion recommended the enactment 
of Section 167 A in the Indian Penal Code. The draft of the recommended section 
was as under :-

"167-whoever, being an officer in-charge of a police station and requirt.d 
by law to record any information relating to the commission of cognit:ible 
offence reported to him refuses or without reasonable cause fails to record 
such information, shall be punished with imprisonment 0\ either descript
ion for a term which may extend to one year or with fine or with both. 

the above penal provision, if implemented wiII certainly have a deterrent effect 
on the police and it may discourage or prevent the malpractice of refusing to re
gister information relating to commission of cognizable offences. We are in (uft 
agreement with the recommendation made by the Commisssion in its 84th 1t~
port and we reiterate the same. 

S . 4 Investigation by tb.e police and other agencies 

Generally, complaints relating to an a offence against the body of Ii persolt 
in the custody of police is not recorded by the police officers on account of bro
therhood and fellow feeling. Information or complaint by the wife or children 
of the deceased person or by the victim, generally ignored and since such a class 
of p~rson~ generally have no resources, they are not in a position to approach 
the Superintendent of Police or the courts for redressal of their grievances. If 
the police which protects the citizens itself violates the law in committing torture 
and assau1t on a person in custody and if complaint against their action is not 
rsx:orded by the police, the question arises how the allegation of a civtim or his 
r~lation is to be investigated. In such a situation courts have been compelled to 
pirect the Central Bureau of Investigation to investigate the cases. The Supreme 
Court! in, a case of alleged death in the custody of Directorate of Enforcement 
app t~e :qelhi High Court3 in the case of alleged d~ath in police custody directed 
th\! Central Bureau of Investigation to investigate. There are many reported decisions 
w)1ere t.f!e ~llegations of custodial crimes have been directed to be investigated. In soDie 
cases the courts have appointed judicial officers like the Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sess
i9ns Judge or a District Judge to hold inquiry into the police excesses relating to 
custod~al crimes. These episodes show the desirability of having an independe~t 
inve~ti~ating agency to inquire and investigate into allegations relating to 
custodial crimes . 

. In some of the responses to our questionnaire, a suggestion has been ~ade 
tp,have ,an independent agency other than the police to investigate the complaiiits 
relati.n!\ to custodial crimes. A suggestion has also been made to entrust iiivesfi
gation In such matters to the Central Bureau. of Investigation. There is an~· her 
s4gg!!stion to provide for inquiry by judicial officers through the agency of'~
istrates and the Sessions Judges as has been done by courts in several cases. av
ing given our anxious consideration to this vexed problem, we think that it ni~ 
riot be possible or feasible owing to financial considerations to set up another ind
ependent agericy exclusively for the purpose of irivestigating complaints retating 
to the commission of custodial offience'i. We are of the opinion that thele is a 
need for the higher officers of the police admillistration to impress upon the pol
ice officers in-charge of the police stations the need to record information relating 
to the commission of custodial crimes and every administrative effort !It\onld be 
made to iinplement this policy and to take disciplinary action again~t the ·e11'ii1g 
officials. But this administrative exercise would no't in itself meet the present nttc!d. 
We think that it would be desirable and proper to provide by law fOT the filing 

I. Bhogwan Singh v. State of Punjab,(1992) 2 All India Crim. Rep. page S46. 
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of petition on the refusal of the police to register a case of custodial violence be
fore a judicial officer for inquiry and prosecution of the erring police officers. The 
inquiry by the judicial officer would keep the police under supervision and cont
rol and it will also inspire people's confidence. 

8.5 Recommendation to insert section 154A, Cr. P.C. 

It appears to us that having regard to t~ paramount n~ed for ,1lroPlpt, eff
ective ahd independent investigation of allegations of offences in the n,~t'\l;e ,pf 
custodial crime, the Co:ie of Criminal ProCedUre should be amended to Iilsert 
a specific provision which will ensure such investigation. At the same time, we do 
;~9tco!1sider it necessary, at least for the present, to go so far as to recommend 
"the creation of a new agency for the purpose. A new agency may not be Jleasible 
p,w.j~g,to financial considerations, as stat\!d above, even assuming that adi'nini
)It{8tiye pn>blems will not arise. What we eJ1visage is proposal whereunder, on 
.t'~f~_al by the police to register a case of custodial (conizable) offence, j(should 
ije ~9ssible t.o approach an appropriate judicial authority who should be empow

,ereil'to conduct a preliminary inquiry and then (if satisfied that such action is call-
ed for) to direct the filling of a cumplaint before the competent Magistrate. The 
appropriate judicial authority would be the Court of Session in a case of (allegdi) 
custodial death and the Chief Judicial Magistrate in a case of (allieged) cust~dial 
,offepce not resJJlting in death. We recommend that a new section 154A be insert
edjntpeCode of Criminal Procedure, i973 on the above lines. It may also be 
·Pfovidedthat the Court of Sessions or the Chief Judicial Magistrate (as the case 
)n,ay be) JIlay, if satisfied that such action is called for, direct the Ministerial ofli
f;:Cr, to. OlaJce a complaint as set out above. 

'. In re : death Sarvinder Singh Grover 1993 (\) Cr. LR 163 (SC). 
'. Bharat Bhu~ha,1 v. The State, (1986) Cri, LJ 1624 (Ddhi). 
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CHAPTER 9 

INQUIRIES AND INQUESTS INTO DEATH 

9.1 Introduction 

We propose, in this chapter, to deal very briefly with the present legal frame
work as to inquiries and inquests into cases of suspicious deaths. 

9.2 Role of the police 

By section 174 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, in case the of sui
cide, deatb by accident or death under circumstances raising a reasonable sus
picion of an offence, the police officer in charge of a police station or some other 
empowered officer must intimate the fact to the nearest executive magistrate em
powered to bold inquests and to proceed to the place and investigate. In certain 
cases involving death of a woman and also where there is a doubt regarding the 
cause of death, section 174(3) of the Code makes a special provision. Section 
175 confers on the police officer power to summon persons as witnesess. 

9.3 Inquiry by Magistrate 
Section 176(1) of the Code, as amended in 1983, inter alia. makes an inquiry by 

the Magisrate into the cause of death mandatory, where any person dies while 
in the custody of the police. We need not discuss the procedure in detail as cont
emplated by this section. However, this kind of enquiry has generally been a for
mality and it does not inspire confidence, as the Inquiry is made by an Executive 
Magistrate. 

9.4 Coroners 
In the towns of Calcutta and Bombay, the Corners Act, 1871 is applicable 

and inquests into suspicious deaths are conducted by the Coroner or his deputies, 
appointed under the act. 

9.5 Commission of Inquiry 
Where the death of a person in police custody or otherwise under suspici

ous circumstances is regarded by the State Government as a fit subject 
for the appointment of a Commission of Inquiry, an order for the constitution 
of sucb a Commissionis made under the Commissions of Inquiry Act, 1952.1 

9.6 Special Acts 

Special Acts applicable to particular subjects may provide for an inquiry 
into deaths, caused in transport such as railways, aircraft, merchant shipping etc. 

9 . 7 Writ jurisdiction 

Where a matter is raised before the Supreme Court or a High court having 
jurisdiction, an order for inquiry into the cause and circumstances of death may 
be passed by those courts under their constitutional jurisdiction. 

9.8 CustodiaJ deaths 
The provisions briefly outlined by us in this Chapter may not be adequate 

to specifically deal with the problem of custodial deaths. It is for this reason that 
we have mace a specific and separate recommendation on the subject. which envisages 
an inquiry by the Sessions Judge in case of custodial deaths or by the Chief Jud
icial Magistrate in cases of bodily injuries not resulting in death, occuring during 
custody,:! 

-----.----- -----
1. See Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the death 0/ Sri U. Narashima in Ihe Police. 

Custody at Sanjeeva Reddy Nagar Police Station. Hyderabad on 10-7-1986,28 Govt. of 
Andhra Pradesh (1986): Report 0/ the Commission of Inquiry on the death of T. Murlidharan 
Dt V. Town Police Stalion, Vijayawada. on 17-9·1986 (Govt. of Andhra Pradesh, 1987): 
Report of the lnqlfiry Cvmmf,sioll on the deat" vf DadagOl[a Sa'lkuriah in the outpcst of 
YeJIeswaram on 26-8·1985 (Govt. of Andhra Pradesh, 1986); Report of the Commission 
of Inquiry into Ihe death of Sri Macherla Anjiah while in the police custody at Thungathurthi 
On 6·9-1986 (Govl. of Andhra Pradesh); A.G. Noorani. "Death in Police Custody". 
20 Economic and Political Weekly 1161 (1985); Special Report "Andhra Sadist Cops and 
Lockup Deaths", The Blitz. 5 Nov. 1986, p.10: Sri Sankar Sen's articles in the StaUsman 
15th & 16th April, 1994. 

2. Paragraph 8.5. supra. 
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10.1 Present Position 

CHAPTER 10 

SANCTION FOR PROSECUTION 

We are concerned, in this Chapter, with an important provision of the Code 
of Criminal Procedure, 1973-section 197-under which certain categories of 
public servants cannot be prosecuted without the sanction of the appropriate Go
emment, the condition being that the offence must have been committed by the 
public servant "while acting or purporting to act in the discharge of his official 
duties". It is common knowledge that public servants prosecuted for miscoJnduct 
often resort to this section as a bar to prosecution, because the section deprives 
the court of its jurisdiction to try the offence in question. The words "while act
ing or purporting to act" etc. have not been found to be very precise. Much case 
law has gathered around them and, notwithstanding this vast maS5 of case law, 
an attempt is made, every time a public servant is prosecuted, to take shelter 
under this section. We are not concerned, for the moment, with the various rami
fications of the section. What is relevant for our purpose is the question, how an 
abuse of the protection given by this section to public servants may be avoided 
in respect of custodial crimes. Of course, a clarification oJf the provisions of the 
section may not necessarily be confined to such crimes. 

10.2 History 

It is interesting to note that in the Code of Criminal Procedure of 1898 (prede
cessor of the present Code), the corresponding words in section 197, (before that 
section was amended in 1923), were "is accused as such judge or public servant of any 
offence." This gave rise to a conflict of decisions, as to the precise scope of those 
words. While one view was that these words covered only cases where the offence 
was such that the fact of the offender being a public servant was an essential ingre
dient of the offence as defined in law, a contrary view also came to be taken. Thus, 
according to the first view, if a judge used defamatory language while trying a case, 
section 197 of the 1898 Code did not applyl. On the other hand, according to the 
wider view, the section would cover all cases where the offence had some connection 
with the official duty. The amending Act of 1923 substituted the words "while 
acting or purporting to act in the discharge of his official duties", for the words "as 
such judge or public servant". Courts have usually regarded this amendment as 
widening the scope of the section.2-8 

10.3 Amendment 

After the 1923 amendment, as stated above, the court has to decide in each case 
whether the offence was committed while purporting to act in the discharge of oBical 
duties. Our concern at the present stage is with the question whether the section 
needs to be clarified to ensure that the obstacle of requirement of sanction under the 
section shall not be pleaded as a bar to the prosecution of an officer for custody rela
ted offences. Having regard to the fact that in almost every case, the sanction is 
sought to be resorted to, we consider it necessary to make a clarification in this re
gard. Of course, even without such amendment it can be argued that the language 
of the section will not cover torture or death caused in custody. In a case which 
arose under section 270(1), Government of India Act, 1935 (worded in similar lan
guage), the Federal Court, speaking through Justice Varadachariar. observed as 
under':-

"In one group of cases it is insisted that there must be something in the nature 
of the act complained of that attaches it to the official character of the person 
doing it: In another group, more stress has been laid on the circumstances that 
the official character or status of the accused gave him the opportunity to com
mit" the offence. It seems to me that the first is the correct view. In the third 
------ -- ----------- ----------- .--

1. Nandu Lal Barak v. N. N. Mitter, (1899) ILR 26 Cal. 853, 861, 862. 
2. R. P. Kapur v. Ch .. Daryao Singh, (1965) 1 Cri. LJ 593. 
3. Hemendra Nath Gupta v. Emperor, AIR 1937 Pat 160, 162. 
4. Hori Rom Singh v. Emperor, AIR 1939 FC 43, 56; 40 Cri. LJ 468. 
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group of case5, stress is Jaid almost exclusively on fact that it was at a time when 
the accused was engaged in his official duty that the alleged offence was said to 
have been committed. The use of the expression 'while acting' etc. in section 197 
Criminal Procedure Code (particularly its introduction by way of amendment 
in 1923), has been held to lend some support to this view. While I do not wish 
to ignore the signiJicance of the time factor, it does not seem to me right to make 
it the test. To take an illustration suggested in the course of the argument, if a 
medical officer, while on duty in the hospital, is alleged to have committed rape 
on one of the patiellfs Of to have stolen a jewel from the patient's perSall, it is 
difficult to believe that it was the intention of the legislature that he co~ld not 
be prosecuted for such offence except with the previous sanction of the Local 
Government. " 

Section j 90 of the Code empowers a magistrate to take cognisance of any offence. 
Section 197 embodies one of the exceptions to the general rule laid down in Section 
190, as it regulates the compctent:c of tbe court and bars its jurisdiction in certain 
cases. The object and purposes of the section is to ensure that public servants and 
officials while acting in their official discharge of duties are not subjected to needless 
or vexatious prosecutions. Prosecution is permissible only after sanction is g£an&ed 
on the well-considered opinio,1 of the superior authority. The Supreme Courtl beld 
that the offence alleged to have been committed must have something to do or must 
be related in some manner with the discharge of official duty. No question of sanc
tion can arise under section 197 unkss ~Jte act complained of is an offence; the only 
point to determille is whether it was committed in the discharge of official duty. 
There must be a re~lson[lbl.: connection between the act and the official duty. There 
is a plethora of decided cases on the section. We do not cosider it necessary to 
make any reference to ttcm for tte present purpose. However, no court has-taken 
the view that sanction is necessary for the prosecution of a public servant for custo
dial offences. 

10.4 Cases of torture 

Coming more specifically to the question of torture, reference may be made- to a 
Madras case where the charge was under section 330 of the Indian Penal Code.:a In 
that case, a Magistrate who had power to arrest and keep under custody persons·sus
pected of certain offences, held in confinement a person whom he had arrested and 
tortured that person to force him to confess his guilt. It was held that in committing 
such torture, he was not purporting to act in the discharge of his official duties and 
no sanction under section 197, Cr. P.e. was needed. 

We may note here that in the replies received on our questionnaires most of the 
Advocates and Judges and majority of even police officers have expressed the·view 
that sanction in such cases is either not needed or should not be required. (Issue 
No.8). 

10.5 Need for c1aritication/RecommeudatioD 

Theoretically. it can be argued with great force that custodial offences in the 
nature of causing death or bodily injury or commission of sexual offences haVe 'no 
connection with the official duties of a public servant and section 197 cannot apply 
to them. But (as stated above) the very fact that in the past such attempts ~ye been 
made to seek shelter undcr section 197, and tbe,serious possibility that such attemPts 
will continue to be made in the future, would seem, to justify a clarificatoryamend
ment. There are enough difficulties in the \\lay of the successful prosecution of 
offencc:s. committe~ by public servants an.d one n~~ not add to them by allowing 
a provlslOn operatmg as a bar to prosecutlOn to, nullify attempts to bring such .otten. 
ders to trial. Our recommendation, therefore, is that below section 197(1) o(the 
Code of Criminal Procedure 1973 the following Explanation should be added :_ 

"Explaflation~For the avoidance of doubts, it is hereby declared that the provi
sions of thi~ section do not aPl?ly to any offence co:nmitted .by a judge or public 
servant, bemg an offence agamst the human body committed in respect of a 
person in his custody, nor to any other offence constituting an abuse of autho
rity. " 

1. Prabhakm >'. Sinari, AIR 1969 SC 686. 

2. Ganapalhy Goui/der y, Emperor, AIR 1932 Mad. 214,215: 33 Cri.LJ 557. 
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CHAPTER 11 

LA W OF EVIDENCE 

11.1 ID~ucUon 

It is often said that facE, constitute nine point5 of the law. This is all the triore 
true of criminal proseclltion~. where a pret~: large bulk of the evidence comes to the 
court through the medium c1' witilcsses giving oral tc~timl'ny in court, unlike a civil 
trial, where some reliable n ::terial would be available in 1hc shape cf documentary 
evidence, evidence of po"scssion, entries in the books Of ,~ccounts, certificates issued 
by public officers, comn'crcial usage, knm-,kdge and iilf"iT,1aticD anilable to mem
bers of the family, Government record~ apd the like. :;~~iks (l:is. in a criminal 
trial, certain special rules hecome applicable. In particu),tr , ns per judicial practice, 
tfie quantum of evidence, or rather, the sta~ldard of p;'oof in a crLninal trial is higher 
tha:n that required in a ,~ivil ,;uit. Moreov:r, long histof\ of 2.bme of the power of 
criminal p"osecution has peNJ"'ded so mary countries of the werld, including India 
to incorporate in their constitution elaborate protection, which operate more fre
quently in a criminal prosecution, than in <l civil suit. 

It.2 Prosecutions for torture etc. 

The special feature:. of a criminal ch:F':e, with referc::1.ce to the law of evidence 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, bcco:;le all the more prominent where a police 
officer is to be prosecuted for custodial crimes. To state the position in broad terms 
(sections 101 to 104, Evidence Act), the prosecution must prove the guilt of the 
accused. This problem is highlighted in the context of custodial crimes by reason 
of the peculiar situation in which such crimes are usually ccmmitted. The matter 
received serious attention at the hands of the Supreme Court in a judgement of 1985,1 
in tbe wake of which the Law Commission prepared and forwarded a separate Re
port dealing with prosecutions of police officers in cer1~'in sitt1;>,tions." The case 
related to a highly shocking incident of torture of a suspect in pJlice custody who 
died within almost six hours of his arrest. When two hours after his arrest, the 
person was produced before the Magistrate, he was four.d to be badly injured and 
in a serious condition. In fact, he could not even walk up to the room of the Magis~ 
trate, who had to come out and examine him in the ven:ndah of the court room. 
Both the Magistrate and the prison doctor wc:re told by the accuse j about the beating 
by the police constable. The constable was convicted by tIle Comt of Session of the 
offence of culpable homicide not amounting to murder (~ection 304 of the Indian 
Penal Code). The case went through the mual hierarchy of appeals with which we 
are not concerned. It was the Supreme Court which errmhasised the extremely 
peculiar character of the situation where none else than the police officer having 
custody can give evidence regarding the circwnstances in whil:h th,~ person in custody 
came to receive injuries. Pc:rsons on whom atrocities are p'?rpetrated by the police 
in the police station, are, thus, left without any evidence (except their own statement) 
t(j prove who the offenders arc. For this reason, the court calkd for re-examination 
of the law of burden of proof in such cases. As mentioned dbove, after this judge
ment, the Law ComJ11ission of India made a specific recomr.1endation dealing with 
the injuries in custody. to which we refer in the next paragr,,:..,h. 

11.3 Law Cemmissiou's recommendation (1l3t11 Report) 

After the judgement in State ol V.P. v. Ram Sagar Yadav. referred to in the 
preceding paragraph, the Law Commission of India, afta a survey of the law, re
oommended the insertion of a new section in the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, as 
m'lder :-

"114B. (I) In a prosecution of a Police Officer for an offence constituted by 
an act alleged to have caused bodily injury to a perSO'1. if there is evidence that 
the injury was caused during a period when that pcr.;;on wa; in the custody of 
the police, the court may presume that the injury was caused by the Police 
Officer having custody of that person during that period. 

l. State vi UP Y. Ram S(/f!ar Yadav, AIR 19R5 SC 416. 
2. Law Commission of India, 113th Report on "Iniuries h Police Custody". 
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(2) The Court in deciding whether or not it should ~raw a presu~ption .und~r 
sub-section (1) shall have recourse to all the relevant circumstances, mcl~dl!1g, In 
particular (a) the period of custody, (b) any statement made by the victim as 
to how the injuries were received, being a statement admissible in evidence, 
(c) the evidence of any medical practitioner who might have examined the victim, 
and (d) evidence of any magistrate who might have recorded the victim's state
ment or attempted to record it." 

11.4 Later Decisions 

It may be mentioned that after the above judgment of the Supreme Court, fol
lowed by the above Report of the Law Commission, the question of burden of proof 
in such cases has come before the courts more than once. Tn one of the cases,! the 
following observations occur :-

"If a person is in police custody, then what has happened to mm is peculiarly 
within the knowledge of the police officials who have taken him into custody. 
When the other evidence is convincing enough to establish that the deceased 
died because of the injuries inflicted by the accused, the circumstances would 
only lead to an irresistible inference that the police personnel who caused his 
death must also have caused the disappearance of body." 

In another case,2 where the victim taken into police custody was on the next day 
found dead at a place near the police post, the court held that the burden was on the 
State how the victim came to sustain the injuries resulting in his death. The need 
for a change in the rule regarding burden of proof was adverted to in this case also. 

11.5 Recommendation for Amendment of Section 114 

In the light of the material contained in the preceding paragraphs of this Report, 
we are very strongly of the opinion that the recommendation made by the Law 
Commission in its 113th Report should be carried out by inserting Section 114B of 
the Indian Evidence Act and we would add two points by way of amplification. The 
provision in the first place may specifically include death even though that is implicit 
in the draft that was recommended in the eralier Report. Secondly, the provisions 
of the new section should be made applicable to every public servant who has power 
under the law to arrest and detain a person in custody. The actual placing of the 
section, we leave to the draftman. We may mention that a response to our Ques
tionnaire the majority have favoured such a rebuttable presumption (Issue No.4). 

11.6 Section 27, Evidence Act 

The provisions of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872 relating to confessions particu
larly those relevant for the present purpose are contained in sections 25, 26 and 27 
of that Act. While sections 25 and 26 exclude confessions made by a person to a 
police officer or confessions made by a person (to a police officer or to a third person) 
while in custody, section 27 carves out an exception in respect of cases where 
the confession is made in the form of information leading to the discovery of a fact, 
being information given by a person in custody. This section has created several 
problems of interpretation with which we are not, for the moment, concerned. Our 
concern for the present is mainly with the possibility that section 27 creates of misuse 
by resort to malpractice. Let us quote the section :-

"27. How much of information received from accused may be proved-Provided 
that, when any fact is deposed to as discovered in consequence of information 
received from a person "accused of any offence, in the custody of a police officer, 
so much of such information, whether it amounts to a confession or not, as 
relates distinctly to the fact thereby discovered, may be proved." 
This section, because it constitutes an escape valve against the prohibition other

wise imposed by preceding section or sections in relation to confessions made during 
the custody of a police officer, tends to create a desire to resort to its provision even 
where the person in custody is not really volunteering the information. To put it 
voluntly, what cannot come in because of an exclusionary rule contained in the earlier 
provisions, would be sought to be brought in by recourse to the permissive rule or 
enabling provision in section 27. If information spoken of in section 27 is not forth
coming voluntarily, the police may have recourse to procuring the same by other 

1. Bhagwan Singh v. State of Punjab, (1992) 3 sec 249 

2. Nlilabati Behera v. State of Orissa (1993) 2 SEC 746 
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means. This is not to say that in every case the information is compelled to be 
given. But it cannot be gainsaid that the very existence of the section (in the form 
in which it appears at present in the Act) creates an impression or an urge to resort 
to means not d...:sirable or legitimnte so that the section is pressed into service in 
situations never intended by the legislature. Vie are convinced that the section needs 
amendment, if not repeal, in order to completely ward off the tendency mentioned 
above. 

In order to meet the malady two courses are open. Section 27 may be repealed 
in toto and that is our first preference. But if that course is not acceptable, the mini
-mum that can be done is to revise the section <;0 as to confine it to make admissible 
the fact discovered but not the information. This alternative, though it is the milder 
one, will be more intelligible by presenting a brief analysis. The analysis is as 
under :-

(i) A criminal trial is concerned with proof of facts which are at issue. 

(ii) If the facts in issue cannot be directly proved, the law allows them to be 
proved by facts declared to be relevant by the law. 

(iii) If a certain fact relating to disco"ery, such as discovery of a weapon, 
discovery of clothes etc. of the victim or any other relevant fact, is the 
result of the so-called information [iven by a person, the requirements of 
the trial would be satisfied by taki:-:g the fact of discovery on the record 
(assuming that it is a relevant fact). 

(iv) The law need not go further and admit the confession part of the infor
mation. For the reasons stated above, the confession part is mostly 
tainted with coercion and torture even though this may not be on the 
surface. 

(v) The information part. if it does not amount to a confession may not be 
objectionable in theory but in practice, it is not easy to keep the infor
mation element and the confession element separate from each other. 

Therefore, if the milder alternative of merely amending section 27 (and not its 
total repeal) is to be adopted, we would recommend that section 27 may be replaced 
.by the following section :-

"27. Discovery of facts at the instance of the accused.-When any relevant fact 
is deposed to as discovered in consequence of information received from a person 
accused of any offence, whether or not such person is in the custody of a police 
officer, the fact discovered may be proved, but not the information, whether it 
amounts to a confession or not". 

lL7Recommendation to extend Sections 25 and 26 to other officers 

We are further of the view that the exclusionary provisions contained in sections 
25 and 26 ofthe Evidence Act which are, at present, confined to police officers, should 
be extended to all public servants having power to arrest and detain persons in cus
tody. If this recommendation is accepted, it follows that section 27 of the Act (unless 
it is repealed as per our first alternative) should also be extended to such public ser
~ (after it is amended on other points according to our second alternative re
"-Ommendation in the preceding paragraph). 

9S-M/J128MofU&CA-7 
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12. 1 Illtrodurtiun 

As has been indic8tzd ill c; "~ cf the c(ll.li,r Chapters. legal action in regard to 
custodial cJi!~es could he; rrev".'·." i;~\c~i;!7atory, punitive or remedial. In the 
present Chapter, ViC pr2po~~ tU c;rr>1 \\ith j;1C remedy in the shape of compensation 
to be awarced to the victim of a c::.:('ciial crime or (in the case of his death) to his 
dependants. 

12.2 General Law 

Under the ger,erai 18"" pli)1larilv the law of torts, compensation is available 
and can be cl<,j;,~ed at the ir.c~ar.<:;e r;r the victim against the person causing death or 
bodily injury, praviced the rcquin,,'r;qts c f civil liability in that regard are satisfied. 
Leaving aside sjY;ci?J ':.':Q:tn;cnts, such as the rviotor Vehicles Act, ]988, the Work
men's Compcnsatic:l ,".ct, 19:'3 'l',i th'.~ Publ;c ;_;ability Tnsurance Act, 1991, the mat
ter is basicaliy governcr1, by tile principles (If tile law of torts as modified or supple
mented by relevant !cgi,jrtir;::. In ~;':C case cf wrongful death, it is the fatal Acci
dents Act, 1855 ;vhic:) ceco';;(Cs ,,' r->;ablc in gel~eral. The Act essentially deals with, 
what may t;: called, "wrong:ul deat:,", aa aspect ampJy indicated by the convenient 
and concise phrase "wrongful g~~, :,eglect or default". We need not enter into de
tails of the can tent of the Act for ~he present nurpose but it will suffice to note that 
the Act is referred to specifiCally ~11 s::;c:;i.ion 357(1j(c) of the Code of Criminal Proce
dure, 1973. 

12.3 State's liability for c{)mpellsai)on in Tort 

The general law oftorfs i.e. the English COlr.mon Law as imported into India on 
the principle of justice, equity anci rood conscience, with statutory modifications of 
that law is in force in India. Ar:iclc 300 of the Constitution provides for the filing of 
a suit against the Unl('1' 8S well 8., State GO'lernment. The second part of the 
Article provides, inter alia, that the State may sue or be sued in relation to its affairs 
if a corresponding Province '~irlJt lwvc been sued or be sued if the Constitution had 
not been enacted, subject to any lBw li1'vle by legislature. Thus if a suit is to be filed 
against the Government in t·nrt, the suit can be filed if such a suit could have been 
filed against the corresponding provisions of the Constitution had not been enacted. 
The Article contemplates th2t the appropriitte Legislature would enact Jaw in ~his 
respect. The Legislature has, hovlC:ver, made no law as contemplated under Article 
300. The question whether the Go'::rnmcnt is liable to be sued for damages in tort 
at the instance of an aggrieved citizen re'11ains in a state of quandry and confusion on 
account of non-exercise of legislative function. Ordinarily, in a welfare state, a suit 
in tort for damages should be mairr:ainable against the State and its servants causing 
injury to an individual. But in the absence of appropriate legislation, as contem
plated by Article 300, the liability of the St1.te for the tortious acts of its servants 
remains the same as it existed prior to the enactment of the Constitution. 

Prior to the Constitution the doctrine of the common law of England that King 
commits no wrong and he cannot be liable for negligence or misconduct, consequently 
he could not be responsible for the negli~ence or misconduct of his servants, was in 
force. This doctrine was bR<;cd 011 t11C nremise that the State was not liable for 
damages caused to any indivirlual in the exercise of sovereign functions. However 
in England this legal po<ition ha~ been substantially altered by the Crown Proceed
ings Act, 1947. There the law 110<; been liberalised and the distinction between tho 
sovereign and non-sovereign fUDctio:i.1r, and governmental or non-governmental 
functions are no longer in vOEue to determine the liability of the State. In India no 
similar steps were taken. The Law CODlr:.-lission of India considered the question 
of the liability of the State in tort and it recommended that under Article 300 it was 
necessary to enact law «£fording prctcction to the citizens as even in EngJand the 
immunity of the Crown W8_~ slJtstanti81l~T reduced.l The Law Commission recom
mended that legislation be enacted maki,::.g the State liable for the torts committed by 

--_._---------------
1. First Report of th~ L:lw Con;::ui.'Ficn cf IJriia on 'Li:tbility of State in Tort'. 
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its employees while acting within the scope of their employment. In respect of duties 
of care imposed by the statute, the C')lnmis3ion recoill..:ncllded that if a statute autho
rised the doing of an act, which was in itself injurious, the Slate should not be liable, 
but the State should be liable without proof of negligence for breach of statutory duty 
imposed on it or its employees which may caus;:; damage. It further recommended 
that the State should be liable if in the (liscil<lt'ge ot statutory duties imposed upon 
it or its employees, the employees a-:t neglig.!11l1y or malicivusly and whether or not 
discretion is involved in the exercise of ~uch Juty. The rc-::olflmendations made by 
the Commission, have, however, not been implemented so far and no law as recom
mended has been enacted, with the result thai: there is cOJ1siderdble amount of un 
certainty on the question of liability 01 the State for the wrtious acts of its servants. 
We reiterate the Commission's recommendations in this regard and recommend that 
the relevant law as suggested should oe ('llacted. 

12.4 State's Judicial decisions on the question of tortious liahility 

In the absence of legislative eXclc;se, tn~ Suprem~ Court and High Courts by 
their judicial innovations have bee" awarding damages agaillst Lle State for the tor
tious acts of the public serval1ts Of the SULe. fne Supr';lJl~ Court in State of Rajas
than v. Smt. Vidyawati1 awarded dd!l1ag~5 I' Of injury C.lU5=d 'oy a Government car 
which was rashly and negligibly driVen by LIl.! employee of Slate of Rajasthan. The 
Supreme Court, upheld the liability of tlw StJ.te for damages in respect of tortious 
acts committed by its servants within its SC:)l)C of employment. The view taken in 
Vidyawati's case was, however, sub~",quentlj ;,ot approvcci by a Constilution Bench 
of the Supreme Court in Kasturi La!'s case." fl!e facts of til at caje were that Kasturi 
Lal the plaintiff was arrested by the pOlice 011 the suspIcion of stolen property and 
on a search of the body of the plainiitI, a large quantity of gold was seized and kept 
in Malkhana. On his release the plaintitT clauned return of tile gold seized from him 
but that was not returned on the groullJ tnat the Head COlbi~bl(; in-charge including 
the gold seized from the plaintiff. Oil a su;t by the plaliull' against the State for the 
return of the gold or in the alternative fer Llcimages for Ul(;; 1055 caused to him, the 
trial court decreed the same. On appeal, Hle High Court SCi aside the decree. The 
plaintiff approached the Supreme Court in iippeal. A COilstitutioll Bench of the 
Supreme Court relying on the dOCtrine of sovereign immunity hcld that since no 
law had been enacted, as contemplated by Article 3UO, tile suit was not maintainable 
on the ground of the immunity of the State for the tortious nelS of its servants. The 
Court observed that the doctrine of sovereign immunity followed in India on the 
basis of common law principle which prevailed in £nglaHj in rega.rd w claims made 
against the State for the tortious acts committed by its S(;{\'allLS. The Court further 
held that this immunity was with regard to the damages resulting from injury caused 
by negligent or malicious acts of tile servants if the employment was referable to 
sovereign power. The Court referred to the non-exercise of legislative power and 
expressed its concern in the following words :-

"In dealing with the present appeal, we have oursdvcs be~n disturbed by the 
thought that a citizen whose property was seized by pr0ces:> of law, has been 
told when he seeks a remedy in court of law on LL':: ground that his property 
has not been returned to him, that he can make no Claim of the State, that we 
think, is not very satisfactory position in law. The remedy to cure this position, 
however, lies in the hands of the legislature." 

Unfortunately, the anxiety expressed by the Supreme Court, and the recom
mendations made by the Law Commission both have gone unheeded, as no law has 
been enacted, as yet, with the result, the law laid down by the Constitution Bench of 
the Supreme Court in Kasturi Lal's case holds the field. 

U.4(a) 
The Supreme Court, however, exercising its power under Articie 32 has awarded 

damages to the petitioners for the injuries suffered botn on ,]'C<':ClUllt of the tortious 
act of its. s~ants and also on ground of the State beinJ liaule 1O pay compensation 
for the Violation of their Fundamental Rights. A survey of the decided cases would 
revea~ ~at the Supreme Court in its jUdicial activist rob adopted two ways to redress 
the VlctlJ.llS of abuse of power by the public servants a:; palliative to the victims by 
way of nght of compensation and to penalise the State r'01" ulC negligence of its ser
vants. We do not consider it necessary to discuss all tH~5e C.iS.=S in detail, however, 

1. AIR 1962 SC 993. 
1. ,c4lIUTI Lal v. State of U. P., AIR 1965 SC 1039. 
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a brief reference may be made to some of them. 1- 15 The High Courts have also 
awarded compensation under Article 226 of the Constitution.ld- 17 Apart from grant· 
ing relief under Article 32 of the Consti (uti on, the Supreme Court has in a number of 
cases upheld the award of damag.:s to the aggri.;:ved person against the State. 18• IS 

In Nilabati Belzra v. State of Orissa, (1993, 2 sec 476), the Supreme Court 
referred to its decision in Kastun Lars case and observed that the principle of sove· 
reign immunity does not apply to a claim made under a puolic law, it accordingly 
directed the State of Orissa to pay dams.ges to the petitioner in the case of custodial 
death as it violated Artick 21 of tile ~onstitution. The Court observed that the 
State had a right to be indenmilied and to take such action as may be available 
against the wrong doers ia acco:·Jance with law. The brief survey of the judicial 
decisions would show that tlOugn technically l(asturi Lars case still holds the field, 
nonetheless courts have been granting relief to the aggrieved persons. But the legal 
position is not clear, it is, therelore, necessary that statutory enactment is made with 
regard to the State's liability for the tortious acts of its se!·vants. 

12.5 Machinery for claiming co.npamatioll 

Assuming that conduct resulting in cmtodial death or constituting any other 
custodial crime is a tort, the p.:rson entided to damages u,lder the law of torts can, 
under the general procedure, rile a civil suit in the cOlnpetent civil court against the 
persons liable. The question "who are the penons liable" will have to be determi
ned in conformity with the principles of cae law of torts, which inter alia, are relevant 
for matters such as condiLions of liabil;;y (including the requirement of fault), im· 
munity from liability and vicarious liability of governmental and non-governmental 
agencies. As stated above, special enactments applicable to particular types of 
situations may fortify or supplement th.: general rule prevailing relating to the law 
of torts. 

12.6 Section 357 of the Code 

Apart from the machinery of the civil court, the provisions of section 357 of the 
Code of Crimina! Procedure, 1973 can be utilised, whereunder a criminal court can. 
in certain circumstances, make an order the payment of compensation by a convicted 
person.20 Such order can be passed not only where fine is imposed Section 357(1), 
but also where any other sentence is imposed section 357(3). 

12.7 Recommendation to insert section 357 A 

In our opinion, in order to have a specific provision regarding compensation in 
custodial offences, it would be proper t.:> insert in the Code of Criminal Procedure 
section 357A, a draft whereof is given b~low. Our intention is to provide speciii.::aUy 
for the joint and several liability of the guilty oaicers and the Government and to set 
out the important factors to be taken into account in assessing the compensation,: we 
recommend the following section. 
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2. Sir Basava Pati! v. State of Mysore, AIR 1977 SC 1749. 
3. Ni/abati Bt?hra v. State 0/ Orissa, (1993) 2 SCC 746. 
4. State of Gujarut v. Memom Mvhammed /fa::i Hu.~sain, AIR 1967 SC 188S. 
S. Rudal Shah v. State of Bihar. AIR 1983 SC 1086. 
6. Sebastian M. Monghray v. Union 0/ India (1984) 1 SCC 339. 
7. Bhim Singh v. Stare of J & K, 1988 Supp. SCC S64. 
8. Bllim Sinr;h v. State 0/ J & V (1985) 4 SCC 677. 
9. Saheli v. Commissi,mer (Of Police (1990) 1 SCC 422. 

10. In Re : d~lth of SClrl'inder Silll?h GrOl'er, (J 993) 1 Cr. L. R. 163 (SC). 
11. V. Varmlamma v. Stateo} Andhra Pradesh, 1993 (1) SCALE 19. 
12. Rethinam v. State of GlIjarat, 1993 (2) SCALE 631. 
13. Rav; Kanth v. Director GeJ/eral of Police, Stat~ of Maharashtra, 1990 ACJ 1060. 
14. R. Gandhi v. Union o/,Indiu, AIR 1980 Mad 20. 
IS. Nalin; Bh,lI1ot v. CommissioNer of Pulice, 1990 ACT 345. 
16. Sir Basavl/ Pari! v. State of Mysore, AIR 1977 SC 1749. 
17. See para 3 29 Supra. 
18. AIR 1962 SC 1 : 
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Secdon357A,cr.P.C. 

Compensation in custodial offences 

(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 357, where the court convicts a 
public servant of an offence resulting in death or bodily injury being an offence 
constituted by an act of such public servant against a person in his custody, the pro
visions ofthis section shall apply. 

(2) The court, when passing judgment in any case to which this section applies, 
shan order that the Government in connection with the affairs of which such public 
servant was employed at the time when such act was committed, shall be liable jointly 
and severally with such public servant to pay, by way of compensation such amount 
as may be specified in the order. 

(3) An order for payment of compensation under this section may also be D,1ade 
by ~ appellate court or by the High Court or Court of Session when exercising its· 
powers ofrevision. . 

(4) While rewarding compensation in any subsequent suit relating to the same 
matter, the civil court shall take into account any sum paid or recovered as compensat
ion under this section. 

(5) The amount awarded under this section shall not be less than : 
(a) Rupees twenty five thousand in case of bodily injury, not resulting in 

death; 

(b) Rupees one lakh, in case of death; 

. (6) In fixing the amount of compensation under this section, the court shall, 
subject to the provisions of sub-section (5), take into account all relevant circum
stances, including (but not necessarily limited to) the following : 

(a) the type and severity of the injury su!ered by the victim; 

(b) the mental anguish suffered by the victim; 

(CA) the expenditure incurred or likely to be incurred on the treatment and 
rehabilitation of the victim; 

(d) the actual and projected ea~ capacity of the victim and the impact of 
its loss on the persons entitled to compensation and other members of the 
family; 

(e) the extent, if any, to which the victim himself contributed to the injury, 

(f) the expenses incurred in the prosecution of the case. 

(7) In case of death or permanent disablement of the victim, the court may 
take into· account the estimated annual income of the victim as multiplied by tho. 
number of years of his estimated span of life. 

(8). Pending final determination of the procee_g, the court may award, by way 
of interim relief, such compensation as it may think proper in the circumsances of the 
case at any stage of the case, even before ju4gmcllt of conviction is passed. 

. (9) The Government may recoveJ' apy a~nt paid by it as compensation Qnder 
this section wholly or partly as it may think proper, from the delinquent plWlic 
servant." . 
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CHAPTER 13 

ORGANIZATION OF THE POLICE 

13 . 1 Introduction 

In the earlier chapters, we have referred to the various aspects of the custodial 
crimes arising out of abuse of power by the police and other public officers. The 
police is in the dock, day in and day out, it has to face mounting severe public criticism. 
The allegations of incompetence, corruption, ruthlessness, violation of human rights, 
communalization, unlawful and partisan behaviour are often made against the police. 
But one should not have the feeling that all policemen are 'blood-thirsty hounds.' 
The police is in an essential organisation being part of the Executive to maintain law 
and order and to prevent crimes. The police is a necessity for a civilized society. The 
citizens look to the police for security and protection and it has served the society well. 
Unfortunately, due to various factors, the police in India has not b~eu able to play its 
effective role in people's service. It is proposed to deal in this chapter certain matters 
concerning police organization. Of course, this report is not on the org:misation of 
police force, but we consider it necessary to refer to some of the factors which are 
responsible for the malpractices connected with investigation of crimes, as in our 
opinion, unless those factors are removed the police as a whole will continue 
to suffer with the maladies and it would be difficult for it to transform itself into an 
instrument of service to the people. 

13.2 Role of Police under British Rule 

The present police system in India is a British legacy. It is the creation of British 
Government and it rests on the basic ideals of efficiency and subordination to the law 
of the land. During British Rule the rule of police was limited to the role invested 
by the Police Act, 1861-whose main objective was to make the police an efficient 
instrument for the prevention and detection of crime and to use it as an effective 
weapon at the disposal of the foreign government to put down firmly any challenge 
to its authority. Their approach was not public service oriented, instead their objective 
was to maintain status quo. During the British Rule in India, the police had to take 
effective repressive meaures, at the bidding of the then rulers, against our own people 
engaged in freedom struggle, as a result of which, the image of the police was greatly 
tranished and it came to be identified with tyranny and oppression. 

13.3 Role of Police after Independence 

After India became independent, it declared itself to be a Republic. It ceased to 
be a Police State, instead it was transformed into a Welfare State. The Constitution 
guranteed Fundamental Rights to the citizens and it also enacted new legislations, 
special laws, regulatory measures and progressive law reforms. The implementation 
and enforcement of many of these laws was entrusted to the police. Various laws 
including measures like Maintenance of Internal Security Act, Defence of India Act, 
Terrorist and Disrupitve Activities Act conferred wide discretionary power on the 
police. Such powers are to be exercised in conformity with the Fundamental Rights 
and in accordance with the statutory provisions. Unfortunately, the police was not 
reorganized to meet the new challenge. Recruitment poliCies, training and hierarchical 
controls introduced during British days have basically continued to be in force even 
today with the result that the police have not been able to meet the need of the 
society. 

In recent years, police have to perform difficult and delicate task particularly in 
view of the deterioriating law and order situation, communical priots, political tur
moil, students unrest, terriorist activities, radical politicism lihe extremists and among 
others, the increasing number of white collar crimes like bribery and corruption, 
evasion of taxes, violation of fiscal laws and smuggling, etc. Organized criminal gangs 
have taken strong roots in the society. Such criminal gangs use ultra modern wea
ponry, explosives and many other devices to completely smash the objectives without 
leaving a little, or no evidence at the place of offence. Similarly, dealing with insurgent 
and terrorist groups is also vastly different from dealing with the traditional criminals. 
This category of criminals is also well trained, hardened and equipped with ultra 
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modem weaponry. An ordinary policeman carrying a small ruler or even a gun does 
not match to the excrutiating speed of terrorists. The widening of the sphere of 
activities and responsibility has confronted the police with challenges and crisis 
ushering in a series of new and significant problems, for which they have not been 
trained or equipped so they fail to serve the people in accordinace with the Constitu
tional and human rights norms. 

In addition to aforementioned factors, prolonged stress and strain and a long 
hours of duty in connection with law and order and VIP duty, very little time is left 
for police to investigate cases for detection of crimes. The police, under pressure 
of quota of work assigned to them, driven by a desire to achieve quick results, leave 
the path of patience, reticenc~ and scientific interrogation, instead they resort to the 
use of physical force in different forms to pressurise the suspect or accused to disclose 
all the facts known to him. While law recognizes the need for use of force by the police 
in the discharge of their duties on some specified occasions like the dispersal of violent 
mob or the arrest of a violent bad character who may resist the arrest, they use force 
against the individual in their cl.lstody. 

13.4 Reports of Police Commission 

The Indian police today finds itself handicapped not only in its numerical 
strength but also in its adquate infrastructural facilities like modern weaponry, 
equipment, communication network and more importantly need based training 
which is of paramount importance to make it efficient and effective instru
ment of law enforcement. The National Police Commission has gone into 
the whole range of problems of police administration and it has made several 
reports for reform in the police organization. In one of its reports, the 
Police Commission (January 1980) emphasized the need to modernize the method 
of investigation by harnessing science and technology to aid efficient police perfor
mance. It also made recommendation for improved facilities for communication, 
transport, computerized study and assistance from forensic science. The recommenda
tions highlighted the establishment of more Central Forensic Science Laboratories 
and Medical Examination Laboratories, State Handwrting Bureaus and Regional 
Laboratories to handle certain types of cases which frequently arise in the normal 
crime work of the state. It also recommended for the constitution of Central investi
gation effective, the Police Commission recommended that training should be made 
more scientific. By another report the Commission made a series of recommendations 
to improve effectiveness and efficiency of the police by making administrative changes. 
The recommendations made by the Police Commission have not been fully implement
ed. In our opinion, the Police Commission's Reports, if implemented,will go a long 
way to remove the causes of aberration in police and minimise the chances of abuse 
of power and custodial crimes. 

13.5 Need for separation of Investigation Wing from Law & Order Wing 

The enactments relating to the police force as operative in various parts of India 
-whether it be the Police Act, 18610r the Provincial Act or State Act governing the 
police, primarily contemplate at least two major functions for the police force. 
The first is the maintenance of law and order, while the second is the investigation of 
offences, particularly cognizable offences. Prior to independence when the popUlation 
was low, the crime rate was not high and the area to be governed by the then rulers 
was not very large, thfrc was no need to keep these functions separate. Now the 
situation has changed, and it seems to us that efficiency and integrity in the perfor
mance of the functions of the police cannot be maintained at a reasonable level with
out embarking upon a scheme of separation of the two functions. Of course, this 
pre-supposes that the structure and organization of the police force in each State will 
have to be re-modelled a matter which we do not propose to deal with in detail. 
But there is no doubt that such a change is needed from a variety of angles. 

13.6 Recommendations relating to Police Organisations 

We are of the opinion that, to a large extent, the problem of torture and other 
malpractices in the course of investigation of offences owes itself to the fact that 
police officers who are kept busy in other work do not find time and cannot have an 
inclination to devote their best intellectual and physical resources to the investigation 
of crimes. The faculties of the mind which must be brought into play at the time of 
investigation are different from those which are to be exercised when dealing with 
an urgent situation of breach of public order. It is desirable that there should be a 
leparate wing for the investigation of offences, manned by officers of the necessary 
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expertise and approach who can devote their full time energy to the detection and 
investigation of cognizable offences. We are aware that this is not a new approach. 
We cannot also say that it can be put into practice very easily. Beside this (except 
for Union Territories), it can only be put into concrete shape by the State Govern
.ments. Nevertheless, we must reiterate our view in this regard, so that the cause of 
personal liberty and other fundamental rights may not suffer, merely be reason of 
official lethargy or inaction. The scheme may involve a little bit of additional expendi
tture in the beginning. However, in the long run, it may save not only time and duplicat
iOn of Work, but also money. If any work studies are to be made in this reagrd, the 
same can be undertaken. The exeperience of those States in which such a scheme 
Jnight have been tried in the past can also be taken into account. But, at the same time, 
the idea should not be thrown out at the outset, because its adoption could go a long 
-w,y in contributing to a solution of a problem which has batHed well-meaning 
persons for quite some time and which is.not goiag to disappear in a reasonable time 
·lIDless it is dealt with on a variety offronts. 

The Commission feel's that immediate measures should be taken to improve the 
functioning of the police. We accordingly recommend that the following measures be 
taken :-

(i) Investigating agency should be separated from the law enforcement wing; 

(ii) Investigating agency should be trained especially to have an intimate 
knowledge of the procedural and penal provisions of various criminal and 
economic laws and they should also 'be trained in modern sophisticated 
gadgets and equipments; 

(iii) Special stress must be laid in the training programme requiring the 
!policemen to respect the Constititutional and human rights and laws of 
the land in the discharge of their duties; ;md 

(i:v) . Orientation and refresher courses should be organized to apprise the 
police of the new developments and techniques in investigation. 
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CHAPTER 14 

RECOMM ENDA nONS 

14. 1 In the light of the discussions made in the earlier Chapters of this Report, 
the Commission is of the opinion that it is essential to make appropriate provisions 
in the Indian Penal Code, 1860, the Code or Criminal Procedure, 1973, and the Indian 
Evidence Act, 1872 to foreclose torture in cu'>tody by public servants and to protect 
the inteest of the victims of custodial crimes. The prop:>sed ame:1dment in the relevant 
enactments have already been discussed in the preceding Chapters of the Report 
but for convenience a draft of the proposed amendments is being set out hereinafter. 

14.2 Indian Penal Code 
The Law Commission reiteratcs its c3.rlier reco:n'n~niation made in the 

135th Report on 'Women in Custody'. We recommend that a new section 166A be 
inserted in the Indian Penal Code, 1860 for punishing the violation of section 160 of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 : 

"166A. Whoever, being a public servant-

(a) knowingly disobeys any direction of the law prohibiting him from requlflng 
the attendance at any place of any person for the purp:>se of investigation into an 
offence or other matter, or 

(b) knowingly disobeys any other direction of the law regulating the manner in 
which he shall conduct such investigation, to the prejuiice of any person shall 
be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to one year or 
with fine or with both." 

The proposed offence should be cognizable bailable and triable by any magis
trate." 

(Para 6. 5) 

14.3 The Commission reiterates need fer insertion of section 167A in the Indian 
Penal Code, 1860 as recommended in its 84th Report of 'Rape and Allied 
Offences, and some question of substantive law, procedure and evidence.' (para 3.3), 
on the following lines :-

"167A.-Whoever, being an officer in c·large of a p:>lice station ani required by 
law to record any information relating t) the commission of a c:>g!1izable offence 
reported to him, refuses or without reasonable cause fails to recJrd such informat
tion, shall be punished with the imprisonment of cither description of or a term 
which may extend to one year or with fil;e or with both." 

(Para 8.3) 

14.4 Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 

The Commission recommends that section 41(1) of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure, 1973 be amended and a new section 41(lA) be inserted in the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, 1973 on the following lines: 

"41(IA) A police officer arresting a person under cluase (a) of sub-section (1) of 
this section must be reasonably satisfied, and must record such satisfaction, 
relating to the following matters :-
(a) the complaint, information or suspicion referred to in that clause, is not only 
in respect of a congnizable offence having been committed, but also in respect 
of the complicity of the person to be arrested, in that offence; 
(b) arrest is necessary in order to brin.5 the movemcnts of the person to be 
arrested under restraint, so as to inspire a sense of security in the public or to 
prevent the person to be arrested from evajing the process of the law or to prevent 
him from committing similar offences or from indulging in violent behaviour 
in general." 

(Para 5.20) 
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14.5 It is further recommended that recommendations No.1 and 2 made in the 
Law Commission of India's 135th Report (Women in Custody) wich relate to the 
arrest of women, should be implemented. 

(para 5.11) 

14.6 The Commission recommends that a new section 41-A should be inserted 
in the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 on the following lines :-

"41A. Notice of appearance.-Where the case falls under clause (a) of sub
section (1) of Section 41, the police officer may, instead of arresting the person 
concerned, issue to him a notice of appearance requiring him to appear before 
the police officer issuing the notice or at such other place as may be specified in 
the notice and to cooperate with the police officer in the investigation of the 
offence referred to, in clause (a) of sub-section (I) of Section 41. (2) Where 
such a notice is issued to any person, it shall be the duty of that person to comply 
with the terms of that notice. 

(3) Where such person complies and continues to comply with the notice, he 
shall not be arrested in respect of the offence feferred to in the notice unless, for 
reasons to be recorded, the police officer is of the opinion that he ought to be 
arrested. 

(4) Where such person, at any time, fails to comply with the terms of the notice, 
it shall be lawful for the police officer to arrest him for the offence mentioned in 
the notice, subject to such orders as may have been passed in this behalf by a 
competent court." 

(Para 5.21) 

14.7 The Commission is of the view that there is a need to insert a new section 
50-A after secton 50 in the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 on the following 
Jines 

50A (1) Whenever a person is arrested by a police officer, intimation of the 
arrest shall be immediately sent by the police officer (along with intimation 
about the place of detention) to the following person :-

(a) a relative or friend of other person known to the arrested person, as 
may be nominated by the arrested person; 

(b) failing (a) above, the locallegal aid committee. 

(2) Such intimation shall be sent by telegram or telephone, as may be con
venient, and the fact that such intimation has been sent shall be recorded 
by the police officer under the signature ofthe arrested person. 

(3) The police officer shall prepare a custody memo and body receipt of the 
person arrested, duly, signed by tim and by two witnesses of the locality 
where the arrest has been made, and deliver the same to a relative of the 
person arrested, if he is present at the time of arrest, or, in his absence, 
send the same along with the intimation of arrest to the person mentioned 
in (1) above. 

(4) The custody memo referred to in (3) above shall contain the following 
particulars :-
(i) name of the person arrested and father's name or husband's name; 
(ii) address of the person arrested; 
(iii) date, time and place of arrest; 
(iv) offence for which the arrest has been made; 
(v) property, if any, recovered from the peson arrested and tken in to 

charge at the time of the arrest; and 
(vi) any bodily injury which may be apparent at the time of arrest. 

(5) During the interrogation of an arrested person, his legal pratitioner shall be 
allowed to remain present. 

(6) The police officer shall inform the person arrested, as soon as he is brought 
to the police station, of the contents of this section and shall made an 
entry in the police diary about the following facts :-
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(a) the person who was informed of the arrest; 
(b) the fact that the peson arrested has been informed of the contents of 

this section; and 
(c) the fact that a custody memo has been prepared, as required by thii 

section. 
(Para 5.16) 

14.8 The Commission is of the opinion that in addition to the recommendations 
contained in Chapter 4 of the 84th Report of the Law Commission, section 54 of 
the Code of Criminal Procedure be amended on the following lines : 

"54. Examination of arrested person by medical practitioner. When a perso~ 
who is arrested, whether on a charge or otherwise, alleges at any time during th 
the period of his detention in cuswdy that the examination of his body may 
afford evidence which will disprove the commission by him of any offence; or 
is produced before a Magistrate, the Magistrate shall inform the accused so 
arrested, about his right of medical examination which will establish the commiss
ion by any other person including the public servant of any offence against his 
body committed during the custody and record in writing about the fact of 
communication of such right to the accused who exercised this right without any 
coercion or fear of any public servant having effected his arrest or without the 
presence of such public servant, the Magistrate shall if so alleged by the arrested 
person, unless the Magistrate considers that the allegation is made for the pur
pose of vexation or delay or for defeating the ends of justice get the examination 
of the body of such person by a registered medical practitioner in the manner 
prescribed hereunder and mention the following particulars :-

(a) The examination of the accused victim shall be conducted by a Registered 
Medical Practitioner or through a Government Hospital available, as the 
Magistrate may direct. 

(b) The Registered Medical Practitoner to whom such person is forwarded 
shall without delay examine him/her and prepare a report and specifically 
record the following details : 

(i) the name and address of the victim and of person by whom he was 
brought; 
(ii) the age of the victim; 
(iii) injuries external/internal if any, on the person; 
(iv) general mental condition of the victim; 
(v) other material particulars and any other relevant details. 

(c) The report of the said exam.i.uation shall precisely state the reasons for 
such conclusion arrived at. 

(d) The exact time of commencement and completion of examination shall 
also be noted in the report and the registered medical practitoner shall with
out delay forward the report to the Magistrate who shall thereafter act in 
accordance with the provisons contained in the Code of Criminal Pro
cedure." 

(Para 7.6) 

14.9 With a view to having a greater and effective compliance of the various 
lafeguards, the Commission recommends that section 57-A be inserted in the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, 1973 on the following lines 

"S7A. Duty of Magistrate to verify certainfacts-When a person arrested without 
warrant is produced before the Magisrtrate, the Magistrate shall, by in
quiries to be made from the arrested person, satisfy himself that the provisions 
of sections ...... have been complied with (section relating to safeguards in 
connection with arrest, rights on arrest, etc. to be entered) and also inquire about, 
and record, the date and time of arrest." 

(Para 5.22) 

14.10 If the police officer refuses to reord the FIR, the aggrieved person should 
have a right to file a petition (i) before the Chief Judicial Magistrate in the case of 
custodial injury or torture and all custodial crimes other than killing and (ii) before 
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the Sessions Judge in the case of death in custody. Accordingly, the Commission 
recommends that a new Section 154A be inserted in the Coce of Criminal Procedure, 
1973. on the following lines :-

"154A. Notwithstanding anything contained in Section 154. 

(1) Any person (including Legal Aid, Centre or NGO, or any friend or 
relative) aggrieved by a refusal on the part of an officer in charge of a police 
station to record the information referred to in sub-section (1) of that section, 
in cases relating to custodial offences, may file a petition giving the substance 
of such information-

(a) before the Chief Judicial Magistrate, in case of custodial offences 
other than those involving death of the victim; or 

(b) before the Sessions Judge, in cases of custodial offences involving 
death of the victim. 

(2) The Chief Judicial Magistrate or the Session Judge, if satisfied, on a 
preliminary enquiry that there is a prima Jacie case, may himself hold 
enquiry into the complaint or direct some other Judicial Magistrate or 
Additional Sessions Judge, as the case may be, to hold enquiry and thereupon 
direct the ministerial officer orthe Court to make a coplaint to the competent 
court in respect of offence that may appear to have been committed. (3) 
Notwithstanding anything contained in Section 190 of the Code of Cri
minal Procedure on a complaint made under Sub-section (2) the competent 
court shall take cognizance of the offence and try the same. 

(4) The Chief Judicial Magistrate or the Sessions Judge may obtain the 
assistance of any public servant or authority as they made may deem fit 
in holding the enquiry under sub-section (2). 

(Para 8.5) 

14.11 The Commission recommends that after the existing Proviso contained 
in Section 160(1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, a second proviso be 
added, on the following lines :-

"Provided that no person shall be required to attend at any place other than 
his or her dwelling place unless, for the reasons to be recorded in writing by the 
investigating officer it is necessary to do so; and every such person shall be so 
summoned by an order in writing." 

(para 6.3) 

14.12 The Commission recommends that below section 197(l)of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, 1973 an Explanation should be added on the following 
lines:-

"Explanation.-For the avoidance of doubts, it is hereby declared that the 
provisions of this section do not apply to any offence committed by a judge or 
public servant, being an offence against the human body, committed in respect 
of a person in his custody, nor to any other offence constituting an abuse of 
authority. " 

(Para 10.5) 

14.13 In order to provide separately for compensation for custodial offences, 
the Commission recommends insertion of a new section 357 A in the Code of Criminal 
Procedure, 1973, on the following lines :-

"Section 357A : Compensation in custodial offences 

(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 357, where the court convicts a 
public servant of an offence resulting in death or bodily injury, being an offence 
constituted by an act of such public servant against a person in his custody, the 
provisions ofthis section shall apply. 

(2) The Court, when passing judgment in any case to which this secton applies, 
shall order that the Government in connection with the affairs of which such 
public servant was employed at the time when such act was committed, shall 
be liable jointly and severally wiih such public servant to pay, by way of com-
pensation such amount as may be specified in the order. . , 
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(3) An order for payment of compensatiOn under this section may also be made 
by an appellate court or by the High Court or Court of Session when exercising 
its powers of revision. 

'(4) While rewarding compensation in any -subsequent suit relating to the same 
matter, the civil court shall take into account any sum paid or recovered as 
compensation under this section: 

(5) The amount awarded under this section shall not be less than : 

(a) Rupees twenty five thousand in case of bodily injury, not resulting in 
death; 

(b) Rupees one lakh, in case of death; 

(6) In fixing the amount of compensation under this section, the court shall, 
subject to the provisions of sub-section (5), take into account all relevant 
circumstances, including (but not necessarily limited to) the following 

(a) the type and severity of the injury suffered by the victim; 
(b) the mental anguish suffered by the victim; 
(c) the expenditure incurred or likely to be incurred on the treatment and 
rehabilitation of the victim; 
(d) the actual and projected earning capacity of the victim and the impact 
of its loss on the persons entitled to compensation and other members of 
of the family; 
(e) the extent, if any, to which the victim himself contributed to the injury 

(f) the expenses incurred in the prosecution of the case. 

(7) In case of death or permanent disablement of the victim, the court may take 
into account the estimated annual income of the victim as multiplied by the 
number of years of his estimated span of life. 

(8) Pending final determination of the proceeding, the court may award, by way 
of interim relief, such compensation as it may think proper in the 'Circumstances 
of the case at any stage ~f the case, even before judgment of conviction is pass
ed. 

(9) The Government may recover any amount paid by it as compensation under 
this section wholly or partly as it may think proper, form the delinquent public 
servant." 

(Para 12.7) 

14.14 Indian Evidence Act, 1872-

The Commission recommends that the eXClusionary provisions contained in 
Sections 25 and 26 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, at present confined to police 
officers should be extended to all public servants the sections by amended as under : 

"25. Confession to public servant not to be proved.-No confession made to a 
public servant shall be proved as against a person accused of any offence." 
In this section, "public servant" means 

(a) a public servant not being a police officer, who has the power of arresting 
the person making the confession; and 

(b) every police officer, whether he has or has not the power of arresting such 
person. 

26. Confession by accused while in custody of public servant not to be proyed 
against him. No confession made by any person while he is in custody of a 
a public servant, unless it be made in the immediate presence of a Magistrate, 
shall be proved as against such peson. 

Explanation.-In this Section "Magistrate" does not include the head of a 
village discharging magisterial functions in the Presidency of Fort S1. George or 
elsewhere, unless such headman is a magistrate exercising the powers of a magis
trate under the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1882 (10 of 1882). " 

(para 11.7) 
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14.15 The Commission recommends that for section 27 of the Indian Evidence 
Act, 1872thefollowingsectionbesuostituted :-

"27. Discovery of facts at tilt instance of the accused. When any relevant fact is 
deposed to as discovered in consequence of information received from a person 
accused of any offence, whether or not such person is in the custody of a police 
officer, the fact so discovered may be proved, but not the information whether 
it amounts to a confession or not." 

(Para 11.6) 

14.16 The Commission recommends the insertion of a new section in the Indian 
Evidence Act, 1872 as under :-

"1l4B. (1) In a presecutiorl of a Police OJicer for an offence constituted by an 
act alleged to have caused death or bodily injury to a person, if there is evi
dence that the death or injury was caused during a preiod when that person 
was in the cU3tody of the police, the court may pre5um~ that the death or in
jury was caused by the Police Officer having custody of that person during 
that period. 

(2) The Court in deciding whether or not it should dra'N a presumption under 
sub-section (1) shall have regad to all the relevant circum.ltance3, including, 
in particular, (a) til~ p~rioj of custody, (b) any statem~nt m:tde by the victim 
as to how the injuries were received, being a state:n;::at admissible in evidence, 

(c) the evidence of any medical practitioner who might have examined the 
victim, and (d) evidence of any magistrate who might have recorded the victims 
statement or attempted to record it." 

(para 11.3) 

14.17 We recommend that organisation of the police should be restructured so as 
to keep separate the wing'> dealing with investigation from the wing dealing with 
law and order. Further tne police should be imparted suitable training in modern 
techniques of investi~ation. 

Sd/-

(PROF: D.N. SANDANSHIV) 
Member 

Sd/-

(P. M. BAKSHI) 
MEMBER (PART-TIME) 

(para 13.6) 

Sd/-

(JUSTICE K.N. SINGH) 
Cha/rmllll 

Sd/-

(CH. PRABHAKARA RAO) 
MEMBER-SECRETARY 

Sd/-

(M. MARCUS) 
MEMBER (PART-TIME) 
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APPENDIX-I 

CUSTODIAL CRIMES 

(A Working Paper) 

Complaints of police excesses and torture of suspects in police custody and other 
governmental agencies having power to detain a person for interrogation in con
nection with the investigation of an offence have been made in the past. Of late, such 
complaints have assumed wide dimensions as the incidents of torture, assault, in
jury and deaths in police custody have increased to alarming proportions. Article 
21 of the Constitution guarantees right to life and personal liberty, although it does 
not, contain any express provision against torture in custody, but it is wide enough 
to protect the personal liberty of a person as no law or procedure established by 
law permits torture or assault on a person in custody. Statutory laws, including 
the Indian Penal Code and Crimbal Procedure Code also ensure the personal li
berty of a person against assault and injury. However, in spite of the constitutional 
and statutory provisions safeguarding the personal liberty and life of a person, 
growing incidence of torture and death in police custody has been disturbing fac
tor. Almost every day one finds newspapers full of gory tales of dehumanising tor
ture, assault and death in custody of police and other governmental agencies. Even 
though no reliable official statistics on c'l';todial crimes is available in the country, 
Amnesty Internaltional, in its 1993 report indicates that in India 415 people were 
reported to have died in custody during 1985-1992. A recent press report also 
reveals that 46 persons died in custody during January-March 1993. Without 
entering intofthe correctness of these figures, it is evident that the incidence of tor
ture and death in custody have assumed alarming proportions which are adverse 
affecting the credibility of the rule of law and the administration of criminal jus
tice. It has priched the conscience of all freedom loving people and ignited criti
cism from law courts, human right activists and the media. The community feels 
that death in police custody must be viewed seriously for otherwise there will be 
big strides in the promotion of police raj. It should be curbed with heavy hand and 
the punishment should be such which would deter others indulging in such be
haviour. 

Custodial violence and abuse of the police power has been the concern of 
international community. The General Assembly of the United Nations adopted 
the Declaration for protection ofpesrons from being SUbjected to torture and other 
crime of inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment on December 9, 1975. 
The Declaration prohibited the member States to permit or tolerate even in excep
tional circumstances such as state of war or threat of war, or internal political sta
bility. Article 5 required comprehensive training of law enforcement officers against 
torture. Article 7 required system of review of the interrogation, methods and prac
tices as well as custodial arrangements. Article 7 obligates the States to ensure that 
the acts of torture are made offences under National Criminal Law. The Decla
ration also provides that victim shall be afforded redress and compensation. The 
Declaration which is part of the binding international law has not yet been im
plemented so far in our country. There also exists a code of conduct for law enforce
ment officials adopted by the General A.ssembly on December ! 7, 1979, under which 
substantive norms are prescribed for "effective maintenance of ethical standards" 
by the officials. Article 5 prohibits law enforcement officials from inflicting, insti
gating or tolerating any act of torture. This was followed by another Declaration 
on December 10, 1984, by a Convention which provides for more elaborate regime 
of33 articles. The General Assembly adopted another Declaration known as "Carcus 
Declaration on Basic Principles of Justice for the Victims of Crime and Abuse of 
Power" on November 29, 1985. This Declaration also obligates the State to define 
laws "prohibiting the criminal abuse of power" and also for prohibition of re
course to third degree methods. India being a party to these Declarations and Con
ventions, is under an obligation to take effective steps, to prohibit abuse of power, 
including torture and custodial violence and providing for restitution and com
pensation to the victims and their kith and kin in accordance with the constitutional 
mandate under Article 51. 
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Invariably, the victims of torture and death in custody are poor persons who 
do not have adequate resources or finances to protect their life and liberty. In many 
cases the sole bread earner of a poor family is the: victim of custodial death leaving 
the entire family in a State of penury and starvation. The Law Commission has, 
therefore, considered it necessary to take up this mattet for consideration suo moto 
so that adequate steps are taken by amending laws to prevent recurrence of such in
cidents and also to provide for pinishment of t~ guilty persons and also for grant 
of pecuniary relief to the victims and their dependents. 

Before we discuss the various issues arising in connection with the problem of 
custodial torture and death, it is necessary to briefly have a look at the constitutional 
provision safeguarding the right to life and guarantee against torture and assault 
in custody. Article 21 of the Constitution provides that no person shall be deprived 
of life ~nd personal liberty except according to procedure establishei by law. The 
expression "life or personal liberty" includes the right to live with human dignity 
which would include guarantee against torture and assault by the State. Article 
22 guarantees protection against arrest and detention in certain cases. It declares 
that no person who is arrested shall be detained in custody without being informed 
of the grounds of such arrest and he shall not be denied the right to consult and 
defined himself by a legal practitioner of his choice. Clause (2) of tm: Article 
directs that the person arrested and detained in custody shall be produced before the 
nearest Magistrate within a period of 24 hours of such arrest, excluding the time 
necessary for the journey from the place of arrest to the court of the Magistr,ate 
A person accused of an offence shall not be compelled to be witness against himself 
under Article 20(3) of the Constitution. The object of these constitutional pro
viSions is to safeguard the life and liberty of an individual even after his arrest in 
connection with commission of an offence. Even though Articles 21 and 22 do not 
contain any express provision against torture, assault or injury inflicted on an are 
rested person while in custody, the Supreme Court held that Article 21 guarantee
protection against torture and assault by the State while a person is in custody.1 

Consistent with the constitutional guarantee, the statutory provisions are con
tained in the Criminal Procedure Code and the Indian. Penal Code for the protec. 
tion of a person arrested in connection with the commission of an offence. Chapter 
V of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973 provides for arrest of a person and the 
safeguards which are required to be taken by the police to protect the interest of the 
arrested person. Section 41 confers powers on any police officer to arrest a person 
under the circumstances specified therein without any order or a warrant of arrest 
from a Magistrate. This provision confers a very wide power on the police officer 
to interfere with the freedom and liberty of a person. Section 46 provides the method 
and manner of arrest. Under this Section, no formality is necessary as it may be 
made by action or word of mouth. While arresting a person the police is not permit
ted to use more restraint than is necessary to prevent the escape of a person.a 
Section 50 enjoins every police officer arresting any person without warrant, to 
communicate to him the full particulars of the offence for which he is arrested and 
grounds for such arrest. The police officer is further required to inform the person 
arrested that he is entitled to be released on bail and that he may arrange for sure
ties on his behalf in the event of his arrest for a non-bailable offence. It is persmiss
ible to the police officer to get the arrested person emdialally examined; similarly 
arrested person has also a right to insist for his medical examination (Section 53 
and 54). Section 56 contains a mandatory provision requiring the police officer 
making arrest without warrant to produce the arrested person before a Magistrate 
without unnel;essary delay. Section 57 provides that no person shall be detained in 
custody by a plilce officer without warrant for a longer period than under all the cir
cumstances of the case, is reasonable exceeding 24 hours, excluding the time neces
Sall' for travel from the place of arrest to the Magistrate's court. If, however, the 
police want to detain a person for a longer period for the purpose of interrogation 
and investigation, they have to obtain the orders of the Magistrate and follow the 
procedure as prescribed under Section 167. The arrest of a person without a war
rBat is to be reported to the District Magistrate or the Sub-Divisinoal Magistrate by 
the officer incharge of the police station making tho. arrest. These provisions afford 
procedural safeguard to a person arrested by the police. Whenever a person dies 
in custody of the police, Section 176 requireds the Magistrate to hold enquiry into ------------_._._--

1. See Sunil Batra Y. Delhi Administration, A. I. R. 1978 S. C. 1675, Bachan Singh v. 
State of Punjab. 
A. I. R. 1980 Sunil Batra v. Delhi Administration, A. I. R. 1980 S.C. 1579. 

I. Section 49. 
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the causes of death. The Mu)!istrate is empo"vered to record eviicncc and to get the 
dead body examined to discover the cause cf clc2th. The obkct of this Section is 
to hold enquiry into a suspicious deJth. Spe'l an enquiry and inquest report does 
not constitute substantive evidence 8.' held ~i the eourt<;,3 

Punitive provisions are 81<;0 cont8i:1ed i" tb' Indian Pcn11 Co~le which seek to 
prevent violation of right to life. Ser7irn 7:) ;Jfovides for punishment to an officer 
or authority who detains or keers a 'lersc;> ill CODDrnemcnt with the corrupt or a 
malilcious motive, Section 330 and .?31 nrc!ide for punishment "f those who in
flict injury or grievious hmt on a l'fFon to A~'tcrt confeSS!0n or il~formation in re
gard to commission of an cffcnce. T! 111str2'jons (a) and (h) to Section 330 make 
a police officer guilty of torturin2' 2. q.Tscn it' order to illducl" him to confess the 
commission of a crime or to induce h:1 to 1"'0:nt out fllaces wl'.cre stolen property. 
is deposited. Section 330 therefore directly tr8kes the tortl're flllni,hrble under 
the Indian Penal Code. These st~tl1t('ry PfC','icior.s seek to safcr?'.1;>fct the interest of 
an arrested person, but these are in2·:1eauat!'". ~/fcrf'ovcr. the o')li(c do not follow 
these provisions instead they evade t!'c rigo'lfS of procedurill bw by manipulating 
records. As noted earlier, a person arrestfd with opt \Varr81't n~1.1st be presented 
before the Magistrate without llnr.C'~'.,ssarv de!(1,. a'1d he ~lvH11d also bc informed 
of the offence for which he may helVe }:een af'f'rd:cndcd cr t11<' f'l"011l1d for his arrest· 
and he should be enlarged on bail if frfC'stec1 f.'1r ron-cogrizable cffcnce. The police 
is further required to make entry Ot his a;Te~t in s~ver2! dccl1",ents under the 
Police Act and Police Manual. inforrr.ation to tpr District M8?i<;trate and the Sub
Divisional Magistrate about the d<ttc and t::-;oe of arrest. Tn order tl) avoid these 
rigours of law, the police makes L,fo;';m:l 2.r·",t without 11l::lkin.<:! any entry into the 
records. Instances are not lacking where tljf~ 1)C lice ha<; arrest~d a pc-rson without 
warrant in connection with the investigatior. of an offence and the arrested oerson 
is subjected to torture to extract infcri'latic'l fro:n him for the pnrpose of further 
investigations or for recovery of weano!'s or goods and also for extracting confes
sion in violation of the statutory hl'v. The tcrtmc and the injury caused on the 
body of the prisoner sometiemes'resl':~s into his eeath. The d::~th in cmtody is not 
generally shown in records and even effort i;: :'::2.de by the pc.liee to di<;pose of the 
body or to make out a case that tl,e arrC'~tl'd person died atter he was released 
from custody. Any complaint agair,st such torture or death is [!encrally not given 
any attention by the police officer on acccu .. t of brothcrhcod. No Drst information 
report at the instance of the victim or his k;t'1 ,cnd kin is !!enen.llv cntertained and 
even the higher police officers prefer to tun a blind eye to sw::hc()mnlaints. But 
even if a formal prosecution is launched "icti';l ,.r his kith and kill. no direct evidence 
is available to substantiate the char£!e of torture or causing hurt resulting into 
death as the police lock up where generally 'Arture or injny i, Ca!.l:;ed on the arres
ted person is away from the public gaze, \'/(-,:,~e the sole witn~,~es are either police
men or co-prisoners who are highly rc1uetl'"t to appear as prosecution witn(s~es 
firstly because of police brotherhood and secondly due to fear of retaliation by 
the superior officers of the police. 

As the law stands today, if a complaint is made againc;t t()rture death or in
jury, in police custody, no evidence is availa h 1e to substantiate the charge in a court 
of law and the complainant or the prosecut i )!1 i5 unable to produce evidence to 
prove the charge beyond 'all reasonable do:,::'t'. In such cases it is difficult rather 
impossible to secure the evidence agai:1st the :)o!ieeme:1 resnonsible for resorting to 
third degree methods since they are inchar~;; of p0liee station record which they 
do not find difficult to manipulate. Consequently, prosecution agaimt the delin
quent officers generally results in acquittal. -This difficulty was considered by the 
Supreme Court also in a series of cases and it observed that the situation required 
amendment of law relating to burden of proof in the law of evidence. 

The law relating to burden of proof is contained in Sections 101-114 of the 
Indian Evidence Act. The gen::raI j)fincio~~ 2.S deductible fro;n t!1ese Sections is 
that the prosecution is under a ma'yhtory chty 1-) pr0ve the e5sential elements of 
the offence charged against an accus ~i ry,T; ,n beyon1}11 reasonable doubt. On 
the suggestions of the Supreme Court in Pn'?sagar Yad;]\, case', the Law Com
mission in its 113th Report reconn ~ 1 :bj t" ~ i1<;ertian elf ~ new Section as Sec
tion 114B in'the Indian Evidence Act. Th., 2;)'n~is,iel'1 recCJ'wnended that in a 
prosecution of a police officer for an a!legcd o'fences of having caused bodily in
jury to a person, if there was evidence that the injury was caused during the period 

---"------
I. (1955) JSCR 1090. 
I. ~ . I. R. 1985 SC 446. 
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when the per,on was in'the cmtody of the !,olic~, th:: Court may presume that the ~ 
injury was caused by the p:-lice ol:1:::er hwing the custody of that person during 
that period. 

The Commission further recJ'nmended that the court, while considering the 
question of presumption, should have regard to all [cleva:!t circumstances including 
the period of custody, statement ma:ie by the victim, mdic:ll evidence and the 
evidence which the 1Aa-sistrate m'ly h'lvC recorded. Tin Supre:ue Court again 
considered this question in a rec;cnt case; and observed that where the admitted 
facts of the case indicate that victim was taken in custody and later, on the next day 
if he was found dead ncar the police post, the '::)Urden was clearly on the State to 
explain how the victim sust.lined thr')s~ injuries whi c:1 camed his death. The Court 
again amphasised the need for change of the rule of burden of proof in such cases. 
It is a matter of regret that inspite of the Law Commission's recommendations ans. 
the Supreme Court's o'<Jservations in several cases the requisite amendment in the 
law of Evidence has not been made. In view of the sl1arp rise in police atrocities and 
custodial violence, tortures and death, it is of utmost i'ClJortance to amend Section 
] 14 of the Indian Evidence Act as suggested earlier. In this connectbn it is worth 
mentioning that the Parliament a;nended tIle Evidence Act for raising presumption 
in the case of rape in Gustody and dowry death with a view to meet the growing 
incidence of sexual exploitation during custody. The Parliament by amending the 
Act inserted Sections 114A and 114B of the Indian Evidence Act 1873 empowering 
the Court to draw presumption against the accU'\ed in prosecution for rape and 
dowry deaths. This legislative step was taken to m~et ih~ technical plea of lack of 
evidence in rape and dowry cases. There appears to be 11') ::~:lSO:1 3S to why the same 
principle should not be extended in the case of custodial crimes. 

There is need for making further provisions in the laws to eliminate the pos
siblility of torture and beating in custody during interrogation. Police is, no doubt, 
under a legal duty to arrest a criminal and to interrogate him during the investigation 
of the offence, the law does not permit use of third degree methods or torture of 
accused in custody but the police generally resorts to these methods with a view to 
solve the crime. It is a legitimate right of the police to arrest a suspect on receiving 
some credible information, or material, but the arrest must be in accordance with 
the law and the interrogation should not be accompanied with torture and use of 
third degree methods. The interrogation and investigation should be in true sense 
and purposeful to make the investigation effective. By torturing a person and using 
third degree methods, the police would be accomplishing behind the closed doors 
what the demands of our legal order forbid. If the custodians of law themselves 
indulge in committing crime, then no member of the society would be safe and secure. 
In this situation, it would be worthwhile to amend the hw t::> eli:ninate or at any 
rate minimise, the chances of torture or injury or death in custody. 

When a person is arrested without warrant for '1 cognizable offence it should 
be imperative for the police officer to obtain fro'11 the accused the name of any 
relative or friend whom he would like to be informed about the arrest and the po
lice should get in touch with such relative or friend and inform him about the ar
rests. When the accused is produced before the magistrate it should be mandatory 
for the Magistrate to enquire from the arrested person whether he has any complaint 
of torture or mal-treatment in custody and he should further be informed that he 
has a right under Section 54 of the Code of Criminal Procedure to be medically 
examined.? Very often the arrested person is not aware of this right and on aecount 
of his ignorance he is unable to exercise his right before the Magistrate even though 
he may have been tortured or mal-treated by the p::>lice in the lock-up. It is, there
fore, necessary that the law should be amended and a mandatory duty should be 
amended and a mandatory duty should be cast on the Magistrate to enquire from 
the arrested person about the torture and remind him of his right of medical exami
nation under Section 54 of the Code. 

Torture or beating of an arrested person in the lock-up is generally carried 
on behind the closed doors and no member of the public is permitted to be there and 
instances are not wanting where even the family members of the arrested persons 
are not allowed to meet them. In developed countries it is well recognised right of 

------- --------- ------ -------
'. 1993 (2) see 346. 
'. Sheila Barse v. State of Mailarashfrn. AIR 1983 se 378 para 4. 
t. Shie/a Barse Ibid. 
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an arrested person to inisist for the pri!sence of his counsel during the course of in
terrogation while in custody. Til;: prc:s:mcc of counsel would deter the police from 
using third degree methods dUiing intlOrrogation. The Cr. P. C. does not confer ex
pressly any such right on ml.! a,;;(;u3ed but the Apex Court while interpreting the 
scope of Article 21 and 22 lta~ held tHat the accused is entitled to have his counsel 
during interrogation.s The law declared by the Supreme Court is the law of the land 
under Article 141 of the Constiwlion. Since the decisions of the Supreme Court 
are not brought to the notice of each and e\.:ery police officer, it would be proper 
and appropriate to amend the law in this respect. Amendment of Sections 41, 50 
and 56 of the Criminal Procedure Code may be necessary to secure the aforesaid 
objectives. 

NOlI-Recording of FIR 

A first information report against a police officer is generally not recorded. 
OrdinarilY, the police officer responsible fcr recording of F Ii{ relating to commis
sion of a crime would turn away the complainant if the complaint is against the 
police. 

Therefore, in cases of custodial torture, violence and injury, even if the victim 
or the kith and kin of the victim take steps to lodge FIR, they are generally un
successful in their attempt. Gn refusal on the part of the officer incharge of police 
station to record the information, the compiainant is entitled to approach the higher 
police officers namely the Superintendent of Police, Deputy Inspector General of 
Police and even the Inspector G.::neral of Police. But generally the higher authorities 
of the police department Jo nul take these complaints seriously on account 
of their soft corner for their subordinate officers. It is true that in some cases the 
Superintendent of Police or higher officers have taken steps to record the FIR and 
investigate the case but, by and large, FIR is not recorded against the police at the 
instance of the victim or his kith and kin. In a number of cases the aggrieved party 
has approached the court and on its direction FIR has been recorded and case has 
been investigated and the prosecution has been launched. But, it is not possible for 
every aggrieved person to obtain ihe circuitous relief. In the circumstances, it is 
necessary to meet the situation by amending the law. If the police refuses to record 
the FIR, the aggrieved person should have the right to file a petition before the 
Chief Judicial Magistrate in the case of injury or torture and the District Sessions 
Judge in the case of death in custody and the petition so made should be treated as 
the FIR for the purpose of investigation and enquiry under the Cr. P.C. 

Iavestigation of Complaint in Custodial Offences 

As the law stands today, a complaint against the police in respect of torture, in
jury or death in custody is also requirecl to be investigated by the police but such 
enquiry cannot be effective and free from bias.9 In order to meet the situation, 
in some cases, investigation agai,1st the police torture have been entrusted to the 
Central Bureau of Investigation but, under the existing law, CBI cannot take up the 
investigation of all cases of custodial crimes since the State Governments consent to 
such investigation may not be available in many cases. The ideal course would be 
to have an independent agency for holding investigation and enquiry into such 
complaints, and this may be entrusted to the proposed Human Rights Commis
sion. But, in the absence of such commission, it would be necessray to have an 
independent agency to deal with such matters in an objective and fair manner. One 
method may be to authorise the courts to hold enquiry into such complaints. Under 
Section 176 of the Code, enquiry in case of death of an arrested person while in 
custody is made by a Magistrate empowered to hold such inquest. The 
object of this enqui::y is to verify the causf.: of dtath this enquiry is 
judicial but the Magistrate does not function as a court the inquest report 
or statement contained in the enquiry report do not constitute substantive evidence.lO 

The Commission is, however, of the opinion that in case of complaint of torture or 
injury caused in police custody, the Chief Judicial Magistrate who is head of the 
Magistracy in the District should have the power to hold enquiry into the complaint 
and for that purpose he may obtain the assistance of the police officers of his own 
choice. In cases of custodial death, the Sessions Judge should be invested with au
thority to enquire into the matter. If on enquiry by the Sessions Judge/Chief Judicial 

.----.---
8. Nall.:iini Satpati v. R. L. Tiz!l%l!li, 1968 CRLJ 968 para 58, 59 per Krishnaswamy Ayyar 

J. 
'. State v. P. S. Yadav, AIR 1985 SC 146. 
1', (1955) 1 SCR 1083. 
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Magistrate/Metropolitan Magi'i~: :~~~, a :"ri;na facie case is made out, the Sessions 
Judge or the Chief Judicial h1:1(i:,atc ,'!;ould be comp~tent to direct for the re
gistration of cases ag:Jinst the G::LnqueD~ ,)11ieers. This method may ensure aware
ness and objectivity in hclding Ll,; ':llcp:rj into the complaints against the police, 

Under the law no prblic sc:-vant, i,:cluding police officers, can be prosecuted 
for an offence without the 5:,llC1:011 of ,he State under Section 197 Cr. P.e. No 
doubt, there are a nu:nb·::r of d-:,'isions :Jf the court that torture, injury or causing 
death in custody is net \Vit:1in t~:: disc:12rge of official duties of a police officer and 
Section 197 is not attrae cd i,1 '.:;:12 C::5,:',Out invarbbJy a technical plea of absence 
of sanction under Scc;,icn 19 I C, P.e. i' :-:tised by the members of the police force 
facing the prosccutj,::u. T1C C'=',:: [)V(','S;' i ,1 regard to necessity of sanction causes 
lot of delay in the tri::.! \If Cl::; It \"c'J1J, therefore, be necessary to amend Sec
tion 197 of the Cr. P.e. to ',)J\':,l~e L:: ;1ccessityof sanction of Government for 
prosecution of police L'~~lic;:i' ag:j:, ,st who 1 <l prime facie ease is made out on enquiry 
by the Sessions Judge/Chid Judi:::al ~'/lagistrate. In order to achieve this object, 
a proviso would be necessar/ to De iCs~Tted under Sub-section (1) of Section 197 
in the following li1anllcr :-

"Nothing cop-tained in this Scctioa shall apply in case of custodial offence 
where a court on an enquir;l i, pri:u_i fa::ie of the opinion that the accused pub
lic servant committed an ol:-e;lcc of penal nature within his custody." 

Compensation 

With the advance of civii!~:-.:jon, individual's right to restitution and compen
sation against the abuse of PC;;,'Cf b( public servants has been well recognised 
throughout the civiiiscd mticns. rn h' 31, prior to independence the liability of the 
Government for the tonuoas 'I.'t of jnbiic servants was limited and the person 
affected could enforce bi, ri£:,:i' ,:1 tefl elY filing a civil suit. But no restitution or 
compensation was avaibblc [.) [) ,J.'ECl if the damage or injury was caused in exer
cise of sovereign func:tion. Even c' 'tcr iridcpendence the distinction between sovereign 
and non-sover.::ign fU:lctio,1~ of ":.1':: S.,:u: wasnaintained and the State's claim fol' 
immunity was uplJeld by ti~( :): rrene Court,ll But without abandoning the 
distinction formally, the SUPi'CIE, -=:OUit has recentl:1 taken a more realistic and en
larged view of the flE1Cti::;:1S ttrLI,;U "d;n-sovereign". Further, the Supreme Court 
ofIndia in a number of path hrc::~ king pr )110Uncer.1ents has extended the fundamental 
right of life and persollallitx rty ,'cd L!S;i; .)l:ed compensatory and rehabilitative reliefs 
to the victims of c:l,~tl Ji~l eriE (5. De~,pite the distir.ction bet\\een 
exercise of sovereign anu nOl1<,\.oYc'rgc;;, functions, tbe Supreme Court has awarded 
compensation to thc victims ~llC: ,;,,,if Lt 1 :ud kin for the injury caused to the victim 
by the police and ot:12r det.lin:il,'~ aULr1Jrities of the State.!" Such damages have 
been awarded even for the j,1juri:5 arioi 12; out of police firing killing innocent citi
zens in crowd. or riot. Thcll13i1 L~le S~![Jfl,il-le Court has awarded compensation to 
the affected persons but co U:;iOLn :)linciples ilave been laid down. In the ab
sence of specific kgioi.lli0l1, ,;U: !3cn.:.erlainty and the courts have adopted their 
own standards in awarJing tlie c.);npLl1,;ation or in determining its quantum. The 
question that arises for cQ!1,i',kntion is wilether legislative provision should be 
made for the award of CO,:11)G 1LJtion aclJ, if so, what should be the principles for 
determining the amount or C');:lt),;;Li~itio,l. A further question that arises for consi
deration is whether in cas.: oj' .j'~:ilh of a person in custody of a public servant com
pensation upto a srccificd limit irre rccth c of the proof cf f[.ult st.culd te pro\'ided 
for. It is felt that such :l provision would be justifiable in the interest of social jus
tice and the rule of la w. An stLer intc resting question th[.1 arises for considention 
is whether the victim of totture and inj :.lry and his kith and kin in the case of his 
death should be awarded onc ti ,l]C compcns",tion or itshould ce continuous to pmvide 
means of susten"llce <:,nd [i\cliiood to the relatives of the victims. Under the gene
ral law prevailir,g in our counL·]'. any a\vard of compensation or ex-gratia pay
ment by the crLninal court 0: t c Sup;'e;ne Courta~d the Hi&h Court un~erthe writ 
jurisdiction or the ex· grath Pc~YiJ;cnt by the executIve is subject to the fight of the 

--- ---'--' 
11. Kasturi Lal v. S(rlte of U. p" AIR 19(5 se 1039. 
u. State of RII;a"/!;llii v, Vi'll'Gl"(~li, AIR :962 se 933 ; Sir Basara Pari! v. State of M)!sore, 

AI R 1977 SC 17.+9: !\ i(:,.:,il , H:'/;ra , , ,"tatr of Orissa, (1993) 1 sec 746: State of GlIjarat v. 
Memon Moi'IaIliJlle.l H,d J;i1, .. h, "'IF.I961SC 18S5; R/I'Jol Shall v. State IIfBihar, AIR 
AIR 1983 SC 1036; S">}lii:"i M. M'):I~.,.ay Y. Union IIf India (1984) 1 see 339; Rhim 
Sin!(h v. State 00 & K, 1939 SJPP, SC 564; Rhim Sill,,?!! v. State of J & K, (1985) 4 sec 
677 Saheli v. Commissioner vI Poliel! (1990) 1 see 422. 
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victim and his kith and kin to obtain decree for damages in tort before the cml 
C'Cyurt. If the criminal court is vested with power to award compensation to the 
victim of custodioal offences or his kith and kin why should they have another innings 
of litigltion before civil court in tort. According to une vievdhe amount awarded 
by the criminal court and the Civil Court and High Court under writ jurisdiction 
is tentative and the final amount of compensation is determined on consideration 
of the basis of the scrutiny of evidence and circumstances of the case in detail by 
the civil court. This question requires further consideration. 

The Supreme Court13 has granted compensation to provide support to the 
dependants of the deceased. An analysis of the decisions of the Supreme Court 
shows that the Court has awarded Rs. 75,000,14 Rs. 1,50,000 Iii and Rs. 
2,00,000/-16 as interim measurei1 to the legal heirs of the victims who died in police 
custody. This indicates that the amount of compensation ha& not been uniform and 
no principles have been laid down or followed. The award of compensation has 
varied from case to case probably on the facts of each,18 

If the law is required to lay down principles, the question arises what formula 
or principles should be prescribed for determining the quantum of compensation. 
The Indian courts have followed two kinds of formula to determine the amount of 
compensation payable to the dependants of the deceased in case of wrongful death 
i.E., the interest theory and mUltiplier theory. In the case of former the proposition 
contemplates that only such amount should be payable to the claimants which 
would ,ensure the accrual of interest equal to the annual depeondancy if the same were 
investetl on a long term basis in the bank. Under the multiplier theory damages 
are cOlnputej on the basic annual figure of d.::pendancy, by applying a multiplier 
which seeks to take care of uncertainity of vicissitudes of life. While determining 
the amount the damages must represent solatium for the mental pain, distress, 
indignity, loss of liberty and death.· 9 The principles laid down by the English 
court~O for determining the compensation in the case of worngful death have been 
followed by the Supreme COlli t of India. 21 These principles are as follows: 

"The deceased man's expectation of life has to be estimated keeping in view bis 
age, his bodily health and the possibility of prematul e determination of his life 
by subsequent accident; 

(2) The amount required for the future provision of his wife should be estima
ted having regard to the amoUnt the deceased used to spend on her during his 
life time; 

(3) This e5tim1.ted annual sum should be multiplied by the number of years 
of the man's estimated span of life; 

(4) The said amount must be discounted so as to arrive at the correct equi
valent in the form of lumpsum payable on his death, after making deductions 
for the acceleration of her interest in the estates; and 

(5) Deductions should also be made for the possibility of the wife dying earlier 
if the husband had full span of this life and also for the possibility that in case 
the widow remarriages, that may result in improvement of her financial position" 

In this connection it would be worthwhile to refer to some of the proposals 
made in respect of relief to be provided to the victims of custodial crimes or their 
kith and kin placed before the Chief Minister's Conference on Human Rights held 
on 14th September, 1992. One of the proposals made contemplated that in case of 

------- --- ---- -----"---------
11, Rudal Shah v_ State of Bihar (1983) 4 see 141; (1983) 3 SCR 508; Sebastian M. Hongray 

v. Union of India (1984) Al sec 339 (1) ; Bhim Singh v. State of J & K, 1984 Supp. SCC 
504; Bhid Si1giz v. Stale of J & K (1985) 4 sec 677 ; Saheli : 4 Women's Resolll'" 
Ce!llre v_ Commissioner of Police, Delhi Police Headquarters (1990) 1 see 422. 

14. People's Union of Democratic Rights v. Police Commissioner (1984) 4 sec 730. 
1&. Nilabali Bahera v. Stateo! Orissa, (993) 2SCC746. 
1'. Snwaider Singh Grover v. State of West Bengal (1993) 1 Criminal Law Reporter 163. 
n. Rudal Shah v. Stale of Bihar (l983)4SCC 141. 
11. See supra notes 13 to 16. 
11. Saheli v. Commissioner of Police 1961 SC 442. 
ao. (1951) AC 601. 
11, AIR 1962 se 1. 
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death the amount of compensation should be determined by the criminal court 
taking into account all relevant considerations and th~ court nny further allow pay
ment of interim relief. The extent of such j·,terim relief mel} not be less than Rs. 10,000 
and may extend upto Rs. 25,000 in ca~,e of death and in the case of other injury it may 
not exceed Rs. 10,0;)0. As regards the final relief payable in hIe c.1.se of death, the 
proposal contemplated maXi'llUlll amount of Rs. 5,00,OJJ and Rs. 50,000 in the 
case of injury. 

Section 357 of Cr. P.e. confers power on court to direct for payment of compen
sation out of the fine awarded againsttb accused at the time of passing judgment 
The amount of compensation is contemplated to meet the expenses incurred in prose
cution and compensation for loss of injury casued by the offence,if the compensa-

. tion is recoverable in a civil court. Under this provision, compensation can be ordered 
to be paid only if the accused is convicted and sentenceJ and i1ne is imposed, but the 
payment of compensation is subject to a?peal. The Supfeme Court has interpreted 
this Section narrowly. The court held that the court has to comider in the fint instance 
whether the sentence or fine is at all called for particularly when the offender is sen
tenced to death or life imprisonment. Even if the fine is to be awarded it should 
not be excessive.22 The provisions of Section 357 are not adequate to provide for 
restitution or compensation to the persons entitled to cOlnpensation. 

Apart from the police there are several other gonrnmental aut;10rities like 
Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, Dirc::torate of En[OfCem~llt, Coastal Guard 
Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF), B:)rder Security F .J<c.~ (3SF), the Central 
Industrial Security FOfce (CISF), the S~at,! Armed Police, Il1:d!ig~n~e Agencies like 
the Intelligence Bureau, R. A. W., C::ntral Bureau of Investigation (CBI), CID 
Traffic Police, Mounted Police and IT3P, which have power to d:!tain a person and 
to interrogate him in connection with the investigation of economic offences under 
Essential Commodities Act, Excise and Customs Act, Foreign Exchange Regulations 
Act etc. 

There are instances of torture and de:lth in custody of authorities other than 
the police authorities. 23 it would be necess:::ry to amend the law to protect the interest 
of arrested persons in such cases also. T;lis may require amendment of the relevant 
provisions oflaw. 

There is yet another view point which needs consideration. The police in India 
have to perform a difficult and delicate task, particularly in view of the deteriorating 
law and order situation, communal riots, politcal turmoil, students unrest, terrorist 
activities, radical politicism like extremists and among others the increasing number of 
armed gangs and criminals. Many hard core criminals lik-.: extremists, the terrorists, 
drug peddlers, smuggles who h:lve organised gangs, hftve taken strong roots in the 
society. One can visualise that with the more and more liberalisaion and enforcement 
of fundamental rights, it may lead to more difficulties in detection of crimes by such 
categories of hardened criminals. It is felt in certain quarters that if we provide them 
with more measure of safety and interests pertainig to their fundamental rights and 
human rights vis-a-vis torture of their person, such criminals will go scot-free without 
exposing any element or iota of criminality. To deal with such a situation a balance 
approach is needed to meet the ends of justice. This is all the more so, in view of the 
expectation of the society that police must deal with the criminals in an efficient and 
effective manner. 

I ssues for Consideration 

In view of the above discussion the following issues would arise for consideration: 
1. Should the police continue to have unrestricted power to arrest any person at 
any time and at any place without any order or permission from the Magistrate or 
a ny other court? 
2. Should the law be amended to confer right on the suspect who is detained for 
interrogation to insist for the presence of his counsel at the time of interrogation ? 
If the amendment is made, will it not delay and interfere with the investigation of 
crimes? 

12. 1971 SCC 634 para 12. 

II, Sarvinder Singh Grover v. Stale 0/ West Bengal (993) 1 Criminal Law Reporter 163 
(sq. 
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3. Should the law provide that on the arrest of a person it should be mandatory 
for the police offcer or any public Sen'3'1t holdin2 the custody. of a person to get 
him medically examined before commencing the interrogatIOn ? 

4. Whether Section I J 4- of the Indian Evidence Act should be amended to provide 
for raising of a premmption against the police officer or the public servant in case of 
any injury caused to a person in custody or resulting into death? Should the pre
sumption be rebuttable? 

5. Should the law provide fC'r an indepedent agency for hoding enquiry into the 
complaint of torture of a person in police custocly or death, if so, what should be 
the agency? Will it Dot ser' " the purpose if thc enquiry is held by the Chief Judicial 
Magistrate or Metrcpolit<'" Magistrate in case of tcrture and injury and by the 
Sessions Jucige of the Ddric1 in case of death? Should they have the liberty to obtain 
the assistance of the Criminal Investig&tion Department or any police officer of 
their choice? 

6. Should a Criminz.l casc be registered against the delinquent police officer or 
the public servant, if a prim~t facie case o£' torture, injury, or death is found without 
any further investipt:cn and without obtaining sanction of the G:)Vernment for 
the prosecution ofsuc11 delinquent puhlic servants uls 197 Cr. P.e.? 

7. Should there be provision for th'~ a'JI'3.rd of compensation by the Government on 
no fault basis in the case of death or injury c'.tUsed to a person ? If so, what would be 
the appropriate amount to be fixed. Should the Court trying the aforesaid delinquent 
officer have the power to awrrrd final comDensation to Cl~ victim or the dependants of 
the victim, notwithstanding their right to obtain damages in tort before Civil Caurt ? 

8. Whether the law should provide for interim compensation in a case where as a 
result of the enquiry, prima facie case of torture, injury or death on account of injury 
caused in custody is made out? 

9. Should the law confer power on the Government to recover the amount of 
compensation from the delinquent officer? 

10. Will the aforesaid steps not am~ct the functioning and morale of the police 
adversely in investigating cases and further whether it will result into non-investiga
tion of crimes which will affect public order? What measures should be taken to 
avoid these situations ? , 

The aforesaid issues arise out of our concern for the protection of the poor 
people who are generally subjected to torture in custody. The Law Commission has 
prepared this workil1g paper indicating the various aspects of the problem which is 
neigther exhaustive nor final; instead it is tentative. The Commission will be obliged 
if the considered opinion of the Jurists, Judges, Lawyers, Law-teachers and non
Governmental organisations, Heman Rights Activities are available to it as the same 
will be helpful in formulating tIle Commissions recommendations to the G:wernment 
for amending the laws. A:;y suggestion for amendment of law or enactment of a 
new law or formulatirg of any scheme in this respct which would advance public 
interest would be welcome. 
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APPENDIX-II 

COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE WORKlJ'lG PAPER 

Introductory 

As already stated, the Law Commission circulated a Working Paper on 'Custodial 
Crimes' for eliciting opinion from various quarters. In the working paper, the Law 
Commission formulated ten issues on various aspects of the problems relating to 
custodial crimes. 

The Commission also invited further suggestions for amendment of the law or 
enactment of a new law or formulating a new scheme. 

The Working Paper was sent to nine Academacians, fifty two Judges, fifty six 
Advocates, seventy four Police Officers of the rank of Director General of Police/ 
Commissioner of Police of all States; Commandant General of Home Guards of all 
States; Director General Industrial Security Force; Director, Central Bureau of 
Investigation; Director, Intelligence Bureau; Director, Enforcement; Director Gen
eral, Indo-Tibetan Border Police; and Director General, Bureau of Police Research 
& Development, and 32 Home Secretaries of all States & Union Territories. Out of 
these, responses were received from two academicians, five judges, seven advocates, 
twelve police officers and nine State Governments (including Union Territories). 

The working paper was also sent to the human rights activities and voluntary 
agencies like People's Union for Democratic Rights, People's Union for Civil 
Liberties; but it is regretted that the Commission received no response from these 
agencies on the important subject of 'custodial crimes', which is vitally connected 
with the protection of human rights. 

1. Power of Police to Arrest. 

ISSUE NO.1 

Should the police continue to have unrestricted power to arrest' any person at 
any time and at any place without any order or permission from the Magistrate or 
any other court. 

Views of Academicians 

Both of academicians are of the view that police should not continue to have 
unrestricted power to arrest. In their view proper accountability has to be built 
up against power of arrest exercised by the police. 

Views of Hon'ble Judges 

The Hon'ble Ex-Chief Justice of India answered Issue No. 1 in affirmative. 
So do all the four of the High Courts. They regard the existing provisions to be 
satisfactory. According to the Ex-Chief Justice of India, the Constitution has im
posed an obligation to convert the detention into judicial custody within 24 hours 
which is more than sufficient. 

Views of Advocates 

Out of seven, five have supported the power of police to arrest and one has 
deviated from the question and not replied the issue directly. The Calcutta Bar 
Association has responded in negative and has suggested to restrict the power of 
police regarding arrest. They feel that the term "cognizable" should be redefined so 
that the police may arrest without warrant only in appropriate cases. The law should 
also enjoin the police officer to record reason for arrest and as such he siIggested 
that Section 41 of Cr. P. C. be deleted. 
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Views of Police Officers 

Out oftwleve, eleven ot1ieer> have suggesteu that there is no need for any amend
ment in existing law, regarding arrest and one officer fro:11 Manipur (Imphal) has 
agreed and wanted the law be amended. They feel that the p0wers of arrest are not un
restricted. One officer say~ that the power of arrest should be restricted except in the 
case of hard core extremi~ts, lerrorists, drug paddlers a1ld smugglers. Others say 
that anv condition ~hould not be i11aced in regard to their power of .'lrrest. On the 
other h~llld, A.I.G. of Arunachal Pr;ldesh, Itanagar, agrees with the proposal of Law 
Commission. 

Views of State Governments 

Six State Govel'llmenb. namtiy. (iovernll'ent of (ioa, West Bengal, Karnataka. 
Rajasthan and Bihar supported the pOW0rs of police to arrest as necessary to maintain 
law and order. They are of th", view that if the police officer i~ required to take the 
permission for arrest from the Court the su~pect may flee away. The Government 
of Goa feels that in ca,c police hav<.: lu obt.;in persmission from the Magistrate or any 
other Court it will go agailh! St'clion 41 of Cr. P.c. and even a murderer will escape 
from the scene of olfence. It Wid amount to permi .. members of unlawful assembly to 
escape after indulging into violence. If this power is taken away there will be serious 
adverse effect on law <l1i,J order position. The Government of Andhra Pradesh 
is of the view that as the punitive provision contained in the Indian Penal Code under 
Section~ 220, 330, 331 arc inadequate and almost ineffective, there is every possibility 
of misusing such power\. They suggested that power of arrest under Section 41 
Cr. P. C. may be curtailed and it should be limited to Terrorists, hard-core criminals 
but not to others. Thcre ~hL)uld be no routine arre~t5. The State Governments/ 
Union Territories of Pondicherry, Mizoram, also support this \iew. 

2. Presence of Counsel at the time of interrogation. 

ISSUE NO.2 

Whether la\\! shouid bc amended to confer right on the suspect who is detained 
for interrogation to insist for tllC presence of his counsel at the time of interroga
tion. If the amendment is made, will it not delay and interfere with the investiga
tion of crime ? 

Views of Academicians 

Both the academicians have supported the issue raised by Law Commission 
and suggested amendment in the present laws. One of them has apprehension 
about its success, as he feels it is not feasible. He questions who is poor man's cou
nsel ? The other has suggested the presence of third party like family friends or 
legal consel will contribute t.) :lccountability of police flowers. He has further 
suggested that senior police olicers should be selected to make surpri~e visit of 
police station, to ensure that i:legal arrests are not made and third degree method 
is not used. Both of them agrel:d that if a person is arrested in a village then 'Gram 
Pradhan' or 'Sarpanch' of the village should also be informed and the where a b
oub of the arrested person ~hould also be given to tbe family and friends of the 
arrested person. They have abc) suggested that there should be prescribed a "Cust
udy-Menw" wherein complete information regarding arre~ted person and prop
erty taken by the police shouk! be entered and details of the police officers making 
arrest should als,) be filled. Tllis view is now supported by the recent judgement 
of the Supreme Court iil the ca,c' of Juginder Singh V. ,)'tate of Uttar Pradesh, 
(1994) 3 JT (SC) 423. 

Views of Hon. Judge~ 

Two of the High Courts, namely, Jammu & Kashmir and liangtok have 
responded in negative. According to them the proposed amendment will serve 
no purpose and would delay investigation. They suggested that interrogation should 
be made on scientific lines by u~ing an electronics and psychologistic pattl:rn. 
According to them the presence of friend and relative will be sufficient and there 
is no need of presence of counsel. The Andhra Pradesh High Court has also re
sponded to the issue in negative. It is of the view that there is no need to cha:lge 
the existing procedure. Accon ing to it, the presence of counsel will delay im esc 
tigation. On the other h~U1d, ttll: ex-chief Justice of lndia has said that the p 'es
ence of dn advocate would bc appropriate; only in exceptional cases the perm.ss
ion ShOl}d be taken from the Court for investigation in privacy. Thus out of four 
95-M/J128MofLJ&CA--IO 
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judicial opiniom three arc agaill;t the propo~al to amcmi llJe existing law to allow 
the presence of a counsel during interrogation of the arrested person and Justice 
R.N. Mishra is in favour of amendment to provide the assistance of advocate 
during the investigation in exceptional cases. 

Views of Advocates 

Out of seven, four have caLegoril:ully supported llic propo~al of Law Comm
ission to provide the legaJ assistance during investigation by prC~Cllce of the coun
sel. They feel that the presence of a counsel is desirable and would not delay or 
in any manner interfere with the investigation of crime. Accroding to them it is 
also in the tune of Article 22(1) and is supported by the ruling of the apex court 
in the Nandini Satpati v. P.L. Doni, (J978 Cr. LJ 9(8). They plead that appropri
ate amendment be made in Sections 41. 50 and 56 of Cr. P.e. 

Views of Police Officers 

Out of twelve, only one oilicer from Mallipur. I III phal ha~ supporled the 
proposal by suggesting amendment to provide a Coun~el during investigation. 
The other from Itanagar has suggested that help of a lawyer can be provided at 
a later stage of investigation. The rest of the senoir police oftkcrs fromDeIhi, Bombay 
and U.P. do not consider it necessary to amend law for the pre:;cnce of counsel 
at the time of interrogation because presence of counsel at the time of interrogat
ion would adversely affect the proceeding and wiJI cause delay and will also be 
an interference with the investigation of crime. A senior IPS otlker from Sikkim 
feels that if this proposal is accepted investigation will be rendered impossible. 
Jt would interfere in investigation of cases and put terrible financial pressure up 
on the detenu. Another senior officer (former Commissioner of Delhi Police) is 
of the view that counsel should not be allowed except in the cases of murder, rape, 
dacoity, robbery, etc. 

Views of State Governments 

Out of nine responses of ditIerent Stale GovernJllenh, [he Governments ot 
Goa, Andhra Pradesh, Mizoram and Pondicherry have ~upported the proposal 
for view of amending Section 41, 50 and 56 of Cr. P.e. to entitle the accused to 
have his conusel present at the time of interrogation. The Government of Goa 
has also quoted the judgement of Nalldini Satputhi v. P.N. Dalli, 1978 Cr. L.J. 
968. The Government of Andhra Pradesh states that in mo!'>t of the countries, a 
person arrested by the police is allowed immediate acce~s to his attorney. Even 
Article 22 of our Constitution lays down specifically that the arrested person should 
not be denied the right to consult and defend himself by a legdlcounsel of his cho
ice. The Government of Andhra Pradesh is of the view that law on this point 
sbould be elaborated by specifically providing that before interrogation starts 
by the police, the arrested person should be allowed to cOllwlt his legal counsel. 
It also advocates that where arrested person cannot afford a legal counsel, the 
State should itself provide him the assistance of a legal coun~d of his choice out 
of a pane) of advocates appointl::d by the Human Rights Commission or the Dist
rict Legal Aid Committee 

The remaining State Governmenls have disagreed I' ith such proposal and 
they have suggested not to cO!lfer any such right, as it will delay ill investigation of 
crime. 

3. Medical Examioatiarr of Victims/Suspects 

ISSUE NO.3 

Should tbe law provide that on arrest of a pen,oCl it should be mandatory for 
a poi ice officer or a public servant holding the eustody of the person [0 get 
rum medically examined, before commencing the inLerrogation '! 

Views of Academicians 

The academiciam ha.vc supported the propo~al or the Law Comllli~sion and 
responded in affirmative but they have raised the doubt whethcr such medical 
officer sl10uld be available to persons arrested in rcmot<: village areas or tri
bal areas. Despite t11is fact they have urged to amend the pwvisions in Cr. P.C. 
and make it mandatory on police to get the person medically examined before he 
is taken into custody. 
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Views of the Judges 

Out of the five, three have s11pported the proposal of the Law Commission, 
one has disagreed and one has not given the reply directly. Those who are in fav
our of providing the provision f0r compulosry medical exaMination of person 
being arrested have felt that the amendm;;;nt will be useful and serve as a safeguard 
against public atrocities. 

Viwes of Advocates 

Out os six advocates two have supported the proposal and recommended 
for amendment to provide medical examination of arrested person; one of them 
has deviated from direct reply and three l,ave cpposed the proposal as they do 
not feel it necessary. One advocate has advised that in addition to medical exami
nation which is necessary as and when the arrested person is produced before a 
Magistrate, the Magistrate should satisf? himself that the arrest took place on 
the date and time as recorded by the perce and not earlier and that arrested per
son has not been subjected to any torture before hi~ production in the Court. A
Senior Advocate of the Supreme Court has stated that the penon in custody has 
got the right of medical examinatic:1 under Section 54 Cr. P.e. but the police offi
cer while arresting such person should also inform him that he has got the right 
to be examined by a medical officer. 

Views of Police Officers 

Out of three, one of them feels that there is no need to make a provision, the 
other says that law may not be amended but administrative instructions may be 
issued, that if at the time of arrest a person is found infirm, injured, etc., he should 
be mediaclly examined. The third is in favour of the proposal of the Law Comm
ission provided that the medical officer is available near the police station. 

Views of State Governments 

All the responses received from nine State Governments/Union Territories 
do not favour the proposal. The Government of Andhra Pradesh states that it 
may not be practicable to follow t11is in all cases. This may be fo1!owed in cases 
where the arrested person or his counselor relatives request for a medical examina
tion, the police should be duty bound to allow the same. 

4. Presumption against Police Officer or public servant 

ISSUE NO. 

Whether Section 114 of Indian Evidence Act should be amened provide 
for raising presumption against the police officer or publice servant in case of any 
injury caused to a person in custody or resulting into death. Should the presump
tion be rebuttable ? 

Views of Academicians 

Out of two academicians, one has responded in affirmation. The other has 
not touched the issue. 

Views of Judges 

Out of five Judges, almost all of them are in favour of the presumption in case of 
custodial death and have answered it in a:nrmative. One of them Mr. Justice Rizvi 
from J & K High court says the presumption must be rebuttable. One of the judges 
has suggested to amend Section 114 of Evidence Act and the presumption should 
be rebuttable under Section 4 of the Evide'lce Act. Mr. Justice Ranganath Mishra 
is of the view that public sentiment seems to be in favour of raising presumption. 
However, an exception may be made in the cases of grievous injury and death 
and the rebuttable presumption could be proved in such cases. 

Views of Advocates 

Out of seven responses, five are in favour of rebuttable presumption. They 
feel that once the presumption under section 114 of Evidence Act is introduced, 
it would definitely go a long way in restri:ting and controlling the prosperity of 
public servant or police officer in existing custodial cruelty or torture on arrest
ed person. 
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Views of Police Officers 

Out of the twelve views Leei'. ,i t>" the Law Commission, three senior pol
ice officers have supported til,; p:,,~p;)J:,1 or Dres!.!mpiion and rest have opposed 
the same, Those who are ag?ins~ :,tz::ell that there 1s no need of amending Section 
114 of the Indian Evidence Act. The P"!ice officers of higher ranks have no ob-

jection to third-degree meth,:,ci. 

Views of States Governments 

Out of nine State Governme1'h/UnionTerritories. four are against the idea 
of presumption and five seem to b?"~ to cbj::ction to an8nding Section 114 of the 
Evidence Act to draw presuillptiol1 that injury caused during custody was caused 
by the officer under whose custody the person was given at that time. The Govern
ment of Andhra Pradesh feels thlt t1;c provisions contained in Section 114(A 
and 114(B) of the Indian Evidence Act. if extended to custodial crimes the pol
ice officer concerned will tc: made 1cCPU11tahle and tl~,e custodial crimes can be 
checked. The Governments of Pondicherry 'lnd Mizoram follow this view. The 
Governments of Goa and McglJalaya also favour the proposal. The Government 
of Goa also states that it should be specified whether the benefit of presumption 
applies to cases of grievous hurt or to cases of simple injury as well. 

5. Independent Agency for holding Enquiry 

ISSUE NO.5 

The fifth issue raised by the Law Commission was whether the law should 
provide for independent agency for holdiwz inquiry into the complaint of tor
ture or death of a person in police custody. What should be that agency? The Law 
Commission also raised further question whether the purpose will serve if the inquiry 
is held by the Chief Judicial Magistrate or \1etropolitan Magistrate in case of torture 
and injury and by Sessions Judge af the Di,trict in case of death ? Should they 
get the assistance of C.l.D. Oi' ali' p;)lic~ olh:er of their choice. 

Views of academicians 

The academicians favoured an independent agency for holding the enquiry 
into custodial crimes. One of them adds that Women's Commission Act provides 
for an independent agency. 

Views of Judges 

All the five judges are in favour of a law providing for an independent agency 
for investigation of cases. One Hon'ble Chief Justice of a High court has suggested 
that it will be really worthwhile to empower the Chief Judicial Magistrate and 
Sessions Judges to take cognizance of the reports to custodial violence and custo
odial death respectively. By doing so police agencies will be supervised by judicial 
ofticers. The other Judge has indicated that newly constituted Human Rights 
tommission will be proper agency. 

Views of Advocates 

Except one advocate who has not replied to the question, rest of them are in 
a~~ent with Law Commission's suggestion that an independent agency is 
taeeeS5ary for investigation of custodial death or torture during custody. They 
Ileel that if the inquiry is held by Chief Judical Magi<;trate or Metropolitan Magi
Istrate or Senior judge as the case may be the Code of Criminal Procedure will 
have to be changed quite substantially for the purpose of holding the trial of 
Offence. They have said that police admiuistration should not be allowed to par
ticipate in such inquiry. They feel that C.RT. being a part of police administration 
does not hold better position in public trust. 

Views of Police Officers 

Out of twelve only three arc in favour in independent agency. One Ex-Co
mm.issioner of Police, Delhi, prefers setting up of a separate organisation under 
t'Ile Government headed by serving or retired judge in every State to look into 
the torture or custodial death. A majority of police officers are not in favour of 
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any such agency. They said that in Maharashtra there is an order of state O(>vem
ment for investigation of the cases of custodial deaths or custodial violence or 
rape by the State C.I.D. and similar practice is followed in other States also. In 
Tamil Nadu P.S.O. 445 Vol. I pbced on the procedure in cases of police tor
ture, death in custody, rape cLe. for otiler public servants investigation is carried 
out by police and action taken &ccordiug to law. Investigation by the Executive 
Magistrate is adequate in actual experience. According to them, the suggestion 
made by the Law Commission wiilnot serve tbe purpose because e.J. Ms and Sessions 
Judges are already over-burdened and it will take a long time in enquiry and then 
case will be registered. The purpose would be served by making investigation of 
such cases by State e.I.D. or ,< central independent police agency mandatory and 
providing for investigation by Human Rights Commission in any case where the 
Investigation by such an agency is not found to be satisfactory. 

Views of State Governments/Union Territories 

Most of the State Govcrnments/UnionTerritories are again5t the suggesi
tion of an independent agency. One of illese has suggested that an inquiry by a 
Magistrate under Section 176 Cr. P.e. will serve the purpose. The Government 
of Andhra Pradesh feels that the Human Rights Commission both at Central and 
State level created by an crdinance will have an investigating machinery of its 
own to investigate complaints of torture or death of a person in police custody. 
No other agency is required. The Governments of Mizoram and Pondicherry follow 
tbis view. 

The Government of Karnataka is of the view that there are no two opinions 
as regards entrusting cases of torture or J~ath ll1 police custody to an indepen
dent agency for a thorough investigation. It adds that entrusting enquiry of all 
such case to the judicial authorities would not be advisable. In Karnataka cases 
of custodial death are referred to the COD. Cases of torture in custody are also 
dealt with departmentally. 

The Government of MeghaJaya holds that such mandatory inquiry may be 
conducted by an Executive magistrate. Section 176 Cr. P.e., may need amend
_nt. The Magistrate may have the assistance of the CID or any police officer 
of hi$ choice. 

The Government of West Bengal is of the view that in case of torture or death 
in custody, it will be sunlcient (1'-a Ldici:ll M<tgistrate having jurisdiction holds 
inqu!ry. He should have the literty to ob r'" 11 the assistance of the Criminal Investi
gation Department of any police officer with: n the j:!risdiction. 

The Government of Bihar :.md Goa are against the proposal. 

SUctiOD for prosecution 

ISSUE NO.6 

Should a criminal case be registered against the delinquent police officer or 
the public servant, if a prima facie case of torture, injury or death is found without 
any further investigation and without obtaining sanction of the Government for 
the proseeution of such delinquent public servants puunder Section 197 Cr. P.e. 

Views of Academicians 

Both the academicans are of the view that Section 197 Cr. P.C. should be 
amended. 

Views of Judges 

All the five Judges who have forwarded their views, answered the issue in 
aftinnative. According to the ex-Chief Justice of India, the judicial opinion is 
clear and there is no need for sanction for prosecution. 
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Views of Advocates 

Out of six Advocates, five Advocates have agreed with the proposal of Law 
Commission for ame;1jing S=cti·)n 197 of Cr. P. C. one has suggested that delin
quent officer should be kept u!der sus)ension immediately. One senior Advocate 
of the Supreme Court is against regis!:)' .ition of a criminal case. He feels that the 
Court should take the cognizanl:e of the case on the basis of report of the magis
istrate. 

Views of Police Officers 

Out of twelve, ten senior police of;icers are of the view that a criminal cases 
should be registerd agaimt the J::linqu.!nt officer and no sanction of the Govern
ment is nccc55ary u;}j~r S::::tiO:l 197 Cr. P.C. But in cir.::u mtances like escaping 
from police custody and jumping from train at the time of transfer from one place 
to another, prosecution without sanction will be unfair and unjust. 

Views of State Governments/Union Territories 

Out of nine responses received fro:n various State Governments/Union Terri
tories, three are in favour of not amending Section 197 of Cr. P. C. One State 
Government is of the view that a crilllinal case be registered against the delinqu
ent police officer or public servuilt aftel' a thorough investigation is made and with 
the sanction of the government under Section 197 of Cr. P.e. The Governments 
of Rajasthan, Bihar and Meghalaya favoured the 'proposal. The Government of 
Andhra Pradesh states that tLe prcv~sicn under sub-section (1) of Section 176 
of Cr. P.e. suggested by the Law CO:1:mission will be more appropriate for deal
ing with the delinquent public serva:,~. The Government of Mizoram endorses 
this view. The Government of PO:ldic~,~rry is of the view that for registering a 

. criminal case no sanction under Scctioil 197 Cr. P.C. is necessary. 

Compensation on no fault basis 

ISSUE NO.7 

Should there be provision for the award of compensation by the Government 
on no fault basis in the case of death or injury caused to a person ? If so, what 
would be the appropriate amount to be fixed? Should the Court trying the 
aforesaid delinquent officer have the power to award final compensation to the 
victim or the dependents of the victim, notwithstanding their right to obtain dama
ages in tort before Civil Court ? 

Views of Academicians 

Both the academicians agree with the poposal of compensation. They have 
suggested payment of compensation. One of them suggested that the compensa
tion should not be on the basis of earning and status as in matters of accident cases. 
He has suggested compensation of Rs. 5,00,000 in case of death, Rs. 3,00,000 in 
case of crippling and Rs. 1,00,000 for minor injury. 

Views of Judges 

All the Judges except a one have supported the proposal of compensation. 
Two of them are of the view that compensation should be on no fault basis. One 
of the Judges has suggested the amount of Rs. 50,000 in case of injury, between 
Rs. 2,00,000 to Rs. 5,00,000 in case of death. One judage is against any such move 
and he is of the view that State should not be made liable to pay compensation 
and the other has not responded to the issue. 

Views of Advocates 

All the six Advocates are in favour of compensation. Two of them recomm
ended it in addition to civil remedy under torts. They want a public compensation 
system. The other two Advoc~'.tes are of the view that the quantum of compen
sation should be determined judicially, while the fifth one has mentioned that 
the compensation should be fixed one. Sixth opinion is that quantum must de
pen~ on the nature of injury and liability of victim. One of the senior Advocates, 
8hri Anand Prakash is of the view that there should also be a scheme for rewards 
and compensation for exemplary work and for injuries received to a Police officer 
on duty. 
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Views of PoUce~Ofticen 

All the twelve police officers have supported the cause of compensation but 
on no fault basis. One officer has suggested Rs. 25,000 and Rs. 1,00,000 respecti
vely in the case of injury and death. The other has reduced this figure to Rs. 25,000 
and Rs. 50,000 respectively. 

Views of State Governments/Union Territories 

All the nine States Governments/Union Territories are in favour of paying 
compensation when a prima facie case is made out. One of these is not in favour 
of recovery of the money from the delinquent police officer. The other one says 
that Government should not pay the compensation and the individual police offi
cer should pay the amount as per his financial condition and capability. The Gov
ernment of Andhra Pradesh is of the view that the provision for payment of comp
ensation to the custodial victims is necessary. It accepts the proposal of the Law 
Commission. Further, it highlights that in caSC$ where a commission appointed 
by the Government finds the police officer in a particular custodial crime to be 
guilty, the departmental enquiries are resulting m these officers, in exoneration. 
According to the Government, it will be a travesty of justice. It suggests that where 
a departmental officer imposes a minor penalty like stopping of increments, cen
sure etc., the head of the department should report the matter to the Govern
ment so that where the Government is satisfied that the punishment is not in 
proportion to the gravity, should review the punishment. The Government of 
Mizoram endorses this view. 

The Government of Karnataka is of the view that there is no need for a sepa
rate provision under the statute for awarding compensation. There should not 
be a parallel proceedings in the civil courts for claiming damages. 

The Government of Pandicherry is of the opinion that the court trying the 
delinquent officer should have the power to award final compensation and not the 
civil court. If the victim is not satisfied with final award, he may seek redress in 
appellate court and not in a civil court ? 

Interim Compensation 

ISSUE NO.8 

Whether the law should provide for interim compensation in a case where as 
a result of the enquiry Prima facie case of torture, injury or death on account of 
injury caused in custody is made out ? 

Response of the Academicians 

Both the academicians supported the proposal of,the Law Commission for 
interim compensation if the primajacie case is made out. 

Response of the Judges 

Out of the fifteen Judges, four agreed with the proposal of interim compensation. 
One has suggested the amount ofRs. 1,00,000 in case of death and Rs. 50,000 in 
disablement, 20,000 for any other injury. Another gives Rs. 50,000 in death and 
Rs. 10,000 for injury. The other says reasonable compensation be given. One 
judge who disagreed feels that such a measure will create unnecessary complication. 
One judge has not responded to the issue directly. 

RespoMe of the Advocates] 

All the six Advocates are in favour of interim compensation. Out of them three 
Advocates are of the view that the interim compensation should be given by the Trial 
Court as soon as the charges are framed. 

Response of the Police Officers 

Out of these twelve Officers, ten have dearly recommended interim compensa
tiOIl and two have not tQJCllld the issue. 
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Response of State Governments/Union Territorl .. 

Out of nine, the views of five are in favour of· interim compensation and foUt 
are opposed to such proposal. The Government of Andhra Pradesh is of the view 
that a provision for payment of interim compensation when a prima jacie case is 
made out, is essential. The Governments of Pondicherry and Mizoram also endorse 
this view. The Governments of Bihar and Goa al$o favoured the proposal. 

Recovery from Officera 

ISSUE NO.9 

Should the law confer power on the Government to recover the amount of 
compensation from the delinquent officer ? 

Views of the AcademicilUlS 

Both are of the view that compensation amount should be recovered from the 
delinquent officer in full or in part but one has raised dcubt as to how the money will 
be collected from individual police man. 

Views of the Judges 

Out of five judges, four are in favour of recovering the amount from individual 
and not from the Government. One has not responded to the issue directly. All of 
them have supported the proposal that recovery should be made from delinquent 
officer. One has suggested that the recovery should be to the extent it is feasible. 
The other Advocate is of the view that the recovery should be imposed only in the 
cases of gross neglect of law cansing hurt, torture or injury or death. 

Views of the Police Officers 

Out of twelve Police Officers, only three are in favour while rest of eight 
disagreed with the recovery of compensation from iindividual and one is of the view 
that it should be left to the discretion of the Government. 

Views of State Governments/Union Territoriell 

Out of nine, three of these are in favour of ~ering the amount from the delin
quent officer and two State Governments are in favour of the recovery from delinquent 
officer to the extent of 50 per cent of the amount. The Government of Pondicherry 
views that at least a small percentage of the compensation should be made recover
able from the delinquent officer. The Government of Goa disagrees with the pro
posal. Government of Andhra Pradesh suggests for considering the issue carefully 
because it is a critical issue. The Government of Miloram also endorses this view. 
The Government of Karnataka is of the view that ,since the trial court will have to 
determine the quantum of compensation, there need not be allY other provisio D 

Effect of the proposed amendments on pollee functioning 

ISSUE NO. 10 

Will the aforesaid steps not affect the functioning and morale of the police 
adversely in investigating cases and further whetha' it will result into non-investip
tion of crimes which will affect public order? WhM measures should be tatea to 
avoid these situations ? 

Views of Academicians 

None of the academicians have responded to the issue directly. 

Views of the Judges 

Out of the five judges two are of the view that it will derscly affect and two 
are of the view that there will be no adverse effect on the morale of police. One ha5 
not responded to the issue. 
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Views of the Advocat. 

All the six Advocates who have responded say that this will not affect the morale 
of the police and investigation will also not be adversely affected. 

Views of tbe Police Officers 

Out of the twelve police officers, six sly that it will not affect the morale. 15 sav 
that there will be no effect. 

Views of State Governments/UDioD Territories 

Out of nine responses received, five State Governments/Union Territories do not 
agree with the view. Government of West Bengal suggested that a balanced ap
proach should be taken. The Government of Rajasthan emphasizes that in the 
short term the steps recommended will lead to some dislocation of police function
ing and also erosion of police morale but ultimately they will help in reducing police 
excesses. Once these steps are implemented, the police will function under a lot of 
constraints and the courts should take cognizance of the same. The courts would 
have to take into account the near absence of recovery of incriminating material and 
would have to rely on oral evidence. Thus a new interpretation of the Law of 
Evidence would emerge and any failure of the courts to place faitb in police investig3-
tion would adversely affect public order in the lona run. 

The Government of Andhra Pradesh is of the view that the steps contemplated 
in the working paper will not affect the functioning and morale of the police. On 
the other hand, the police excess can be reduced to the minimum. Therefore, there 
is need and urgency for the police reforms which cannot brook any further postpone
ment. The Governments of Mizoram and Pondicherry endorse this view. The 
Government of Karnataka states that it certainly does affect the functioning and 
morale of the police adversely who are investigating cases. To ensure that third 
degree methods are not employed during invsetigation of crimes. it is absolutely 
necessary that certain safeguards are prOVided to prevent such torture or custodial 
death of accused persons. Punishing guilty police officers does not, however, in any 
way be construed as weakening the morales of the investigating officer. An investiga
ting officer should know his limitations and he should not have unbridled pov"er 
which can be detrimental to the interests of the ci~zen~. 
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